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Arm-equipped orbital robots are complex systems merging the nonlinear dynamics be-
havior of classical terrestrial robots with the complexities of the control architecture of
space systems. From the one hand, their dynamics is characterized by nonlinearity and by
the microgravity behavior; from the other hand, their control architecture relies on highly
heterogeneous actuation and limited sensing capability. Tremendous impetus has char-
acterized the research of the last decades towards the realization of such systems; many
solutions have been investigated both theoretically and experimentally. Still, the solutions
were investigated in a somewhat decoupled fashion stemming from the different points of
view of the robotics and the space communities. Centralized control systems taking into
account both aspects altogether, and exploiting their features, need to be developed for a
successful deployment of the technology.
The main contribution of this thesis is to define a unifying framework for designing con-
trollers that better exploit the dynamics and actuation properties of the orbital robots.
The framework leverages on the whole-body quantities of the system, and on their con-
servation laws. The robot requirements are enforced by introducing the innovative tasks
of momentum dumping and control of the center-of-mass of the whole robot, which are
more natural and thus more fuel efficient than the classical spacecraft positioning tasks.
Thrusters-decoupled actuators allocation structures are further defined and used for the
design of coordinated controllers that limit the allocation of thrusters. Within this frame-
work, whole-body controllers are derived, which merge the advantages of common free-
floating and free-flying strategies, while solving their main limitations. The derived con-
trollers allow reducing the thrusters use and the fuel consumption of robotic operations,
thereby allowing an extended life and reduced cost of orbital robotics missions.
Beyond the conceptual innovation, attention is posed also to the theoretical and practical
stability of the controllers. The actuators allocation is formulated in a way that main
structural properties of the system are preserved, and thus can be exploited in the stability
analysis. The theoretical stability is proven for some of the classical controller and for the
whole-body controllers analyzed in the thesis. The practical stability and effectiveness of
the controllers considering a realistic set of thrusters is analyzed via extensive numerical
simulation. The practical stability and effectiveness of the controllers considering a real
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Arm-equipped orbital robots are a fundamental technology for future space missions. The
employment of only human astronauts is prohibitive for certain missions, due to high risks
to human safety and costs. Examples of missions that will need orbital robots are on-orbit
servicing of existing satellites, in-orbit assembly of space structures (see Fig. 1.1), berthing
with orbital stations (see Fig. 1.2), and active removal of space debris (see Figs 1.3 and
1.4).
Orbital robots feature a complex dynamic behavior, which stems from the lack of a
fixed-based base, and differs substantially from the behavior of on-ground robots. The
two major dynamics implications caused by the lack of a fixed-base are a coupling of the
motion of the robot manipulator(s) into the motion of the sustaining spacecraft, and the
necessity of locomoting in the inertial space via usage of thrusters. In addition to the
complex dynamic behavior, the control architecture of such systems is characterized by
heterogeneous actuation, limited resources, and limited capability of exteroceptive sensing.
Thus, in order to realize orbital robotics missions, there is the need of developing suitable
controllers which are capable of tackling the complexity of the dynamics and of the control
architecture.
1.1. Related work
Commonly, orbital robots were classified [UY89, DP93, WKCGR18] as free-floating or
free-flying robots, depending on whether thrusters are completely turned off, or are used
to control the supporting spacecraft; five categories can be identified and are listed in
Table 1.1.
Note that the differentiation among the categories was done on the basis of the different
activation of the external forces and torques provided by the thrusters, with the aim of
enforcing different translational and rotational requirements on the spacecraft.
Free-flying strategies that control the translation of the spacecraft (i.e., cases 4 and 5
in Table 1.1) have the advantage of endowing the robot with the capability of reaching
any position in the inertial space. Free-flying strategies that control the rotation of the
spacecraft (i.e., cases 3 and 5 in Table 1.1) have the advantage of ensuring eventual point-
ing requirements of practical on-board equipment, such as antennas, spacecraft-mounted
15
1. Introduction
Figure 1.1.: In-orbit assembly of a space telescope: the DLR CAESAR mounted on the
ESA PULSAR spacecraft.















1 Free-floating 0 0 Uncontrolled Uncontrolled
2 Free-floating 0 0 Uncontrolled Controlleda
3 Free-flying 0 6= 0 Uncontrolled Controlled
4 Free-flying 6= 0 0 Controlled Uncontrolled
5 Free-flying 6= 0 6= 0 Controlled Controlled
a The rotation of the spacecraft is controlled only by exploiting redundancy provided by momentum-
exchange devices (e.g., reaction wheels, control-moment gyros, variable speed control moment gyros), or
by redundancy in the manipulators’ joints.
Table 1.1.: Classification of orbital robots based on the use of the thrusters and on the
requirements enforced on the spacecraft.
relative sensors, or photovoltaic arrays. Related works for the Free-flying case 3 in Ta-
ble 1.1 are [XSLK92, Oda96, Oda97, Agh09a, Agh09b]; related works for the Free-flying
case 5 are [AJ87, VD89, DT90, SA90, DT91, PD91a, ES93, PM94, MP97, RA06, NY06a,
NY06b, AVT19]; to the author’s knowledge, control methods for the Free-flying case 4
were not thoroughly investigated in the literature due to a somewhat limited applicability
in common scenarios.
Despite their advantages, the free-flying strategies are affected by several limitations:
Fuel usage The Reaction Control System (RCS) of a spacecraft is composed of chemical
thrusters, which make use of nonrenewable fuel. Fuel in space is a limited resource
because it has to be entirely carried during the launch phase, and has to last for the
entire time of the robot’s mission; an excessive use of the thrusters may reduce the
operational life of the robot.
Low control rate Thrusters in space are normally operated in a discrete on/off mode,
modulation techniques are normally employed to map the spacecraft control signal
into a discrete on/off one to be commanded to the thrusters’ valves. These techniques
impose limits on the maximum sampling rate of the signal to be discretized, resulting
in a very low rate of the spacecraft control signal compared to the high rate of the
joint control one. Free-flying strategies that actuate the thrusters and the joint
torques in a coupled way1 might result in a severe limitation of the performance of
the arm due to the low-rate control signal of the spacecraft.
Saturation The motors of the joints are normally capable of providing high torques,
whereas the thrusters are capable of providing low-to-moderate thrusts, which in
turn result in low-to-moderate forces and torques realized on the spacecraft. Free-
flying strategies that actuate the thrusters and the joint torques in a coupled way
might result in a severe limitation of the performance of the arm due to possible
occurrence of saturation of the thrusters.
Plume impingement Impingement of the thrusters’ plume onto the target object can
induce an excitation of the target rotational state, and can push it away from the




servicer robot. In general, the problem cannot be addressed only by design of the
RCS hardware; constraints on the trajectory planning and mission operations can be
necessary to overcome the problem. Due to overuse of thrusters actuation, free-flying
strategies might cause substantial plume impingement, and may make the capture
phase difficult.
To overcome the above-mentioned limitations, the robot may be operated based on
free-floating strategies, in which the thrusters are completely turned off (i.e., the cases
1 and 2 in Table 1.1). In some free-floating strategies [UY87, VD87, UY89, MMA89b,
VD90, PD91b, XS91, YSKU92, NM93, CS01, YNU+04, SK05, NY06a, ALH06, XWZY13,
GGDS+16, LMO+18], the robot is steered towards desired location while the position and
attitude of the spacecraft displace freely in reaction to the motion of the manipulator.
In some other others [LLZ87, NYU91, NUY92, XSLK92, Yos94, DY04a, DY04b, YDN06,
ONY07, ONY08, Agh09a, Agh09b, ONY10, SN16], reactionless motion of a redundant
arm and/or momentum exchange devices are used to control the attitude of the spacecraft
during maneuvers of the manipulator.
By completely avoiding the use of the thrusters, the free-floating strategies have the ad-
vantage of consuming no fuel at all and causing no plume impingement. Furthermore,
the manipulator can be operated at its maximum speed because it is not limited by the
low rate and saturation of the reaction control system. Despite these advantages, the
free-floating strategies might have limited applicability in practical scenarios due to the
following aspects:
Zero momentum assumption To avoid drifts in the inertial space, and thus ensure
stability of the system for an indefinite time, free-floating strategies rely on the as-
sumption of a zero initial linear momentum (cases 1 and 2), and zero initial angular
momentum (case 1). This assumption is based on the idea that, prior to the prox-
imity operations, the robot would be “placed” in a zero momentum condition by a
single- or multi-body free-flying controller during a previous rendezvous phase. How-
ever, an exact zero momentum condition cannot be achieved with the present-day
reaction control systems employed in rendezvous operations, because of the low reso-
lution of the chemical thrusters. Chemical thrusters are characterized by a minimum
impulse that can be actuated, as quantified by the so-called Minimum Impulse Bit
(MIB), below which no more momentum can be extracted from the system, resulting
in a nonzero residual momentum. Furthermore, orbital environmental forces act on
the robot, causing an accumulation of nonzero momentum.
Contact Accidental or voluntary contact transfers momentum to the system. Due to the
transferred momentum, a fast drift of the spacecraft and the joints may be induced
during and/or after contact, which may lead to singularity and workspace limits
within few seconds.
Limited workspace In a free-floating strategy, the workspace of the manipulator would
be a bounded region of the inertial space. In scenarios in which the robot is re-
quested to operate on different distant objects, a free-floating strategy alone cannot
be employed, switching to a free-flying one is needed.
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1.2. Idea: Whole-Body Control of Orbital Robots
The above-mentioned free-floating and free-flying categorization implicitly builds upon the
idea that the thrusters can be used only to enforce requirements on the spacecraft; however,
in a multibody robotic system, thrusters might be instead used to achieve other tasks
that own different properties. This spacecraft-centric perspective, probably originated as
a heritage of previous pioneering research in single-body space robotics, might dim the
analysis of the core-features of a multi-body system, and might inhibit the development
of new classes of controllers that better exploit those features.
In this doctoral thesis, a step is taken towards a different framing of the problem with
the aim of exploring innovative control solutions. By looking at the system from a whole-
body-centric perspective, new control tasks are conceived and new coordination methods
of the actuators are derived, which allow developing a new control strategy merging the
advantages of the free-floating and the free-flying ones.
By looking at the system in its entirety rather than focusing on the behavior of the
spacecraft, it is possible to identify a more general set of control requirements needed to
ensure the success of an on-orbit robotic operation. An orbital robot shall be able to
(R1) control the translation, the rotation, or both, of the end-effector of the manipula-
tor(s), and
(R2) ensure that no drift happen that may result in workspace limits, and
(R3) provide a mean of moving the robot in the inertial space, and
(R4) if needed, control the translation, or the rotation, or both, of one or other bodies of
the robot other than the end-effector, and
(R5) provide a mean of avoiding collisions.
The requirement (R2) is needed, for instance, for ensuring safety during the post-contact
phase2; the requirement (R3) endows the robot with the capability of reaching distant
objects; the requirement (R4) guarantees eventual pointing or proximity constraints of
body-mounted devices and may not necessarily be the spacecraft; the requirement (R5)
guarantees the robot be safely maneuverable nearby objects when no explicit requirements
are imposed on the spacecraft.
Finally, in addition to the above-mentioned requirements, the controller of an orbital robot
shall have the important feature of limiting the use of the thrusters, to reduce the
consumption of nonrenewable fuel, and to limit performance deterioration caused by the
limitation of the thrusters.
A class of whole-body controllers is derived in this thesis, which allows satisfying most of
the stated requirements without necessarily resorting to a free-flying strategy, i.e., without
necessarily enforcing a control of the position and/or the rotation of the spacecraft. In the
next chapters, by leveraging on the two core ideas of thrusters-decoupled actuation
and invariant task, a class of whole-body controllers is derived, which integrates the
natural floating-base behavior of the system into a fully actuated strategy, and allows to
drastically reduce the thrusters use. By doing so, a single unified controller for the pre-
and post-contact phases of an orbital robot is obtained, which bypasses or mitigates the
limitations of the free-floating and free-flying strategies, and merges their advantages.
2This aspect will be analyzed in detail in Section 3.1.3 and in Chapters 7 and 8.
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1.3. Overview and Contribution
The thesis contributes to both theory and experimental validation in the field. The or-
ganization of the thesis is as follows. First, the free-flying and free-floating strategies are
reported, as well their limitations. Second, the general framework for the derivation of
the Whole-Body controllers is presented. Then, a series of new controllers are derived as
an application of the general framework to specific control cases. Finally, the validation
of new controllers with numerical and hardware simulations is reported. The thesis is
organized in such a way to have a uniform notation.
Chapter 2 treats the modeling of the orbital robot, and introduces the methodology
for deriving the controllers. Therein, the main kinematics and dynamics equations are
described, as well as the underlying assumptions and notation. The transformation of the
dynamics into a new space – the allocation space – is addressed, in a similar way as done
for the Operational Space Formulation [Kha87].
Chapter 3 deals with the free-floating and free-flying strategies, and analyzes their lim-
itations. The common transposed-Jacobian free-floating controller [MMA89b] is extended
for use of with nonzero linear and angular momenta, and for the use with redundant
arms; both extensions are a contribution. The common coordinated free-flying controller
[PD91a] is extended for use with a redundant manipulator, a mathematically rigorous
stability analysis is provided, and the limitation arising from the thrusters-coupled actua-
tion of the free-flying strategy is pointed out. To the best of the author’s knowledge, the
extension to the redundant manipulator and the stability analysis are a contribution.
Chapter 4 describes the core idea of the class of Whole-Body controllers derived
herein, and defines the framework for their derivation. First, the concepts of thrusters-
decoupled actuation and invariant task are made mathematically precise. Second, an
external-internal actuator decomposition is presented for achieving complete thrusters-
decoupling. Third, a centroid-circumcentroidal actuator decomposition is presented for
achieving partial thrusters-decoupling. The three derivations are a contribution.
Chapter 5 presents two Whole-Body controllers for an orbital robot equipped with
thrusters; the controllers are derived by application of the general framework presented in
Chapter 4. The first controller adopts an external-internal actuator decomposition, and
allows enforcing the whole-body requirements (R1)-(R3) listed in Section 1.2 with mini-
malistic use of the thrusters. By doing so, the safety advantages of the free-flying strategy
are merged with the fuel efficiency advantage of a free-floating one. The second controller
adopts a centroid-circumcentroidal actuator decomposition, and it allows enforcing the
additional requirement (R4) for the particular case of attitude control of the base, which
is needed in certain missions. Compared to a free-floating strategy, or to the free-flying
strategies with partial underactuation (i.e., cases 3 and 4 in Table 1.1), the controllers
guarantee a safe post-contact phase; compared to a free-flying strategy with complete
actuation (i.e., case 5 in the same table), the controllers drastically reduce the thrusters
use and fuel consumption during the pre-contact maneuvering. The two controllers are a
contribution; the stability analysis of the second controller is a contribution.
Chapter 6 presents a Whole-Body controller for an orbital robot equipped with thrusters
and reaction wheels; similarly as in Chapter 5, the controller is derived by application of
the general framework presented in Chapter 4. Thanks to the additional redundancy pro-
vided by the reaction wheels, an external-internal actuator decomposition can be used
instead of a centroid-circumcentroidal one, and the requirement (R4) of attitude control
of the base is enforced without using thrusters. By doing so, the thrusters usage and the
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fuel consumption during pre-contact phase are drastically reduced also in missions which
require attitude pointing. The controller and its stability proof are contributions.
Chapter 7 presents the validation of the controllers via numerical simulation. The
functional differences among controllers are first analyzed via ideal simulation; then, an
extensive validation with realistic thrusters and noise models is reported, which validates
the reduced thrusters usage and fuel consumption of the Whole-Body controllers.
Chapter 8 reports the results of the experimental validation performed on the On-
Orbit Servicing Simulator (OOS-Sim) hardware-in-the-loop simulation facility at German
Aerospace Center (DLR). The experimental validation proves the applicability of the pro-
posed controllers considering a robot composed of a seven degrees-of-freedom (DOF) arm
mounted on a 6DOF moving spacecraft, and is a contribution.
Chapter 9 summarizes the key differences among the presented controllers and draws
the main conclusions.
The research findings reported in this thesis resulted in two journal articles and four
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1.4. Orbital Robotics Mission
The Engineering Test Satellite VII (ETS-VII) [OKY96, Yos03] was the first mission demon-
strating in orbit the robotic capturing of a target satellite by means of an arm-equipped
orbital robot. It provided validation of a number of robotic tasks, including: teleoperation
from the ground with a large time delay; robotic servicing such as replacement of satellite
units and deployment of a space structure; dynamically coordinated control between the
manipulator’s reaction and the satellite’s response; capture and berthing of a cooperative
target satellite.
After the ETS-VII mission, a number of activities in the world were conducted to demon-
strate in orbit the robotic capture of a noncooperative target satellite. The Deutsche
Orbitale Servicing Mission (DEOS) [SBS+10, RMNL11] of the German Space Agency
(DLR) was designed up to technology readiness level B2, with the aim of demonstrating
the robotic capture of a noncooperative tumbling satellite in orbit. The ESA e.deorbit
[JLR+18] activity was started to capture and deorbit the ESA-owned defunct satellite
ENVISAT, which represents a large noncooperative tumbling satellite; the activity envi-
sions the capture of the satellite by means of an arm-equipped orbital robot. The ESA
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COMRADE project [CBS+18] was conducted to design the combined3 and coordinated4
control system for the ESA e.deorbit mission.
The present thesis was developed within the context of the DLR DEOS, ESA e.deorbit,
and ESA COMRADE projects. More specifically, the free-floating controller presented in
Section 3.1, and the Whole-Body controller presented in Section 5.1, were developed by the
author to tackle the impedance control problem in the DLR DEOS mission; the free-flying
controller in Section 3.2 was adapted for application with a large tumbling target and
implemented in the ESA COMRADE project; the Whole-Body controllers in Section 5.2
and Section 6.1 were developed by the author for improving the performance, fuel con-
sumption, and plume impingement compatibly with the attitude requirement envisioned
in the ESA e.deorbit project.
Figure 1.3.: Robotic capture scenario of the DLR DEOS mission: the robotic arm tracks
the grasping point of the tumbling satellite while the base of the orbital robot
is left free-floating.
3Combined means that the controller is implemented on a single computer unit which has access to
both the spacecraft’s and arm’s sensors and actuators.
4Coordinated means the control tasks are shared among both spacecraft and arm actuators, to fully
exploit the system redundancy.
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Figure 1.4.: Robotic capture scenario of the ESA e.deorbit mission: to avoid collisions
with the large tumbling satellite, the orbital robot has to perform a synchro-
nized flight during the robotic capture; the relative attitude shall be further





2.1. Derivation of the Kinematics Model
In this section, the kinematics equations used throughout the thesis are described. Let
us first describe the scenario, the references frames, and the assumptions used for the
derivation of the kinematics model. The scenario considered in this work involves a robot





Figure 2.1.: Scenario: robotic capture of a target object in orbit.
An orbital frame O is defined having inertial axes and located on an orbit which at the
initial time coincides with the orbit of the target. The orbital motion is slow compared to
the robot maneuvers, and, in turn, the effects of the noninertiality of O resulting in the
dynamics of the system relative to O are small compared to the actuation forces. Thus,
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the following assumption is made:
Assumption 2.1. The frame O is inertial.
The following frames are considered: a body-fixed “base” frame B attached to the
spacecraft; an end-effector frame E ; a body-fixed frame T attached to the target object; a
frame C having inertial axes and located on the CoM of the orbital robot, i.e., the CoM of
the spacecraft-arm multibody system. Furthermore, the body-fixed frame of the general
jth body of the robot is denoted by J . Note that arbitrary axes and origin can be chosen
for the body-fixed frames B, T , and J , because the equations developed throughout the
text are general.
The main focus of the thesis is to investigate the coordination of the actuation in an orbital
robot; to simplify the formulation, the following additional assumption is made.
Assumption 2.2. The target object is stationary w. r. t. O, thus the frame T is inertial.
For noninertial target objects, e.g. tumbling target objects, a disturbance would appear
in the closed loop due to the noninertiality of the frame T . The assumption 2.2 may
be removed and the controllers derived herein may be applied, for instance, by adding
a disturbance compensation term in the feedback law. This was done in [GML+20] for
a free-flying controller. Further details about the extension to a noninertial target are
provided in Chapter 9.
For moderate lengths, the distributed flexibility along the links of the arm has a minor
effect compared to the concentrated flexibility in the joints [Mor16]. The modeling and
compensation of the lumped flexibility in the joints was treated in detail in [ASOH07b].
Herein, it is assumed that in practical implementations the control algorithms derived in
this thesis are used in combination with a joint inner control loop which implements such
compensation methods. Based on this, it is assumed that:
Assumption 2.3. The space robot is modeled as a chain of rigid bodies, no structural
flexibility is modeled.
2.1.1. Rigid Body Motion
The modeling of the rigid body motion is based on [MLS94]. This section is not intended
to provide a comprehensive treatment of the topic, but to clarify the conventions and
recurrent formulas used throughout the text. Let us consider the general reference frames












Figure 2.2.: Description of the rigid body motion.
The translation of a frame Y relative to a frame X is described by the position vector
from the origin of the frame X to the origin of the frame Y. This vector is represented
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using a vector of coordinates oxy ∈ R3 that is expressed in the axes of the frame X . When
necessary, the notation zoxy ∈ R3 will be used to denote that the vector is expressed in
the axes of another frame, e.g. Z.





where xyi is the vector of coordinates in the frame X of the unit vector that is collinear to
the ith direction of the frame Y. The matrix Rxy is the so-called rotation matrix, and is
an element of the special orthogonal group SO(3) =
{
R ∈ R3×3 : RRT = E, det(R) = 1
}
.





The translational and rotational velocities are represented by vectors vxy ∈R3 and ωxy ∈R3,





∧ = RTxy Ṙxy. (2.2)
The vector vxy is called body linear velocity of Y w. r. t. X , and is expressed in the axes
of Y. The vector ωxy is called body angular velocity of Y w. r. t. X , and is expressed
in the axes of Y. The operator [·]∧ : R3 → so(3) maps a R3-vector to an element of the




 0 −ω3xy ω2xyω3xy 0 −ω1xy
−ω2xy ω1xy 0
 ∈ so(3), ωxy =
ω1xyω2xy
ω3xy
 ∈ R3. (2.3)





 = ωxy. (2.4)
The pose of Y with respect to X is a composition of translation and rotation, and is







which is the so-called homogeneous representation of a rigid transformation, and is
an element of the special Euclidean group1 SE(3) = SO(3) oR3. With slight abuse of
notation, let [·]∧ : R6 → se(3) denote the operator which maps a R6-vector to an element



















∈ R6, which is
related to Hxy by
[νxy]
∧ = H−1xy Ḣxy. (2.7)
1With the homogeneous representation, SE(3) is the semi-direct product between groups [Ott08, p.14],
and its group operation is given by the matrix multiplication of the homogeneous matrices.
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The vector νxy is called body velocity
2 of the Y frame relative to the frame X . The time
derivative ν̇xy of the body velocity is called body acceleration of the frame Y relative
to the frame X .
Formulas for the transformation of the relative poses, velocities, and accelerations be-
tween multiple frames are now provided. Let us preliminary define the so-called Adjoint
















for which the properties hold
A−1xy = Ayx, Ȧxy = Axyaxy, axyνxy = 0. (2.9)
Then, given three frames X ,Y, and Z, their mutual relative poses, velocities, and accel-
erations are related by
Hxz = HxyHyz, (2.10)
νxz = Azyνxy + νyz, (2.11)
ν̇xz = Azyν̇xy +Azyazyνzy + ν̇yz. (2.12)
Similar relations hold for the adjoint matrices4:
Axz = AxyAyz. (2.13)
axz = AzyaxyA
−1
zy + ayz. (2.14)
As a conclusive remark, note that when only one subscript is used on the right of the
notations oy, Ry, Hy, vy, ωy, νy, then it is intended that the quantities are relative to
the orbital frame O.
2.1.2. Forward Kinematics
In this section the kinematics model of an orbital robot is derived. The orbital robot
considered herein is a free open mechanical chain with n revolute joints that are distributed
on multiple branches5. The unconstrained motion of the chain is modeled as a free joint
between the base frame B and the orbital frame O, and its configuration is represented by
the homogeneous transformation matrix Hb ∈ SE(3). The joints of the chain are modeled
as angles between two adjacent bodies of the chain, and are represented by a vector q ∈ Rn.
The configuration set of the robot is therefore SE(3)× Rn. The velocity of the base is
modeled by means of its velocity νb ∈ R6, while the velocity of the joints is modeled as
the time derivative q̇ ∈ Rn. Based on this, the velocity of the robot is represented by the





2Other parametrizations of the velocity exist, e.g. the spatial velocity and the hybrid velocity [MLS94],
but are not used in the present work.
3The matrices Axy and axy are known in the literature as “Adjoint” and “small Adjoint”, respectively.
4See Appendix E for the proof.
5This is the case of the manipulator-equipped spacecraft with momentum exchange devices treated
herein, or, for example, of a robot equipped with multiple manipulators.
6Note that the symbol υ denotes a general motion, whereby the symbol v used in Section 2.1.1 denotes
the particular case of linear velocity.
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The static and differential forward kinematics equations of the robot relate the pose and
the velocity, respectively, of the jth body frame to the configuration variables Hb and q,
and to the generalized velocities υ. They are given by7
Hj = HbHbj(q), (2.16a)








and where Jjq(q) ∈ R6×n is the body Jacobian8 matrix that linearly maps the joint motion
into a body velocity relative to the base, i.e., νbj = Jjq(q)q̇; it corresponds to the j
th body
Jacobian matrix of the fixed-base robot. By convention, the 0th frame is defined coincident
with the base frame B; in turn, it is A0b = E and J0q = 0. Notice that Jj(q) does not
depend on the configuration of the base, but it depends only on the joint angles, this is
an advantage of the body velocity representation adopted herein.
The main task of the robot will be specified in the end-effector frame, also referred to
as “tool frame”. The end-effector frame is attached on the body j = je of the robot
onto which the tool is mounted. With this purpose, the static and differential kinematics
equations for the end-effector will be used. Similarly as done for the jth frame, they can
be expressed as
He = HbHbe(q), (2.18a)








and where Jeq(q) ∈ R6×n is the Jacobian matrix that linearly maps the joint motion into
the velocity of the end-effector relative to the base, i.e., νbe = Jeq(q)q̇; it corresponds to
the end-effector body Jacobian matrix of the fixed-base robot. The end-effector maps are
computed as Hbe(q) = HbjeHjee(q), and Jeq(q) = AjeeJjeq(qm) ∈ R6×n, where Hjee and
Aeje are constant matrices and je is the index of the body to which the end effector is
attached.
The equations (2.16) and (2.18) hold for a general kinematic structure. In order to specify
those relations for a specific structure, all that is required is to compute Jj(q) for all bodies
based on the constraints imposed by each joint. The algorithm used for the computation
is the one in [GOA13], and is done recursively by propagating it from the root to the
leaves of the tree structured robot. This is equivalent to the outward recursion of the
Newton-Euler algorithm. The parent of the jth body is specified by associating to the
7For later reference, let us report the translational part of (2.16a), as
oj = ob +Rob obj(q) (2.15)
8Note that the legacy term “Jacobian” is somewhat imprecise because it is not the differential of any
mapping.
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index j an index pj which refers to the parent of the j
th body. Then, the Jj(q) matrix is
defined by iteration of the equations
Jj = Ξj , j = 0,
Jj(q) = Ajpj (qj)Jpj (q) +Ξj , j = 1, . . . , n,
}
(2.20)
where Ξj ∈ R6×(6+n) is the matrix mapping υ into the velocity of the jth frame relative to
the pthj frame, i.e., such that νpjj = Ξjυ. Note that this matrix is completely determined
by the type of interconnection of the bodies, and is always constant for revolute joints and
for free joints. For the computation of the dynamics model, the time derivative of J̇j(q)
is required. This can be also computed in the recursion, using the relation
J̇j = 0, j = 0,
J̇j(q) = Ajpj (qj)J̇pj (q)− ajpj (qj)Ajpj (qj)Jpj (q), j = 1, . . . , n,
}
(2.21)
Further detailed information regarding the algorithm can be found in [GOA13].
2.2. Derivation of the Dynamics Model
In this section the dynamics model used for the design and the analysis of the controller
is derived. For the derivation of the dynamics model the following assumptions are made.
Assumption 2.4. No orbital environmental 9 forces act on the robot and on the target
object.
The assumption is justified by the fact that the actuation forces of an arm-equipped
orbital robot are considerably higher the orbital environmental forces.
Assumption 2.5. No fuel dynamics is modeled, e.g. the sloshing and the decrease of the
mass of the fuel are neglected.
The sloshing disturbance is negligible when proper design of the tanks is adopted; the
decrease of the fuel mass is small compared to the total mass of the system, and can be
neglected during robot maneuvers.
Assumption 2.6. The rotor dynamics is modeled only for the joints of the reaction wheels,
no rotor dynamics is modeled for the joints of the arm. The rotor of each reaction wheel
is a rotational symmetric rigid body, whose rotation and symmetry axes coincide.
Assumption 2.7. No friction is modeled in the joints.
The modeling and control in presence of the rotor dynamics and the friction were treated
in detail in [ASOH07a, LADH08]. Herein, it is assumed that in practical implementations
the control algorithms derived in this thesis are used in combination with a joint inner
control loop which takes into account the rotor dynamics and the friction.
9With “orbital environmental forces” are meant the forces and torques resulting from the atmospheric
drag, the solar pressure, the magnetic field, and the gravity gradient.
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2.2.1. Equations of Motion
The derivation of the model is the one in [GOA13]. Let us preliminary define the following
symbols: fy ∈ R3 denotes the force acting on the origin of the frame Y and expressed in
the axes of Y; my ∈ R3 denotes the moment acting around the origin of Y and expressed





]T ∈ R6 denotes the so-called wrench acting on Y.









= A−Toj (Hb, q)F
t
j , j = 0, . . . , n (2.22)
where F tj = F cj + F j + Fextj is the total wrench acting on the jth body around the jth
frame, F cj is the wrench resulting from mechanical constraints, F j is the wrench resulting
from the actuators, and Fextj is the wrench resulting from uncontrolled external forces10,
e.g. contact. The symbol Λ
(j)
j ∈ R6×6 denotes the inertia of the jth body around its frame


















where m(j) ∈ R denotes the mass of the jth body, I(j)j ∈ R3×3 denotes its rotational inertia
around the origin of J and expressed in the axes of J , and ojcj ∈ R3 denotes the position
vector from the origin of J to the CoM of the jth body. By computing the time derivative
in (2.22), and by pre-multiplying by Aoj(Hb, q)
T , it is obtained
Λ
(j)
j ν̇j − aoj(νj)TΛ
(j)
j νj = F
t
j , (2.24)
where (2.9) is used together with the property ddt(·)
−1 = −(·)−1 d(·)dt (·)−1 of the derivative
of an inverse. By exploiting the property aoj(νj)νj = 0, (2.24) is rewritten as
Λ
(j)
j ν̇j + Ψ
(j)









j ∈ R6×6 is a skew-symmetric matrix. Note




j (νj) + Ψ
(j)
j (νj)
T . The equations of motions (2.25) of
each body can be stacked in a unique one, as
Λν̇ + Ψ(ν)ν = F t, (2.26)
where 11 Λ = blkdiag(Λ
(j)
j ) ∈ R6(n+1)×6(n+1), Ψ = blkdiag(Ψ
(j)
j (νj)) ∈ R6(n+1)×6(n+1),
ν = col(νj) ∈ R6(n+1), and F t = col(F tj) ∈ R6(n+1). The n + 1 kinematics constraints
(2.16c) can also be stacked in a compact form, as
ν = J(q)υ, (2.27)
10For brevity, this quantity will be sometimes referred to simply as “external wrench”.
11The following notation is intended:
blkdiag(Bj) =

B1 0 . . . 0





0 0 0 Bn






 , j = 0, . . . , n.
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where J(q) = col(Jj(q)) ∈ R6(n+1)×(6+n). Then, the kinematic constraints can be ap-
plied to the dynamics by projecting (2.26) to the space orthogonal to the constraint
reaction forces. This is done by inserting (2.27) and its derivative into (2.26), and by









= J(q)TF t. (2.28)
Finally, by denoting as ς = J(q)TF ∈ R6+n the vector of the actuation generalized
forces, where F = col(F j) ∈ R6(n+1), and by noting that the constraint reaction wrenches
disappear after the projection, i.e., Jj(q)
TF cj = 0, the equation (2.28) is compactly written
as



















j (νj)Jj(q) + Jj(q)
TΛ
(j)
j J̇j(q) ∈ R(6+n)×(6+n), (2.31)
and where with an abuse notation the same matrix symbol is used after substitution of the
ν dependency, i.e., by using (2.27) it is written C(q,ν) = C (q,J(q)υ) := C(q,υ). For
the derivation of the controllers the time derivatives of the inertia matrix is occasionally











The equation (2.29) represents the dynamics of the system in terms of the generalized ve-
locities υ, and will be used as the basis for the derivation of model-based controllers. Note
that the dynamics does not depend on the configuration of the base Hb, as a consequence
of the body representation used to model the base velocity; this property is very useful in
simplifying the analysis of the closed-loop of the derived controllers.
Partitioning of the dynamics













Cb(q,νb, q̇) Cbq(q,νb, q̇)




























where F b is the external wrench around the base acted upon by a system of spacecraft-
mounted thrusters, and τ ∈ Rn are the torques acting in the joints. The sub-blocks of the
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j Jjq(q) ∈ Rn×n. (2.34c)
From (2.34) it can be seen that the block Mb(q) is equivalent to the inertia of the whole
robot around the B frame, and the block Mq(q) is equivalent to the fixed-base generalized
inertia of the mechanism. The block Mbq(q) is the coupling between the base and the
joints motion. By further partitioning Mb(q) and Mbq(q) in translational and rotational












] Mv = mE ∈ R3×3





(j) ∈ R is the mass of the whole robot, and where obc(q) is the position
vector from B to C; its derivation is explained in the next section. The expressions of
Mω(q) ∈ R3×3, Mvq(q) ∈ R3×n, and Mωq(q) ∈ R3×n are omitted for brevity.
2.2.2. CoM and Momentum
The position of the CoM of the whole robot is defined as the point located at the mass-







The position vector from B to C is computed as12 obc(q) = RTb (oc − ob), which by applying







Based on this, the position of the CoM can be expressed as a function of the rotation of
the base and of the joint angles, as
oc = ob +Rb obc(q). (2.38)





∈ R6 of the whole robot around its CoM – also referred














j νj , (2.39)
12Remark that the frame C is aligned with the inertial frame O by definition, i.e., it holds Rc = E and
thus Rb = Rb.
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where p, lc ∈ R3 are the total linear momentum and the total angular momentum around
C, respectively, both expressed in the frame C, and where h(j)j = Λ
(j)
j νj ∈ R6 is the momen-
tum of the jth body around its body frame J . Note that Acb(Rb, q) is only function of the
rotation of the base and of the joint angles; by applying the property R[o]∧RT = [Ro]∧







The velocity of the CoM, i.e., vc =
d












∈ R3×6. By using the kinematics equations (2.16b), the momentum

















By using the expressions of the partitioned matrices in (2.34) and (2.35) it is straightfor-
ward to see that the CoM position, velocity, and the momentum are compactly related to
the inertia matrix by
oc = ob −RbM−1v [Mvω(q)]∨ , (2.43a)





= L(Rb, q)υ, (2.43b)
vc = Lv(Rb, q)
υbωb
q̇
 = Lv(Rb, q)υ. (2.43c)
where the matrices L(Rb, q) ∈ R6×(6+n) and Lv(Rb, q) ∈ R3×(6+n) are given by
L(Rb, q) = Acb(Rb, q)











For later reference, the expression (2.44b) is further simplified by using the expressions of
Mv and Mvω(q) in (2.35), as
Lv(Rb, q) = Rb
[[
E − [obc(q)]∧ 1mMvq(q)
]
. (2.44c)
2.2.3. Properties of the dynamic matrices
In this section some properties of the dynamic matrices are stated, which are important
for the simplification of the analysis of the controllers.
Property 2.1 (Positive definiteness). The inertia matrix M(q) is symmetric and positive
definite, i.e.,
M(q) = M(q)T , yTM(q)y > 0 ∀q ∈ Rn,∀y 6= 0 ∈ R6+n.
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y = 0 ∀q ∈ Rn, ∀y,υ ∈ R6+n,
or, equivalently,
Ṁ(q) = C(q,υ) +C(q,υ)T ∀q ∈ Rn, ∀υ ∈ R6+n.
Proof. Notice that Jj(q)
TΨ
(j)







j Jj(q) + Jj(q)
TΛ
(j)
j J̇j(q) = Ṁ(q).
Property 2.3 (Boundedness of inertia). The eigenvalues λi(M(q)) ∈ R+, i = 1, . . . , 6 + n,
keep bounded, i.e., there exists λM,min, λM,max ∈ R+ such that











Property 2.1, Property 2.2, and Property 2.3 are standard in the context of fixed-base ma-
nipulators [SSVO09], and have been formalized also in the context of vehicle-manipulator
systems [FGP14].
Property 2.4 (Conservation structure). For the maps L(Rb, q) and Lv(Rb, q), it hold(
L̇(Rb, q)−L(Rb, q)M(q)−1C(q,υ)
)
υ = 0, (2.46a)(
L̇v(Rb, q)−Lv(Rb, q)M(q)−1C(q,υ)
)
υ = 0, (2.46b)
∀q ∈ Rn, ∀υ ∈ R6+n.
Proof. According to Newton’s third law, only external wrenches do change the total mo-
mentum of the system. Therefore, projecting around C all external forces acting on the
system, it must be






Let us now re-derive ḣc by taking the time derivative of (2.43b), as
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where (2.29) is used. The inverse M(q)−1 can be obtained by inversion of the partitioned















M∗q (q) = Mq −Mbq(q)TMb(q)−1Mbq ∈ R(6+n)×(6+n).













TF b +Ajc(Rb, q)TFextj .
(2.50)
where (2.17) is used. Comparing (2.47) and (2.50) for all υ∈R6+n, F b∈ R6, andFextj ∈ R6,
a constraint for the motion is then obtained as(
L̇(Rb, q)−L(Rb, q)M(q)−1C(q,υ)
)
υ = 0, (2.51)
thereby proving (2.46a). A similar constraint is obtained straightforwardly for the CoM
velocity by pre-multiplying (2.51) by 1mSv, as(
L̇v(Rb, q)−Lv(Rb, q)M(q)−1C(q,υ)
)
υ = 0, (2.52)
wherein the relation (2.44b) is used, as well as its time derivative L̇v(q) =
1
mSvL̇(q), are
applied. This concludes the proof of also (2.46b)
2.3. Model of a robot with an arm and reaction wheels
In this section, the kinematics and dynamics models are written for the particular case
of a space robot equipped with one manipulator with nm ∈ N degrees of freedom and an
additional set of nw ∈ N spacecraft-mounted reaction wheels (see Fig. 2.3).
 B
EC
Link j ∈ jm
RW j ∈ jwSpacecraft
Manipulator
Figure 2.3.: Schematic representation of components of the orbital robot equipped with
one arm and a set of spacecraft-mounted Reaction Wheels (RWs).
By denoting as qw ∈ Rnw and qm ∈ Rnm the joint angles of the wheels and of the ma-
nipulator, respectively, the robot is thus composed of n = nw + nm joints with angles
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]T ∈ Rnw+nm . The indexes of the wheels’ rotating bodies are listed in a set
jw ⊂ N, whereas the indexes of the links of the arm are listed in a set jm ⊂ N. The motion







]T ∈ R6+nw+nm .






where Jjw ∈ R6×nw and Jjm(qm) ∈ R6×nm are the components associated to the joints of
the wheels and of the manipulators, respectively. Note that for j ∈ jw it is Jjm(qm) = 0,







where Jem(qm) ∈ R6×nm is equivalent to the fixed-base end-effector Jacobian of the arm.
Similarly, the blocks Mbq(qm) ∈ R6×(nw+nm) and Mq(qm) ∈ R(nw+nm)×(nw+nm) of the in-












where Mbw ∈ R6×nw and Mbm(qm) ∈ R6×nm are the base-wheels and base-arm inertia
couplings, respectively, and where Mw ∈ Rnw×nw and Mm(qm) ∈ Rnm×nm are the wheels













where Mvm(qm) ∈ R3×nm is the coupling between the linear velocity of the base and the
joints of the arm, Mωm(qm) ∈ R3×nm is the coupling between the angular velocity of the
base and the joints of the arm, and Mωw ∈ R3×nw is the coupling between the angular
velocity of the base and the joints of the reaction wheels. Notice that the joint inertia in
(2.55b) is block-decoupled because the wheels and the arm are on separate branches of the
kinematic chain; furthermore, notice that translational coupling of the reaction wheels in
(2.56) is zero because they rotate around a fixed axis.
Based on the above partitionings, the kinematics of the end-effector is given by
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where τw ∈ Rnw and τm ∈ Rnm denote the torques in the joints of the wheels and the arm,
respectively, and where F b denotes the resulting wrench realized by a set of spacecraft-
mounted thrusters. The inertia and Coriolis matrices have dimensions M(qm) ∈ Rnm×nm
and C(qm,υ) ∈ Rnm×nm , respectively. The momentum and CoM velocity maps have di-
mensions L(Rb, qm) ∈ R6×(nw+nm) and Lv(Rb, qm) ∈ R3×(nw+nm), respectively, and have
the form
L(Rb, qm) = Acb(Rb, qm)








Mv Mvω(qm) 0 Mvm(qm)
]
. (2.59b)
Lastly, the position of the CoM is given by
oc = ob −RbM−1v [Mvω(qm)]∨ . (2.60)
Notice that all quantities in the above relations are not functionally depending on the joint
angles of the wheels, as a consequence of Assumption 2.6. However, the Coriolis/centrifugal
matrix still depends of the joint velocities of the reaction wheels, which are dynamically
coupled with the rest of the system via gyroscopic effects.
2.4. Model of a robot with an arm
In this section, the model is written for the particular case of a space robot equipped with




Figure 2.4.: Schematic representation of components of the orbital robot equipped with
one arm.
The joint angles are trivially q = qm ∈ Rnm , the motion of the robot is represented by





]T ∈ R6+nm . The Jacobians, and the coupling and joint inertia
matrices are trivially given by
Jjq(qm) = Jjm(qm), (2.61a)
Jeq(qm) = Jem(qm), (2.61b)
Mbq(qm) = Mbm(qm), (2.61c)
Mq(qm) = Mm(qm). (2.61d)
Note that manipulator sub-blocks are the same as the case of robot with reaction wheels.
For later use, let us mention that the translation and rotation components of Mbq(qm)
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given by (2.35), are
Mvq(qm) = Mvm(qm), (2.61e)
Mωq(qm) = Mωm(qm). (2.61f)
The kinematics of the end-effector is given by the same relations as in (2.57), whereas the








































The inertia and Coriolis matrices have dimensions M(qm) ∈ Rnm×nm and C(qm,υ) ∈
Rnm×nm , respectively. The momentum and CoM velocity maps have dimensionsL(Rb, qm) ∈
R6×nm and Lv(Rb, qm) ∈ R3×nm , respectively, and have the form
L(Rb, qm) = Acb(Rb, qm)











The CoM position is expressed by the same relation as in (2.60). With slight abuse of
notation, the same symbols M(qm), C(qm,υ), L(Rb, qm), and Lv(Rb, qm) are used to
denote the dynamic matrices for the robot cases with or without reaction wheels.
2.5. Control Allocation
In this section, the methodology adopted for the control design is described. A widespread
design method adopted in robotics is the task-space control, by which the control design
can be directly performed at the task level – see the Operational Space Formulation in
[Kha87] for the seminal work in the field of fixed-base manipulators, [SK05] for floating-
base robots, and [Ott08] for further development in the field of flexible-joint and redundant
manipulators, and without feedback linearization. The advantage of such an approach is
that the dynamics is transformed into a new form in which some structural properties of
the system are maintained in the closed-loop dynamics, thereby facilitating the design of
asymptotically stable controllers; furthermore, the method allows allocating the actuators
in such a way that the control design is facilitated when the performance requirements are
specified in the operational space rather than in the joint space.
A similar approach is adopted herein; the adopted approach allows maintaining the struc-
tural properties of the dynamics in the closed-loop dynamics, but it allows a more general
control allocation that has advantageous properties when considering heterogeneous actu-
ators.
The dynamics of the system, given in (2.29) in υ, ς ∈ R6+n variables, is mapped to a new
space, referred to as allocation space, which is described by the variables χ,Υ ∈ R6+n:
χ is a coordinate of the new motion in which the dynamics is represented while keeping
some structural properties of the dynamics in the original space; Υ defines a new control
input – also referred to as virtual actuator – by which the control tasks are assigned.
The details of the dynamics transformation are addressed in the next section, whereas
the definition of the control tasks is addressed case by case in the control applications
in Chapters 3, 5, and 6. The rationale of the approach is schematically represented in
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ς = Γ(Rb, q)
TΥ
χ = Γ(Rb, q)υ
Figure 2.5.: Approach for the control design: the control task is designed in an allocation
space, and then assigned to the actuators. The functions gk(x̃k,χ) enforce
the kth control requirement.
Fig. 2.5.
A number of task errors x̃k are defined to specify control tasks; differently from the com-
mon task-space formulations, herein the kth transformed motion χk is not defined such
that the kth time derivative ˙̃xk is a function of only the motion χk, but it can be a more
general function of the entire motion13 χ. Furthermore, the kth motion is not defined
necessarily as a velocity, but can also be a momentum. The advantages of the control
allocation in presence of heterogeneous actuators will be treated in detail in Chapter 4.
2.5.1. Allocation Space
By defining a mapping Γ(Rb, q) ∈ R(6+n)×(6+n), let us define a new generalized motion14
χ ∈ R6+n, as
χ = Γ(Rb, q)υ. (2.64)
Let us consider a region Q in which Γ(Rb, q) is nonsingular, given by
Q =
{
Rb ∈ SO(3), q ∈ Rn : min
i=1,...,6+n
σi (Γ(Rb, q)) ≥ σΓ,min
}
, (2.65)
for some σΓ,min ∈ R+. In Q the inverse of Γ(Rb, q) exists, and it is possible to write the
inverse relation of (2.64), as
υ = Γ(Rb, q)
−1χ. (2.66)
The time derivative of (2.66) is given by
υ̇ = Γ(Rb, q)
−1χ̇− Γ(Rb, q)−1Γ̇(Rb, q)Γ(Rb, q)−1χ. (2.67)
The dynamics equation of the system in the allocation space is obtained by inserting (2.66)
and (2.67) into (2.29), and by pre-multiplying it by Γ(Rb, q)
−T , resulting in






where the transformed inertia and Coriolis/centrifugal matrices are given by
Mχ(Rb, q) = Γ(Rb, q)
−TM(q)Γ(Rb, q)
−1, (2.69a)







13For the sake of simplicity, a more rigorous mathematical explanation of this aspect is postponed to
the control applications.
14It is called motion a quantity which is either a velocity or a momentum; in turn, “generalized motion”
means that χ is the stacked vector of either velocity or momentum array vectors.
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and where Υ is a new set of control inputs which is dual to χ, and is related to the
generalized forces by
ς = Γ(Rb, q)
TΥ. (2.69c)
The mapping ΓT (q) is also referred to as actuation mapping. The dynamics (2.68)
depends on υ via the Coriolis/centrifugal matrix. To write it entirely in terms of χ, (2.66)






Cχ(Rb, q,χ); with an abuse notation the same symbol is used to denote the matrix after
the substitution of the argument. Then, it is written






An important feature of the transformation (2.69) is that the properties of positive def-
initeness and skew-symmetry of the dynamics matrices are preserved in the transformed
dynamics (2.70).
Proposition 2.1. The matrices Mχ(Rb, q) and Cχ(Rb, q,χ) in (2.70) ∀Rb, q ∈ Q satisfy
the properties
Mχ(Rb, q) = Mχ(Rb, q)
T , yTMχ(Rb, q)y > 0 ∀y 6= 0 ∈ R6+n, (2.71a)
Ṁχ(Rb, q) = Cχ(Rb, q,χ) +Cχ(Rb, q,χ)
T , ∀χ ∈ R6+n (2.71b)
Proof. The matrix Mχ(Rb, q) exists because Γ(Rb, q) is nonsingular in Q. The symmetry
of Mχ(Rb, q) follows from the congruence transformation (2.69a) of the symmetric matrix
M(q). By the Sylvester’s law of the inertia, the matrix Mχ(Rb, q) is positive definite
because M(Rb, q) is positive definite and Γ(Rb, q) is nonsingular in Q. So (2.71a) is
proven.
To prove the skew symmetry property (2.71b). The matrix Cχ(Rb, q,χ) exists because
Γ(Rb, q) is nonsingular in Q. In the remaining proof the arguments of the matrices are
dropped in order to simplify the notation. The term Mχ in (2.71b) is written by taking








= −Γ−T Γ̇TΓ−TMΓ−1 + Γ−TṀΓ−1 − Γ−TMΓ−1Γ̇Γ−1,
where the property ddt(·)




−T (C +CT )Γ−1 − Γ−TMΓ−1Γ̇Γ−1 − Γ−T Γ̇TΓ−TMΓ−1.
Then, it results





where Property 2.2 is applied. Then, (2.71b) is proven.
If, additionally, the transformation Γ(Rb, q) ∈ R(6+n)×(6+n) is bounded, i.e., if it exists





σi(Γ(Rb, q)) ≤ σΓ,max, (2.72)
then also the boundedness property of the inertia is preserved.
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Proposition 2.2. If it exists σΓ,max ∈ R+ satisfying (2.72), it holds
0 < λMχ,min ≤ σi(Mχ(Rb, q)) ≤ λMχ,max, ∀i = 1, . . . , 6 + n. (2.73a)
for some λMχ,min, λMχ,max ∈ R+.
Proof. The boundedness of Mχ(Rb, q) follows directly from the definition (2.69a) together
with the Property 2.3, the assumption (2.72), and the restriction Rb, q ∈ Q.
2.6. Summary
In this chapter, the kinematics and dynamics modelling of an orbital robot was discussed.
The kinematics modeling of [MLS94] and the dynamics modeling of [GOA13] were applied
to derive the equations. First, the kinematics and dynamics equations were derived for
a general free open mechanical chain with multiple branches; then, two particular cases
of single-arm robot with and without reaction wheels were reported as subcases of the
general equations. All the assumptions were described in detail. Finally, some properties
of the dynamical matrices (e.g. positive definiteness, skew symmetry) and of the motion
(conservation structure), which are of great interest for the controller design, were pointed
out.
In a second part of the chapter, the methodology for the transformation of the dynamics
into a new space was described; equations for the transformation of the dynamics and of
the actuators were provided. These equations form the basis of the derivation of the
controllers in the next chapters.
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CHAPTER 3
The Free-Floating and Free-Flying Approaches
The free-floating and free-flying strategies are described herein to outline their concept
and to point out their limitations. Two controllers are analyzed:
(C1) Free-floating control,
(C2) Free-flying control with requirements on the pose of the base.
Key aspects for the solution of the limitations are identified, motivating the development
of the innovative design idea presented later in the thesis.
In order to use an uniform methodology and notation throughout the thesis, the math-
ematical derivation adopted herein slightly differs from the original formulation of the
strategies; however, this does not alter their rationale. The strategies presented herein
were derived for a robot equipped with an arm but no reaction wheels; therefore, herein
the derivation is restricted to this case and the dynamics model in 2.4 is used.
3.1. The Free-Floating Approach
In a free-floating control strategy the use of the thrusters is completely avoided, i.e.,
F b = 0. A method for the control of the end-effector of a free-floating robot was derived
in [MMA89a, MMA89b] by using the so-called generalized Jacobian matrix [UY89]
J∗em(qm) = Jem(qm)−Aeb(qm)Mb(qm)−1Mbm(qm) ∈ R6×nm (3.1)
under the assumption of zero linear and angular momenta. The method was extended to
the case of control in presence of nonzero linear and angular momenta in [GGDS+16]; in
the following, the details for this more general case are reported. Further studies analyzing
the free-floating approach in presence of nonzero angular momentum are [MS01, NP11].
3.1.1. Transformation of the dynamics
The derivation of the equations of the free-floating controller is restricted to the case of
zero uncontrolled external forces, i.e., Fextj = 0.
To control the pose of the end-effector in presence of nonzero momenta, the dynamics is
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transformed to an allocation space of dimension 6 + nm, which models both the velocity
of the end-effector and the momentum of the system.
For a robot without reaction wheels, by using (2.18c), (2.61b), (2.43b), and (2.63a) the
momentum hc ∈ R6 and the end-effector velocity νe ∈ R6, are expressed as
hc = L(Rb, qm)υ, (3.2)
νe = Je(qm)υ, (3.3)
where L(Rb, qm) ∈ R6×(6+nm) and Je(qm) ∈ R6×(6+nm). The momentum and end-effector
velocities are six-dimensional vectors, and together form a twelve-dimensional motion.
For a redundant arm it is nm > 6; thus an additional motion of dimension r = nm − 6 is
required to construct an allocation space of dimension 6 + nm.
Let υn ∈ Rr denote such an additional motion, and let us express it as
υn = Jn(qm)υ, (3.4)
where Jn(qm) ∈ Rr×(6+nm). To limit interference with the end-effector, one may define
υn as being a dynamically-consistent [Kha87] null-space velocity of the end-effector. Fur-
thermore, to be actuable by a free-floating robot, υn is further defined to be dynamically-
consistent null-space velocity of the momentum1. These two requirements are satisfied by






T = 0. (3.5)
















In a region Q where the mapping Γ(Rb, qm) is nonsingular (see (2.65)), the inverse of
Γ(Rb, qm) exists. Thus, the dynamics in the allocation space is obtained by applying



















where αc ∈ R6, Fe ∈ R6, and ςn ∈ Rr are the virtual actuators associated to hc, νe, and






















1The rationale behind this is explained in detail in Chapter 4.
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where the partitionings of L(Rb, qm) and Je(qm) resulting from (2.63a), (2.19), (2.61b),





. Notice in (3.7) that the choice of the dynamically-
consistent null-space velocity υn leads to a decoupled matrix Mχ(q); however, the mo-
mentum and end-effector systems are still coupled. In [GHEO15] it was observed how
in a floating robot the momentum and joint dynamics are inertially decoupled, thus the
inertial coupling in (3.7) between the momentum and the end-effector comes somewhat as
surprise. This is only an apparent contradiction. In Chapter 4 this aspect will be analyzed
in detail, and it will be explained how to obtain an inertially-decoupled structure for the
momentum and end-effector.
To enforce the underactuation, the condition F b = 0 is imposed in the relation (3.8), ob-
taining αc = −Acb(Rb, qm)Mb(qm)−1Aeb(qm)TFe −Acb(Rb, qm)Mb(qm)−1Jnb(qm)T ςn,
and in turn the actuator commands reduce to (See Appendix C.1)




TFe + J∗nm(qm)T ςn, (3.9b)
where the condition (C.3) is applied, and where J∗nm(qm) ∈ Rr×nm is the dynamically-
consistent null-space mapping of the generalized Jacobian J∗em(qm) and is defined in


















whereMχ̄(qm)∈Rnm×nm ,Cχ̄(Rb, qm,hc,νe,υn)∈Rnm×6,Cχ̄h(Rb, qm,hc,νe,υn)∈Rnm×6.

















where Zm ∈ Rr×(nm) is a null-space base matrix2 and where
M∗m(qm) = Mm −Mbm(qm)TMb(qm)−1Mbm(qm) ∈ R(nm×nm) (3.12)
is the reduced joint inertia of the manipulator [MMA89b]. Note that in (3.11) the part of
the inertia associated to the end-effector is equivalent to the end-effector inertia [MMA89b]
of the free-floating robot with zero momentum; the part associated to the null space can
be interpreted similarly. So, (3.10) has the same inertia as the free-floating robot with zero
momentum. Furthermore, as a consequence of Proposition 2.1, the dynamics matrices in
(3.10) satisfy the skew-symmetry property
Ṁχ̄(Rb, qm) = Cχ̄(Rb, qm,hc,νe,υn) +Cχ̄(Rb, qm,hc,νe,υn)
T . (3.13)
Notice in (3.10) that, differently than the classical free-floating dynamics in [MMA89b],
the robot dynamics is affected by an additional Coriolis/centrifugal term that depends on
the momentum. This term represents a nonvanishing disturbance for the end-effector and
null-space dynamics and needs to be compensated or taken into account in the control
design and analysis of free-floating controllers in presence of nonzero momentum.
2See Appendix C.1 for exact definition.
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3.1.2. Design of the controller
The objective of the control is to regulate the pose of the frame E around a desired frame
that is fixed in the target frame T . Furthermore, the null-space motion shall be stopped.
Towards this aim, let us consider an error coordinate x̃e ∈ R6 for the end-effector, and an
associated velocity error ν̃e ∈ R6. The definition of all error coordinates used throughout
the thesis are reported in Appendix B. Note that, as a consequence of Assumption 2.2, it
is ν̃e = νede = νe. For the null space, the velocity error is υ̃n = υn.
The nonvanishing momentum disturbance leads to final control errors when the classical
transposed-Jacobian PD-like control as in [MMA89a, MMA89b] is used. Herein, the dis-










+Cχ̄h(Rb, qm,hc, ν̃e, υ̃n)hc, (3.14)
whereKe ∈ R6×6 is a symmetric, positive-definite stiffness matrix,De ∈ R6×6 andDn ∈ Rr×r
are positive-definite damping matrices, and Jx(x̃e) ∈ R6×6 is the Jacobian of the end-












TKex̃e = 0, (3.15)
The disturbed task-space dynamics of a free-floating robot in presence of momentum,
as well as the disturbance compensation method described herein, were first derived in
[GGDS+16].
3.1.3. Limitations of a Free-Floating Approach
Equation (3.15) has the structure of a passive task-space dynamics, and one may be
tempted to conclude that the system is stable. However, (3.15) represents the dynamics of
the system only partially and does not say anything regarding the behavior of the whole
system. In presence of linear and angular momenta, the base and joint motion of the
system keep moving and cannot reach a rest position. As a matter of fact, by inverting
(3.8) it is possible to see that, when the end-effector and the null space converge, the base
and joint motions converge to
νb → Aeb(qm)−1Jem(qm)J∗em(qm)#Aeb(qm)Mb(qm)−1Acb(Rb, qm)Thc, (3.16)
q̇m → J∗em(qm)#Aeb(qm)Mb(qm)−1Acb(Rb, qm)Thc, (3.17)
where J∗em(qm)
# ∈ Rnm×6 is the weighted pseudoinverse of the generalized Jacobian with













Due to the nonzero q̇m, the path taken by the joint angles qm may converge to a singular
configuration, or to workspace or joint limits. Furthermore, by physical intuition it is
evident that this is surely the case when the linear momentum is nonzero; in other words,
if the end-effector is kept at a desired location while the base position drifts, then the arm
surely outstretches, and thus converges to workspace limit. The statement was validated
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via hardware experiments (see Chapter 8). On the other hand, in the case of nonzero an-
gular momentum only, it could be possible to force the joints to stay on a singularity-free
path [NP11] within the reachable workspace; however, the robot may – and, for conven-
tional joint designs, will – still converge to joint limits, due to the unidirectional rotational
joint motion induced by the angular momentum; furthermore, the singularity-free path
could be unfeasible due to self collisions.
Note that the problem of the nonzero momentum does not have only an academic rel-
evance, but it also results in severe practical limitations. Even a small contact on the
end-effector transfers a momentum which may induce workspace limit within seconds,
thus potentially compromising the grasping operation, as shown in the experimental in-
vestigation in Chapter 8. The only way to solve the above-mentioned limitation is to
resort to an actuated-base strategy, one in which F b 6= 0, to introduce an additional con-
trol action that extracts the momentum from the system, and thus stops the drift of the
joints.
3.2. The Free-Flying Approach
As mentioned in Section 1.1, a free-flying strategy is commonly adopted as alternative
to the free-floating one. In a free-flying strategy the thrusters are used with the aim
of enforcing different translational and rotational requirements on the spacecraft. For
instance, let us consider the free-flying controller [PD91a], which coordinately actuates
the thrusters and the joint torques to regulate the poses of the spacecraft and of the
end-effector. The strategy was formulated for the control of an orbital robot with a
nonredundant arm; in the following, the strategy is reformulated for the case of orbital
robot with a redundant arm
3.2.1. Transformation of the dynamics
To control the pose of the spacecraft and of the end-effector, the dynamics is transformed
to an allocation space based on the velocities of the base, νb ∈ R6, and of the end-effector,
νe ∈ R6. By using (2.16c), (2.18c), such velocities can be expressed as a function of the
generalized velocity of the system, as
νb = Jbυ, (3.19)
νe = Je(qm)υ, (3.20)
where3 Jb ∈ R6×(6+nm) and Je(qm) ∈ R6×(6+nm). The base and end-effector velocities are
six-dimensional vectors, and together form a twelve-dimensional motion. For a redundant
arm it is nm > 6; thus an additional motion of dimension r = nm−6 is required to construct
an allocation space of dimension 6 +nm. By denoting υn ∈ Rr such an additional motion,
it can be expressed as
υn = Jn(qm)υ, (3.21)
where Jn(qm) ∈ Rr×(6+nm). To limit the interference with the base and the end-effector,
one may define υn as being a dynamically-consistent null-space velocity of the base and






T = 0 (3.22)
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 = Γ(qm)υ, where Γ(qm) =
 JbJe(qm)
Jn(qm)
 ∈ R(6+nm)×(6+nm). (3.23)
For the computation of Jn(qm) see the Appendix C.2. In a region Q where the mapping
Γ(qm) is nonsingular (see (2.65)), the inverse of Γ(qm) exists. Thus, considering a contact















where F̄ b ∈ R6, Fe ∈ R6, and ςn ∈ Rr are the virtual actuators associated to νb, νe, and




















, with Jnb(qm) ∈ Rr×6 and Jnm(qm) ∈ Rr×nm ,
are used.
To analyze the couplings in the system, let us rewrite (3.24) by expliciting the inertia






















Notice in (3.26) that the choice of the dynamically-consistent null-space velocity υn leads to
a decoupled inertia; however, the base and end-effector systems are still inertially coupled.
Furthermore, note that the base, end-effector, and null-space subsystem are fully coupled
in the Coriolis/centrifugal matrix.
Lastly, as a consequence of Proposition 2.1, remark that the dynamics matrices in (3.26)
satisfy the skew-symmetry property
Ṁχ(qm) = Cχ(qm,νb,νe,υn) +Cχ(qm,νb,νe,υn)
T . (3.27)
3.2.2. Design of the controller
The objective of the control is to regulate the poses of the frames B and E around desired
frames that are fixed in the target frame T . Furthermore, the null-space motion shall be
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stopped. Towards this aim, let us consider error coordinates x̃b ∈ R6 and x̃e ∈ R6 for the
base and the end-effector, respectively, and associated velocity errors ν̃b ∈ R6 and ν̃e ∈ R6.
As a consequence of Assumption 2.2, it is ν̃b = νb and ν̃e = νe. The null-space velocity
error is υ̃n = υn. The design of the controller is restricted to the contact-free operation:
Assumption 3.1. There is no contact, i.e., Fexte = 0.
The controller is designed as
F̄ b = −Jx̃b(x̃b)TKbx̃b −Dbν̃b, (3.28a)
Fe = −Jx̃e(x̃e)TKex̃e −Deν̃e, (3.28b)
ςn = −Dnυ̃n, (3.28c)
where Kb ∈ R6×6, Ke ∈ R6×6 are symmetric, positive definite stiffness matrices, Db ∈
R6×6, De ∈ R6×6, and Dn ∈ Rr×r are a positive definite damping matrices, and where
Jx̃b(x̃b) ∈ R6×6 and Jx̃e(x̃e) ∈ R6×6 are the coordinates Jacobians for the base and the
end-effector, respectively.
3.2.3. Analysis of the closed loop
For the analysis of the stability of the closed loop the following assumption is made:
Assumption 3.2. The arm is nonredundant, i.e., nm = 6.
The analysis of the stability of the redundant case may be addressed similarly as in
[Ott08], by adding a null-space stiffness that enforces regulation of the joint angles around
an equilibrium point. The closed-loop dynamics and kinematics equations are obtained
by inserting (3.28) into (3.26), considering the error kinematics (B.6), and applying As-
sumption 3.2, as
Mχ̃(q) ˙̃χ+Cχ̃(q, χ̃)χ̃+Dχ̃+ J(x̃)
TKx̃ = 0, (3.29a)
˙̃x = J(x̃)χ̃, (3.29b)


















, Cχ̃(qm, χ̃) =
[
C̄b(qm, χ̃) Cbe(qm, χ̃)




K = blkdiag(Kb,Ke) ∈ R12×12, (3.30c)
D = blkdiag(Db,De) ∈ R12×12, (3.30d)
J(x̃) = blkdiag(Jx̃b(x̃b),Jx̃e(x̃e)) ∈ R12×12. (3.30e)
To represent the closed-loop in a state-space form, the joint dependency is removed. In
order to do so, let us firstly define a region Q2 in which the invertibility of the forward
kinematics of the arm is ensured, as
Q2 = {qm ∈ Q : Hbe(qm) is one-to-one} . (3.31)
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where g(qm) : R6 → SE(3) and f(x̃) : R12 → SE(3). Then, a region in the task space is
defined as the pre-image through f(x̃) of the image of Q2 through g(qm), and is given by
X2 =
{
x̃ ∈ R12 : ∃qm ∈ Q2, g(qm) = f(x̃)
}
. (3.33)
Note that this region exists if the desired setpoints Htbd and Hted are compatible with
the workspace of the arm. In X , the inverse function
qm = g
−1(f(x̃)) (3.34)
exists, and can be inserted in the closed-loop (3.29), obtaining
Mχ̃(x̃) ˙̃χ+Cχ̃(x̃,χ)χ̃+Dχ̃+ J(x̃)
TKx̃ = 0, (3.35a)
˙̃x = J(x̃)χ̃, (3.35b)
where with an abuse of notation the same matrix symbols are used after the substitution of
the argument. The closed-loop (3.35) represents an autonomous dynamical system having
the state-space form





∈ D2 = X2 × R12. (3.36)
Proposition 3.1. The equilibrium point z = 0 is asymptotically stable.








which is positive definite. The time derivative along system trajectories is












where (3.35) and (3.27) are applied. The function V̇ (z) is a negative semi-definite function,
then stability is concluded. By invoking LaSalle’s theorem, χ̃ = 0⇒ x̃ = 0, thus the
asymptotic stability of the equilibrium point is proven.
3.2.4. Limitations of a free-flying strategy
The controller coordinates the actuators in such a way that the thrusters are always active
during end-effector motions; this leads to overuse of the thrusters and causes thrusters-
related limitations such as excessive fuel consumption, thrusters saturation, and limitation
of the control bandwidth5 (as discussed in the introductory Section 1.1). Mathematically,
the overuse of the thrusters is related to the structure of the couplings in the actuation
matrix in (3.25):
5The terminology “bandwidth” is normally employed for linear systems, and shall be understood cum
grano salis for nonlinear systems; herein, it is adopted to carry over the useful insight of “responsiveness”
of a control loop.
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Direct coupling The term Aeb(qm)
TFe in (3.25) directly couples the motion of the
end-effector, i.e., the terms x̃e and νe in (3.28b), into the thrusters command F b.
Similarly, the term Jnb(qm)
T ςn in (3.25) directly couples the motion of the null
space, i.e., the velocity υn in (3.28c), into the thrusters F b.
Indirect coupling The motion of the base is dynamically coupled with the motion of
the end-effector through the inertial couplingMbe(qm)ν̇e and the Coriolis/centrifugal
coupling Cbe(qm,νb,νe,υn)νe in (3.26). Similarly, the motion of the base is dynami-
cally coupled with the motion of the null space through the Coriolis/centrifugal cou-
pling Cbn(qm,νb,νe,υn)υn Therefore, the base task in (3.28a) and the null-space
task in (3.28c) indirectly couple the end-effector and null-space motions into the
thrusters F b via the term F̄ b in (3.25).
Both the couplings degrade the fuel consumption. Furthermore, they may induce satura-
tion of the thrusters and, in turn, a limitation of the maneuvering speed of the end-effector.
This can happen especially for arms of moderate lengths, because their lever arm would
result in a high moment commanded to the thrusters. The direct coupling may further
limit the responsiveness and the accuracy of the end-effector task when a multi-rate im-
plementation is adopted. In such implementation the command rate of the thrusters F b is
order of magnitudes smaller than the sampling rate of the end-effector signals x̃e and νe;
because of the coupling the maximum end-effector gains Ke and De may be limited by
the low command rate of the thrusters, thus affecting the responsiveness and the accuracy
of the end-effector.
To overcome the above-mentioned limitations, one or both couplings may be removed by
the following solutions:
1. to remove the direct coupling, adopt a thrusters-decoupled actuation mapping,
i.e., one which is decoupled in F b,
2. to remove the indirect coupling, replace the base task in (3.28a) with an invariant
task, i.e., a task which is invariant during motions of the manipulator. The problem
boils down to finding a task whose dynamics has no inertial and Coriolis/centrifugal
couplings with the end-effector – in other words, whose dynamics is decoupled.
The exact mathematical definition of thrusters-decoupled actuation, invariant task, and
decoupled dynamics, is one of the main results of the thesis, and is the subject of Chapter 4.
3.3. Summary
In this chapter the common free-floating and free-flying strategies were discussed. Two
commonly adopted free-floating and free-flying controllers were reported and extended,
and the underlying equations were derived based on the unified notation and methodology
for the dynamics transformation presented in Chapter 2.
A task-space dynamics of a free-floating robot was derived for the the case of nonzero
linear and angular momenta, and redundant arm. Then, the transposed-Jacobian free-
floating controller [MMA89b] was extended to the case of nonzero momentum by additional
compensation of the momentum-induced disturbance on the end-effector. The drifting
behavior of a free-floating system with nonzero momenta was described, and it was pointed
out how this drift causes convergence to singularity, or to workspace or joint limits. This
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behavior represents the main limitation of a free-floating strategy, and represents a safety
issue particularly during the post-contact phase.
The base and end-effector task space dynamics of a representative free-flying controller
robot was derived considering a nonredundant arm. Then, the transposed-Jacobian free-
flying controller [PD91a] was extended to the case of redundant arm, and a stability proof
was reported. The limitations of the approach were analyzed and linked to the direct and
indirect couplings induced by the actuation decomposition adopted by the method, and
by the control requirements enforced therein on the spacecraft.
Finally, it was pointed out how these drawbacks can be overcome by adoption of a
thrusters-decoupled actuation, and by replacement of the spacecraft control task with an
invariant task. The detailed description and mathematical formulation of these two ideas
is the subject of the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 4
Framework for Whole-Body Control Design
In this chapter, an approach is derived to overcome the limitations of the free-floating and
free-flying strategies; the key elements of the whole-body control are described.
First, the two core ideas of thrusters-decoupled actuation and invariant task are mathe-
matically formulated. Then, two classes of allocation spaces are defined, which leverage on
these ideas, and form the basis for the derivation of the subsequent whole-body controllers.
4.1. Decoupled decompositions of the allocation space
4.1.1. Thrusters-decoupled actuation
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where χ1,Υ1 ∈ Ra1 , χ2,Υ2 ∈ R6+n−a1 , and a1 ∈ N. The quantities υi, ςi ∈ Rbi , with
i = 1, . . . , l, are the ith generalized velocity and ith generalized force – also referred to as
ith actuator –, respectively, are of dimension bi ∈ N, and are l ∈ N in total.
Let us say that the actuation mapping is Γ(Rb, q)
T is decoupled in the i∗th actuator
if1
Γ2i(Rb, q)
T = 0, i = i∗. (4.2)
To overcome the direct coupling mentioned in Section 3.2.4, one would like to define an
allocation space χ having a virtual actuator Υ1 that is only actuated by thrusters, and not
by the other actuators. Then, the problem boils down in finding an actuation mapping
1In (4.2) the row index two is a convention, the same definition can be formulated using a row index
one. Note that there is no loss of generality in the definition, because the ordering of the partitioning of
χ is freely chosen.
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which is decoupled in the base force, moment, or both. Such an actuation mapping is
referred to as thrusters-decoupled actuation mapping.
For defining a completely thrusters-decoupled actuation, i.e., an actuation which is decou-




























Γ21(Rb, q) = 0, (4.3b)
where it is a1 = 6, Γ11(Rb, q) ∈ R6×6, Γ12(Rb, q) ∈ R6×n, Γ21(Rb, q) ∈ Rn×6, and
Γ22(Rb, q) ∈ Rn×n. For defining partially thrusters-decoupled actuation, one may, for
instance, decouple only the base force or only the base moment. For decoupling the base























Γ21(Rb, q) = 0, (4.4b)























Γ22(Rb, q) = 0. (4.5b)
In the equations (4.4a) and (4.5a) it is a1 = 3, Γ11(Rb, q) ∈ R3×3, Γ12(Rb, q) ∈ R3×3,
Γ13(Rb, q)∈R3×n, Γ21(Rb, q)∈R(3+n)×3, Γ22(Rb, q)∈R(3+n)×3, and Γ23(Rb, q)∈R(3+n)×n.
A form (4.3a) is provided by means of a so-called external/internal allocation space,
which is analyzed in Sect. 4.2. A form (4.4a) is provided by means of a so-called cen-
troidal/circumcentroidal allocation space, which is analyzed in Sect. 4.3. The form
(4.5b) is not investigated in the present work.
4.1.2. Decoupled dynamics and invariant task
Let us consider the dynamics equations associated to the partitioned allocation space (4.1).


































It is said that the dynamics (4.6) is decoupled in χ1 if ∀Rb ∈ SO(3), q ∈ Q,χ ∈ R6+n
the following conditions hold
M12(Rb, q) = 0, (4.7a)[
C11(Rb, q,χ) C12(Rb, q,χ)
]
χ = 0. (4.7b)
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In this case, the dynamics of χ1 is not affected by the motion of the rest of the system
when there is no external wrench. Then the task Υ1 can be defined as
Υ1 = g(Rb, q,χ1, x̃1), (4.8)
where x̃1 ∈ Rax1 is a coordinate that is uniquely associated to the motion χ1, i.e., its time
derivative can be written in the form
˙̃x1 = Jx̃1(x̃1)χ1, (4.9)
where Jx̃1(x̃1) ∈ Ra
x
1×a1 is the mapping of χ1 to ˙̃x1. When the conditions (4.7) hold, it is
said that the task Υ1 is invariant during the motion χ2.
Remark 1. The task position error is not strictly required in the definition of (4.8), i.e.,
the task may also have the form Υ1 = g(Rb, q,χ1).
Remark 2. The positive-definiteness property (2.71a) and the skew-symmetry property
(2.71b) hold also for the principal submatrices of Mχ(Rb, q) and Cχ(Rb, q,χ), i.e., for
M22(Rb, q) and C22(Rb, q,χ) it hold
M22(Rb, q) = M22(Rb, q)
T , yTM22(Rb, q)y > 0 ∀y 6= 0 ∈ R6+n, (4.10a)
Ṁ22(Rb, q) = C22(Rb, q,χ) +C22(Rb, q,χ)
T , ∀χ ∈ R6+n, (4.10b)
and similar relations hold for M11(Rb, q) and C11(Rb, q,χ).
The derivation of dynamics equations that are decoupled in χ1 is analyzed in the Sec-
tions 4.2 and 4.3.
4.2. External/internal allocation space
In this section, an allocation space is derived which has simultaneously a decoupled actu-
ation structure in the base wrench F b, i.e., it holds (4.3a), and a decoupled dynamics2,
i.e., the conditions in (4.7) hold.
Towards this aim, let us define an internal motion υint ∈ Rs as a motion taking place
in the dynamically-consistent null space of the momentum, as
υint := J int(q)υ, (4.11)
where J int(q) ∈ Rs×(6+n) is a mapping having the property
L(Rb, q)M(q)
−1J int(q)T = 0, (4.12)
with L(Rb, q) being the momentum map defined in (2.43b).
Because of its well-known conserving properties, a natural candidate for finding a decou-
pled dynamics is the momentum of the system. Therefore, one may then choose as first
allocation-space motion the momentum, i.e.,
χ1 = hc = L(Rb, q)υ, (4.13a)










are allocation spaces having a thrusters-decoupled actuation, but not a decoupled dynamics.
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and call χ1 ∈ R6 as external motion of the system. Then, one may choose the second
motion to be an internal motion of dimension n, as
χ2 = χ
int = J̄ int(q)υ, (4.13b)
and call χint ∈ Rn as internal motion of the system. The map J̄ int(q) ∈ Rn×(n+6) can
be constructed based on the specific control application3. As shown in the next sections,
such a construction yields an allocation space which has simultaneously a decoupled ac-
tuation in the thrusters wrench F b, and a the decoupled dynamics. It is stressed that, to
construct such a space, it is not sufficient to use the momentum and a general (possibly
non-internal) motion, but is important to use the momentum together with an internal
motion.
The concept of external-internal actuation decomposition was first derived in [GGAS17]
for the end-effector motion of a arm-equipped body without reaction wheels. In [GDOA20]
the same concept was extended to the motion of the end-effector and base frames of an
arm-equipped body with reaction wheels. Herein, the concept is presented for the case of
general motions4 of general open chain robots.
4.2.1. Example of internal motion
An example of internal motion is now provided to make the concept more concrete. Let
us consider the frame of the general jth body of the multibody system; its velocity νj is





(2.17). Then, one may define the mapping
J intj (q) = Jj(q)Nh(q) ∈ R6×(6+n), (4.14)
where Nh(q) ∈ R(6+n)×(6+n) is the projector into the dynamically-consistent momentum
null space5
Nh(q) = E −L(Rb, q)#L(Rb, q), (4.15)
and where L(Rb, q)
# ∈ R(6+n)×6 is the dynamically-consistent pseudoinverse [Kha87] of
L(Rb, q), defined as
L(Rb, q)








It is interesting to notice that Nh(q) depends only on the joints and not on the base
rotation, notwithstanding L(Rb, q) depends on it (see Appendix A.1).




and is referred to as internal velocity of the jth body. It can be shown (see Ap-




3The construction of J̄ int(q) will be detailed in Chapters 5 and 6.
4With “general motion” is meant that υint in (4.39) shall not necessarily be the velocity of a frame,
but may be arbitrarily constructed. This concept is clarified in Section 4.2.1.
5A preliminary link between the pseudoinverse of the momentum map and the generalized Jacobian
appeared in [GHEO15] for the end-effector Jacobian considering zero momentum.
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where J intjq (q) = Jjq(q)−Ajb(q)Mb(q)−1Mbq(q) is the internal joint mapping of the jth
body, which is equivalent to the generalized Jacobian6 of the jth body.
An interpretation of νintj is now provided in terms of superposition of motions. By elim-
inating the base motion νb from (2.18b) and (2.43b), and by inserting (4.18) into the
resulting equation, the velocity νj can be rewritten as




where Mc(Rb, q) = Acb(Rb, q)
−TMb(q)Acb(Rb, q)
−1 ∈ R6×6 is the inertia of the whole
robot around the CoM. The decomposition (4.19) gives the intuition that the velocity of
the jth body of the multibody system is the superposition of its internal velocity and a
velocity induced by the external motion.
4.2.2. Decoupled actuation of the external/internal space
Herein it is now shown how (4.13) yield an actuation mapping with a decoupled structure
(4.3a).





and J̄ int(q) =
[





then J̄ intb (q) = 0 holds.


















and then (4.20) reduces to
Acb(Rb, q)
−T J̄ intb (q)
T = 0. (4.22)
In turn, it follows that J̄ intb (q) = 0, and this proves the Lemma.
Note that, as a consequence of Lemma 1, it results that any internal velocity depends
only on the velocity of the joints, and not on the velocity of the base. Furthermore,
the decoupling condition (4.3b) for the actuation is met, and the transformations of the







































6Equation (4.18) suggests that the generalized Jacobian maps more generally q̇ to νintj , rather than q̇
to νj . As discussed in Sect.3.1.3, the generalized Jacobian was classically adopted to map q̇ to νj under the
assumption of zero momentum [MMA89a, UY89], i.e., hc = 0; in contrast, the definition (4.18) does not
require any assumption of zero momentum, i.e., it holds also for hc 6= 0; therefore (4.18) is more general.
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where αc ∈ R6 is the virtual actuator associated to the momentum, and ςint ∈ Rn is
the virtual actuator associated to the internal motion. The transformation of the gener-
alized velocity is called external-internal motion decomposition, whereas the trans-
formation of the generalized forces is called external-internal actuation decomposi-
tion. Note that the external-internal actuation decomposition in (4.23b) is in the block-
decoupled form (4.3a), so it provides a mean of decoupling the actuation in the base
wrench F b – as it was seeked at. Furthermore, note that (4.23) is general in the sense
that any internal motion – not only the joint motion as done in [GHEO15] – can be used
to decouple the system. This generality turns out to be useful in many applications, as
will be shown in the derivation of the controllers in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6.
As a last step, let us replace the virtual actuator αc, dual to the momentum hc, with
one which is dual to a velocity. The control wrench around the CoM is defined as
F c := Mc(Rb, q)αc ∈ R6. (4.24)



















which gives a somewhat better intuition of how the generalized forces are mapped.
4.2.3. Decoupled dynamics of the external/internal space
It is now shown how (4.13) yield a dynamics with a decoupled structure satisfying the
conditions (4.7). To prove the inertia decoupling (4.7a), let us consider the inverse inertia
Mχ(Rb, q)
−1. It can be computed by inverting (2.69a), as
Mχ(Rb, q)
−1 = Γ(Rb, q)M(q)
−1Γ(Rb, q)
T . (4.26)







and thus Mχ(Rb, q)






















where (4.21) and the property (4.12) of the dynamically-consistent nullspace are used.
Let us now analyze the singularity-free region Q of the external-internal allocation space.
Based on the triangular form (4.23a), Γ(Rb, q) is singular when
detAcb(Rb, q)
−T detMb(q) det J̄
int
q (q) = 0 ⇒ det J̄ intq (q) = 0, (4.30)
which says that the singularity of Γ(Rb, q) depends only on the singularity of the internal
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Then, the inertia is decoupled, meaning that the decoupling condition (4.7a) for the inertia
holds.
Let us now analyze the decoupling condition (4.7b) for the Coriolis/centrifugal terms.



























)−1] [ LM−1C − L̇
J intM−1C − J̇ int
]
υ, (4.33)
where (4.27) and (4.32) are used, and where the functional dependencies are omitted for










where the conservation structure, i.e., Property 2.4, is applied. This proves the decoupling
condition (4.7b) for the Coriolis/centrifugal terms. Finally, let us compute the expression
of the external interaction term in (2.70). By straightforwardly computing the inverse of
the block-triangular actuation mapping in (4.54), and by using the expression of Jj(q) in


















Based on (4.32), (4.34), and (4.35), the dynamics has the form
Mc(Rb, q)
















)−1 ∈ Rn×n is referred to as generalized in-
ertia of the internal motion, for which the skew-symmetric property holds7:
Ṁ intχ (q) = Cχint(Rb, q,hc,χ
int) +Cχint(Rb, q,hc,χ
int)T . (4.37)
The terms αextc ∈ R6 and ςint,ext ∈ R6 are the projections8 of the uncontrolled external
wrenches into the momentum and internal dynamics, respectively. Lastly, by inserting the
7This is a consequence of (4.10).
8Based on (4.35), they are αextc = Mc(Rb, q)
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virtual actuator (4.24) in (4.36), the dynamics (4.36) is rewritten as






where Fextc ∈ R6 is the resultant of all uncontrolled external wrenches around the CoM.
Notice that the dynamics in (4.38) is decoupled9 in hc – as it was seeked at. The mo-
mentum is decoupled from the internal motion, however, note that the internal motion is
coupled with the momentum via the Coriolis/centrifugal terms.
4.3. Centroid/circumcentroidal allocation space
In this section, an allocation space is derived which has simultaneously a decoupled actua-
tion in the base force fb, i.e., it holds (4.4a), and a decoupled dynamics, i.e., the conditions
in (4.7) hold.
Towards this aim, let us define a general circumcentroidal motion υ⊕ ∈ Rs as a motion
in the dynamically-consistent nullspace of the velocity of the CoM. It can be defined as
υ⊕ := J⊕(q)υ, (4.39)
where J⊕(q) ∈ Rs×(6+n) is a mapping having the property
Lv(Rb, q)M(q)
−1J⊕(q)T = 0, (4.40)
with Lv(Rb, q) being the mapping of the CoM velocity defined in (2.43c).
To construct an allocation space which simultaneously verifies the decoupled actuation
condition (4.4b) and the decoupled dynamics condition (4.7), one may choose as first
motion the velocity of the CoM, i.e.,
χ1 = vc = Lv(Rb, q)υ, (4.41a)
and call χ1 ∈ R3 as centroid motion of the system. Then, by defining a transformation
J̄⊕(q) ∈ R(n+3)×(n+6), one may choose the second motion to be a circumcentroidal motion
of dimension n+ 3, as
χ2 = χ
⊕ = J̄⊕(q)υ, (4.41b)
and call χ⊕ ∈ Rn+3 as circumcentroidal motion of the system. The circumcentroidal
transformation J̄⊕(q) ∈ Rn×(n+6) can be constructed based on the specific control appli-
cation10.
The concept of centroid-circumcentroidal actuation decomposition was first derived in
[GOA19] for the end-effector motion of an arm-equipped body without reaction wheels.
Herein, the concept is presented for the case of general motions of general open chain
robots.
9The momentum equation (4.38a) is a well-known feature of a multibody system, and shall come at
no surprise; that being said, note that the rationale of the external-internal motion decomposition is to
endow this feature into the coordination of all actuators to remove the couplings in the thrusters wrench
and simultaneously maintain the useful property (4.37) .
10The construction of J̄⊕(q) will be detailed in Chapter 5.
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4.3.1. Example of circumcentroidal motion
An example of circumcentroidal motion is now provided to make the concept more con-
crete. Let us consider the frame of the general jth body; its velocity νj is expressed by
the relation (2.16c) using a mapping Jj ∈ R6×(6+n). Then, one may define the mapping
J⊕j (q) = Jj(q)Nv(q) ∈ R6×(6+n), (4.42)
where Nv(q) ∈ R(6+n)×(6+n) is the projector into the dynamically-consistent nullspace of
the CoM velocity
Nv(q) = E −Lv(Rb, q)#Lv(Rb, q), (4.43)
and where Lv(Rb, q)
# ∈ R(6+n)×6 is the dynamically-consistent pseudo-inverse [Kha87] of
Lv(Rb, q), defined as
Lv(Rb, q)












and is referred to as circumcentroidal velocity of the jth body. It can be shown (see




























It is interesting to observe that, by computing and comparing the translational and rota-
tional parts of the velocities (4.18) and (4.46), the linear part of circumcentroidal velocity
is not equivalent to the linear part of the internal velocity of the jth body, i.e., it is
v⊕j 6= vintj ; on the other hand, the angular part of circumcentroidal velocity is also not
equivalent to the angular part of the internal velocity, but it is equivalent to the angular
velocity of the jth body, i.e., it is ω⊕j = ωj .
An interpretation of ν⊕j is now provided in terms of superposition of motions. Let us
partition expressions of the velocities vc and νj in translation and rotation components,
as















ωb + Jjq(q)q̇, (4.49)
where (2.43c),(2.44c), (2.16b), and (2.8) are used. By eliminating the base translational
motion vb from (4.48) and (4.49), and by inserting (4.46) into the resulting equation, the









Equation (4.50) gives the intuition that the velocity of the general jth body is the super-
position of its internal velocity and a velocity induced by the centroid motion.
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4.3.2. Decoupled actuation of the centroid/circumcentroidal space
Let us preliminary derive the following Lemma.
















it is J̄⊕v (q) ≡ 0.






 = 0. (4.51)
By considering the relation Lv(Rb, q) =
1





























T = 0. (4.53)
In turn, it follows that J̄⊕v (q) = 0, and this proves the Lemma.
Note that, as a consequence of Lemma 2, it results that any circumcentroidal velocity
depends only on the velocity of the joints and on the angular velocity of the base, it does
not depend on the linear velocity of the base. Furthermore, the decoupling condition














































where fc ∈ R3 is the virtual actuator associated to the velocity of the CoM , and ς⊕ ∈ Rn+3
is the virtual actuator associated to the circumcentroidal motion. The transformation of
the generalized velocity in (4.54) is called centroid-circumcentroidal motion decom-
position, whereas the transformation of the generalized velocities, is called centroid-
circumcentroidal actuation decomposition. Note that the actuation decomposition
is in the block-decoupled form (4.4a), so it provides a mean of decoupling the actuation
in the base force fb – as it was seeked at.
4.3.3. Decoupled dynamics of the centroid/circumcentroidal space
Herein it is now shown how the allocation space defined by (4.41) has a dynamics with
a decoupled structure satisfying the conditions (4.7). Based on the definitions (4.41),
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Hence, the inverse inertia Mχ(Rb, q)
−1 = Γ(Rb, q)M(q)
−1Γ(Rb, q)



















where (4.52) and (2.35) are applied to simplify Lv(Rb, q)M(q)
−1Lv(Rb, q)
T , and where
the property (4.40) of the dynamically-consistent nullspace is used to nullify the couplings.
Let us now analyze the singularity-free region Q of the centroid-circumcentroidal space.





















, and, in turn, that it depends only on the joints.
Thus, the region Q reduces to
Q⊕ =
{




















Then, it is straightforward to see that the decoupling condition for the inertia, i.e., equation
(4.7a), holds.
Let us now analyze the decoupling condition (4.7b) for the Coriolis/centrifugal terms.



























where (4.55) and (4.60) are used, and where the functional dependencies are omitted for











where the symmetry of the CoM velocity, i.e., Property 2.4, is applied. This proves the
decoupling condition (4.7b). Finally, let us compute the expression of the term related to
the uncontrolled external wrenches in (2.70). By straightforwardly computing the inverse
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Based on (4.60), (4.62), and (4.63), the centroid-circumcentroidal dynamics has the form







⊕ + ς⊕ext, (4.64b)
where M⊕χ (q) =
(
J̄⊕(q)M(q)−1J̄⊕(q)T
)−1 ∈ R(n+3)×(n+3) is referred to as generalized
inertia of the circumcentroidal motion, and where f extc ∈ R3 and ς⊕ext ∈ R6 are
the projections11 of the external wrenches into the centroid and circumcentroidal space,
respectively. For the dynamics matrices in (4.64b) it holds the skew-symmetry property:
Ṁ⊕χ (q) = Cχ⊕(Rb, q,vc,χ
⊕) +Cχ⊕(Rb, q,vc,χ
⊕)T . (4.65)
Notice that the left-hand side of (4.64) has a decoupled structure12 – as it was seeked at
–, wherein Cχ⊕v(Rb, q,vc,χ
⊕)vc represents the perturbation of the CoM system into the
circumcentroidal system.
4.4. Summary
In this chapter, the concept of thrusters-decoupled actuation was mathematically formu-
lated; furthermore, the concept of invariant task was mathematically formulated based on
a decoupled form of the dynamics in the allocation space.
It was analyzed that a complete or partial thrusters-decoupled actuation removes, com-
pletely or partially, respectively, the direct coupling of the free-flying strategy; further-
more, the adoption of an invariant task instead of a base control task removes the indirect
coupling of the same strategy. By means of the framework derived in the chapter, the
limitations of the free-flying strategy can be thus completely or partially solved. Two
decompositions of the dynamics were presented, which simultaneously own a thrusters-
decoupled actuation and a decoupled dynamics suitable for the definition of an invariant
task; they are used as a framework for the derivation of Whole-Body controllers in the next
chapters. In the first decomposition, i.e., the external-internal decomposition, the system
dynamics was decomposed based on the momentum of the whole robot, and on internal
velocities. The internal velocities were defined as general motions in the inertia-weighted
null space of the momentum; the internal velocity of a body of the multi-body chain was
derived as a particular case of internal velocity, and it was linked to the generalized Ja-
cobian. In the second decomposition, i.e., the centroid-circumcentroidal decomposition,
the system was decomposed based on the velocity of the CoM of the whole robot, and
on circumcentroidal velocities. The circumcentroidal velocities were defined as general
motions in the inertia-weighted null space of the velocity of the CoM (or, equivalently, of
the linear momentum); the circumcentroidal velocity of a body of the multi-body chain
was derived as a particular case of circumcentroidal velocity.
In the next chapter, the framework is applied for deriving controllers of an orbital robot,
which satisfy the whole-body requirements envisioned in Section 1.2 while overcoming or
reducing the limitations of the free-floating and free-flying strategies.
















The term fextc is obviously the resultant of all uncontrolled external forces
12The CoM equation (4.64a) is a well-known feature of a multibody system, and shall come at no
surprise; that being said, note that the rationale of the centroid-circumcentroidal motion decomposition
is to endow this feature into the coordination of all actuators so to remove the couplings in the actuation
and simultaneously maintain the useful property (4.65).
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CHAPTER 5
Whole-Body Control for robots with thrusters
In this chapter, whole-body controllers for orbital robots equipped with one arm and a
set of spacecraft-mounted thrusters are presented. Throughout the chapter it is therefore
intended that the used dynamics and kinematics matrices are those of a robot without
reaction wheels (see Section 2.4).
The controllers developed herein allow enforcing some of the whole-body requirements
listed in Section 1.2, thus providing a more general control approach than the free-floating
and free-flying strategies. In particular, two controllers are presented:
(C3) Whole-Body Control with no requirements on the base (robot without RWs),
(C4) Whole-Body Control with requirements on the attitude of the base (robot without
RWs).
Controller (C3) is designed to satisfy the whole-body requirements (R1), (R2), and (R3)
listed in Section 1.2; to implement the desired feature of reducing the use of the thrusters,
the controller employs a complete decoupling of the thrusters and of the dynamics.
Controller (C4) is designed to satisfy the same requirements of Controller (C3), and to
additionally enforce the requirement (R4) for the particular case of control of the attitude
of the base. To enforce this additional requirement in a system with thrusters only – i.e.,
without further actuation devices, such as momentum exchange devices –, and to endow
the controller with the desired feature of reducing the use of the thrusters, a partial
decoupling of the thrusters and of the dynamics is employed. Doing so results in a
control approach which lies in between of a purely whole-body one and a free-flying one,
and can be used as an intermediate solution to at least endow a floating-base behavior in
translation in those systems with attitude-control requirements.
The requirements are enforced by assigning the following tasks: regulation of the pose
of the end-effector in order to force requirement (R1); stabilization of any residual joint
motion in the system in order to enforce requirement (R2); regulation of the position of
the CoM in order to enforce (R3); regulation of the orientation of the base in order to
enforce (R4) for the particular base body.
The controllers (C3) and (C4) are presented in Sections 5.1 and 5.2, respectively. Fi-
nally, a summary is drawn up in Section 5.3.
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5.1. Whole-Body Control with no requirements on the base
The control method developed herein is based on the external-internal motion decompo-
sition described in Section 4.2, and on the momentum dumping and CoM control
invariant tasks, firstly introduced in [GGAS17] and [GCAS18], respectively.
The method was developed in [GGAS17] and [GCAS18] for a nonredundant arm; in the
following, the extended method for application with a redundant arm is presented.
5.1.1. Transformation of the dynamics
In the following, the transformation of the system into an external-internal form is ad-
dressed. For a robot without reaction wheels, the internal motion of the external-internal
decomposition shall have dimension nm; the construction of the internal motion is de-
scribed in the following. Let us consider the internal velocity νinte ∈ R6 of the end-effector.




where J inte (qm) ∈ R6×(6+nm). The internal velocity of the end-effector is a six-dimensional
motion. For a redundant arm it is nm > 6; thus, an additional internal motion of dimension
r = nm − 6 is required to construct an internal motion of dimension nm; r ∈ N denotes
the degree of redundancy of the arm. By denoting υintn ∈ Rr such an additional internal




where J intn (qm) ∈ Rr×(6+nm). To limit the interference with the end-effector, one may
define υintn as being a dynamically-consistent null-space velocity of the end-effector internal
velocity. This is done by choosing a mapping J intn (qm) satisfying the condition
J inte (qm)M(qm)
−1J intn (qm)
T = 0. (5.3)
The expressions of J inte (qm) and J
int
n (qm), as well as their sub-blocks, are provided in the
Appendix C.3.
Based on the above definitions, νinte and υ
int




















Hence, in the singularity-free region Qint (see (4.31)) the dynamics in the allocation space
can be transformed to the decoupled external-internal form (4.38). Considering only
contact at the end-effector1, the dynamics has the form
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whereF inte ∈ R6 and ςintn ∈ Rr are the virtual actuators associated to νinte and υintn , respec-
tively, and where Fexte ∈ R6 is the contact force at the end-effector. The virtual actuators
are related to the actuators by an actuation mapping decoupled in F b. By using (2.61c),















] F cF inte
ςintn
 (5.6)
where J intem(qm) ∈ R6×nm and J intnm(qm) ∈ Rr×nm are the sub-blocks of J inte (qm) and J intn (qm),
respectively, associated to the manipulator motion; note that J intem(qm) = J
∗
em(qm), i.e.,
J intem(qm) is the generalized Jacobian (3.1).
Let us mention that the choice of the dynamically-consistent null space of the end-effector
leads to a decoupled internal inertia















where Zm ∈ Rr×nm is a null-space base matrix (see Appendix C.3). However, the internal




n ) is still fully coupled. Therefore,
the end-effector and null-space subsystems in (5.5b) are coupled.
Two considerations are now germane to the argumentation. First, note that by exploiting
the decoupled structure of the dynamics (5.5), it is possible to design controllers in a
cascade fashion, using F c to control the global motion, and using F inte and ςintn to control
the coupled end-effector and the null-space motion. From this it follows that if one assigns
an invariant task to the virtual actuator F c, then any indirect coupling2 of the arm tasks,
i.e., the end-effector and null-space tasks, into the thrusters would be avoided. Secondly,
note that the actuation mapping (5.6) is decoupled in F b, therefore any direct coupling
of the arm tasks into the thrusters is avoided.
5.1.2. Design of the controller
The objective of the control is to regulate the pose of the end-effector frame E and the
position of CoM around desired locations that are fixed in the target frame T . Further-
more, the momentum shall be dumped and the null-space motion shall be stopped in
order to avoid any joint drift after the above-mentioned tasks have converged. Towards
this aim, let us consider error coordinates x̃c ∈ R3 and x̃e ∈ R6 for the CoM and the end-
effector respectively; let us further define the errors ν̃e ∈ R6, h̃c ∈ R6 and υ̃intn ∈ Rr for
the end-effector velocity, the momentum, and the null-space velocity, respectively. As a




n . The design of the
controller is restricted to the contact-free operation:
Assumption 5.1. There is no contact, i.e., Fexte = 0.
The controller is designed as follows. The invariant task is designed as
F c = −STvKcx̃c −Dhh̃c, (5.8a)
where Kc ∈ R3×3 is a symmetric, positive definite stiffness matrix, and Dh ∈ R6×6 is a
positive definite momentum gain matrix. The task (5.8a) imposes the requirement that
2As discussed in Section 3.2.4.
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the CoM be controlled around a desired position and, additionally, that any residual
momentum be extracted from the system. Notice in (5.5) that the dynamics associated
to a CoM and momentum task is decoupled from the motion of the end-effector and the
null space, i.e., it verifies the task-invariancy conditions (4.7), (4.8).
The end-effector and null-space tasks are designed as
F inte = −Jx̃e(x̃e)TKex̃e −Deν̃e, (5.8b)
ςintn = −Dnυ̃intn , (5.8c)
where Dn ∈ Rr×r is a positive definite damping matrix for the null space.
5.1.3. Analysis of the closed loop
To derive the closed-loop dynamics, the task-space velocity error ν̃e used in (5.8b) is first
preliminarily written in terms of the momentum hc and of the internal end-effector velocity




e +Aec(Rb, qm)Mc(Rb, qm)
−1hc. (5.9)
The closed-loop dynamics and kinematics equations are obtained by inserting (5.8) into
(5.5), by considering the error kinematics equations (B.2) and (B.6b) together with (5.9),
and by inverting3 (5.1) to get q̇m, obtaining
ḣc +Dhhc + S
T






































The system (5.10) is function of the attitude Rb; it can be replaced with the error x̃e and
the joint angles qm by using the following relation
Rb = RtRtedRede(x̃e)Reb(qm), (5.13)
where Rt is constant because of Assumption 2.2, and where Rted specifies the (constant)
end-effector rotational setpoint w.r.t. T . With the representation (5.10) and (5.13), the
3Note that the inverse of (5.1) exists in the singularity-free region (4.31).
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closed loop is described as an autonomous system







 ∈ D3 = R15×2nm .











∈ R9, zarm =
χintx̃e
qm
 ∈ R6+2n, (5.14)
the closed-loop equations (5.10) and (5.13) are in the triangular form
żwhole = gwhole (zwhole) , (5.15a)
żarm = garm (zwhole, zarm) , (5.15b)
where gwhole is given by (5.10a) and (5.10b), and garm is given by (5.10c), (5.10d), and
(5.10e). Notice that the dynamics of zwhole is totally decoupled from zarm and, further-
more, is linear. The equilibrium of the equations (5.10) is the set
z0 =
{
z ∈ D3 : hc = 0, x̃c = 0, χint = 0, x̃e = 0
}
. (5.16)
5.1.4. Discussion of the controller
As a consequence of the adopted external-internal motion decomposition, the actuation
mapping (5.6) has a decoupled structure in the thrusters wrench F b: the thrusters wrench
is only used to actuate the centroidal wrench F c; on the other hand, the joint torques
are used to actuate the end-effector wrench F inte , the null-space generalized force ςintn ,
and to further counteract the effect of the centroidal wrench F c in the joints. Based on
this, the controller has no direct coupling of the robot tasks into the thrusters wrench.
Furthermore, the centroidal wrench in (5.8a) is only used to actuate an invariant task
– thanks to the triangular structure of the closed-loop dynamics (5.10), the end-effector
and null-space motions do not excite the momentum –; therefore, the controller has also
no indirect coupling and no thrusters at all are fired during end-effector and null-space
motions. Hence, it is concluded that the controller performs a complete decoupling
of the thrusters from the control action, and it is not affected by the limitations of the
free-flying strategy discussed in Section 3.2.4.
Another important feature of the proposed controller is concluded as follows. After
CoM and momentum transients – this may be for example the case of a contact, or a
workspace relocation maneuver –, the system converges to a stationary situation in which
the CoM remains fixed in the inertial space and the momentum remains zero. Therefore,
during the entire time of robot maneuvers that do not involve momentum transients, it
will remain x̃c = 0 and hc = 0. In this nominal situation, it remains F c = 0, and the
actuator commands given by the equations (5.6) reduce to




TF inte + J intnm(qm)T ςintn , (5.17b)
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which are equivalent to the free-floating actuator commands (3.9b), meaning that the con-
troller automatically reduces to the free-floating controller once the momentum is dumped.
In conclusion, with the proposed controller, all robotic operations require no thrusters
when no CoM or momentum transients are involved, and are performed in a free-floating
fashion. They are turned on only when contact occurs and their use is limited to extracting
the accumulated momentum and to restoring the desired CoM location.
5.2. Whole-Body Control with requirements on the attitude of
the base
The control method developed herein is based on the centroid-circumcentroidal motion
decomposition described in Section 4.3, and on a CoM control invariant task. Differently
than Whole-Body Control in Section 5.1, the momentum dumping invariant task is re-
placed with an attitude control task.
The method was developed in [GOA19] for a nonredundant arm; in the following, the
extended method for application with a redundant arm is presented.
5.2.1. Transformation of the dynamics
In the following, the transformation of the system into an centroid-circumcentroidal form
is addressed. For a robot without reaction wheels, the circumcentroidal motion of the
centroid-circumcentroidal decomposition shall have dimension nm + 3; the construction of
the circumcentroidal motion is described in the following.
Let us consider the circumcentroidal velocities ν⊕e ∈ R6 and ν⊕b ∈ R6 of the end-effector
and of the base, respectively. By using general expression (4.45) for the base and end-







where J⊕e (qm) ∈ R6×(6+nm) and J⊕b (qm) ∈ R6×(6+nm). With the aim of implementing a
control of the rotation of the base, only the angular part ω⊕b ∈ R3 of (5.19) is of interest.





where J⊕ωb ∈ R3×(6+nm). The circumcentroidal velocities (5.18) and (5.20) are six- and
three-dimensional vectors, respectively, which complessively form a nine-dimensional cir-
cumcentroidal motion. For a redundant arm it is nm > 6; thus an additional circumcen-
troidal motion of dimension r = nm−6 is required to construct a circumcentroidal motion
of dimension nm + 3. By denoting υ
⊕
n ∈ Rr such an additional circumcentroidal motion,




where J⊕n (qm) ∈ Rr×(6+nm). To limit the interference with the base rotation and the end-
effector, one may define υ⊕n as being a dynamically-consistent null-space velocity of both
the base circumcentroidal angular velocity and the end-effector circumcentroidal velocity.
This is done by choosing mappings J⊕nω(qm) and J
⊕






T = 0. (5.22)
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The expressions of J⊕e (qm), J
⊕
b (qm), and J
⊕
n (qm), as well as their sub-blocks, are provided
in the Appendix C.4.
Based on the above definitions, ω⊕b , ν
⊕
e , and υ
⊕














 = J̄⊕(qm)υ, where J̄⊕(qm) =
 J⊕ωbJ⊕e (qm)
J⊕n (qm)
 ∈ R(nm+3)×(6+nm). (5.23)
Hence, in the singularity-free region Q⊕ (see (4.59)) the dynamics in the allocation space
can be transformed to the decoupled centroid-circumcentroidal form (4.64). Considering


















where m⊕b ∈ R3, F⊕e ∈ R6 and ς⊕n ∈ Rr are the virtual actuators, which are associated to
ω⊕b , ν
⊕
e , and υ
⊕
n , respectively, and where f
ext
e ∈ R3 is the linear part of Fexte ∈ R6. The
virtual actuators are related to the actuators by an actuation mapping decoupled in fb,

























where J⊕eω(qm) ∈ R6×3 and J⊕em(qm) ∈ R6×nm are the attitude and manipulator sub-blocks,
respectively, of the map J⊕e (qm), and where J
⊕
nω(qm) ∈ Rr×3 and J⊕nm(qm) ∈ Rr×nm are
the rotation and manipulator sub-blocks, respectively, of the map J⊕n (qm) (see Appendix C.4).
Let us mention that the choice of the dynamically-consistent null space of the base and
the end-effector leads to a decoupled circumcentroidal inertia
M⊕χ (qm) =




whereM⊕ω (qm) ∈ R3×3,M⊕ωe(qm) ∈ R3×6, andM⊕e (qm) ∈ R6×6, and whereZ ∈ Rr×(6+nm)
is the base matrix of the chosen null space (see (C.22)). However, the base and end-effector
circumcentroidal subblock of the inertia is still coupled, as well as the entire circumcen-






n ). Therefore, the base and
end-effector subsystem in (5.24b) is coupled.
4In this case, the terms fextc and ς
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Similarly to the controller in Section 5.1, note that by exploiting the decoupled structure
of the dynamics (5.24), it is possible to design controllers in a cascade fashion, using fc to
control the CoM, and usingm⊕b , F
⊕
e , and ς
⊕
n to control the coupled base, end-effector, and
null-space motion. From this it follows that, if one assigns an invariant task to the virtual
actuator fc, then any indirect coupling of the base, end-effector, and null-space tasks, into
the thrusters force would be avoided. Secondly, note that the actuation mapping (5.25)
is decoupled in fb, therefore any direct coupling of the arm tasks into the thrusters is
avoided.
5.2.2. Design of the controller
The objective of the control is to regulate the pose of the end-effector frame E , the ori-
entation5 of the base frame B, and the position of CoM, around desired locations that
are fixed in the target frame T . Furthermore, the null-space motion shall be stopped to
avoid any joint drift after the above-mentioned tasks have converged. Towards this aim,
let us consider error coordinates x̃c ∈ R3, x̃b,rot ∈ R3, and x̃e ∈ R6 for the CoM, base,
and the end-effector, respectively, as well as velocity errors ṽc ∈ R3, ω̃b ∈ R3, ν̃e ∈ R6,
and υ̃⊕n ∈ Rr. As a consequence of Assumption 2.2, it is ṽc = vc, ω̃b = ωb, ν̃e = νe, and
υ̃⊕n = υ
⊕
n . The derivation of the controller is restricted to the contact-free operation:
Assumption 5.2. There is no contact, i.e., Fexte = 0.
The controller is designed as follows. The invariant task is designed as
fc = −Kcx̃c −Dcṽc, (5.27a)
where Dc ∈ R3×3 is a positive definite CoM damping matrix. The task (5.27a) imposes
the requirement that the CoM be controlled around a desired position. Notice in (5.24)
that the task is decoupled from the motion of the base, the end-effector, and the nullspace,
i.e., it verifies the task-invariancy conditions (4.7), (4.8).
The base, end-effector, and null-space tasks are designed as
m⊕b = −Jx̃b,rot(x̃b,rot)TKb,rotx̃b,rot −Db,rotω̃b, (5.27b)
F⊕e = −Jx̃e(x̃e)TKex̃e −Deν̃e, (5.27c)
ς⊕n = −Dnυ̃intn , (5.27d)
where Kb,rot ∈ R3×3 is a symmetric, positive definite stiffness matrix and Db,rot ∈ R3×3
is a positive definite damping matrix.
5.2.3. Analysis of the closed loop
For the analysis of the stability of the closed loop the following assumption is made:
Assumption 5.3. The arm is nonredundant, i.e., nm = 6.
To derive the closed-loop dynamics, the task-space velocity errors ω̃b and ν̃e used in
(5.27b) and (5.27b) are first preliminarily written in terms of the centroidal and circum-
centroidal velocities vc, ω
⊕
b , and ν
⊕
e used in the allocation-space dynamics (5.24); by using
5Note that no dumping of the angular momentum is necessary in this controller because this is indirectly
achieved by the thrusters allocated for the orientation control of B.
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The closed-loop dynamics and kinematics equations are obtained by inserting (5.27) into
(5.24), considering the error kinematics equations (B.2), (B.4) and (B.6b) together with
(5.28), and considering that the null-space velocity and the null-space equation are iden-
tically zero because of Assumption 5.3, obtaining

















K = blkdiag(Kb,rot,Ke) ∈ R9×9, (5.30b)
D = blkdiag(Db,rot,De) ∈ R9×9, (5.30c)
Jx̃(x̃) = blkdiag(Jx̃b,rot(x̃b,rot),Jx̃e(x̃e)) ∈ R9×9, (5.30d)
and where it is
γ(Rb, qm,χ




 ∈ R9×3. (5.32)
With a slight abuse of notation the same symbols have been used for denoting the nonre-






























The closed-loop equations (5.29) are function of Rb and qm; next, to represent the system
in a state-space form, these dependencies are replaced with the errors x̃ and x̃c. The
dependency on Rb is trivially removed by considering that
Rb = Rb(x̃b,rot). (5.34)
In order to remove the dependency on qm, let us firstly define a frame C′ placed on the
CoM of the multibody system, and with axes always aligned with the axes of the base
frame B. A CoM-based kinematics6 of the end-effector is defined as the homogeneous
6In the classical literature, this kinematics is well-known as “virtual manipulator” [VD90].
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transformation matrix Hc′e(qm); note that it is only function of the joints
7. Secondly, a
region Q4 ⊂ Q⊕ is defined , in which the invertibility of the CoM-based kinematics of the
end-effector is ensured, as
Q4 =
{
qm ∈ Q⊕ : Hc′e(qm) is one-to-one
}
. (5.35)










where g(qm) : R6 → SE(3) and f(x̃, x̃c) : R12 → SE(3), and Htc′d , Hted are
8 the constant
homogeneous matrices that specify the setpoints of the controller. Then, a region in the
task space is defined as the pre-image through f(x̃, x̃c) of the image of Q̄ through g(qm),
and is given by
X4 =
{
x̃ ∈ R9,xc ∈ R3 : ∃qm ∈ Q4, g(qm) = f(x̃, x̃c)
}
. (5.37)
Note that this region exists if the desired setpoints Htc′d and Hted are compatible with
the workspace of the arm. In X4, the inverse function
qm = g
−1(f(x̃, x̃c)) (5.38)
exists, and can be substituted together with (5.34) in the closed-loop (5.29), obtaining
m ¨̃xc +Dc ˙̃xc +Kcx̃c = 0 (5.39a)
M̄⊕χ (x̃, x̃c)χ̇
⊕ + C̄⊕χ (x̃, x̃c,χ
⊕, ˙̃xc)χ
⊕ +Dχ⊕ + Jx̃(x̃)
TKx̃ = γ̄(x̃, x̃c,χ
⊕, ˙̃xc) ˙̃xc, (5.39b)
˙̃x = Jx̃(x̃)χ
⊕ + Jx̃(x̃)Gvc(x̃e) ˙̃xc,
(5.39c)
where the symbols M̄⊕χ (x̃, x̃c) ∈ R(n+3)×(n+3), C̄⊕χ (x̃, x̃c,χ⊕, ˙̃xc) ∈ R(n+3)×(n+3), and
γ̄(x̃, x̃c,χ
⊕, ˙̃xc) ∈ R(n+3)×3 denote the matrices after the substitution. With the repre-
sentation (5.39), the closed-loop system is described in the state-space form






 ∈ D4 = R6+nm ×X4.

















the dynamics (5.39) results having the triangular state-space form
żcom = gcom (zcom) , (5.41a)
żsys = gsys (zcom, zsys) , (5.41b)

















specifies both the desired position of the CoM and the desired attitude of the base.
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where gcom is given by (5.39a), and gsys is given by (5.39b), (5.39c). Notice that the
dynamics of zcom is totally decoupled from the rest of the system and, furthermore, it is
linear.
Proposition 5.1. The equilibrium point z = 0 is asymptotically stable.
Proof. The proof is done in a cascade fashion, proving first the asymptotic stability of the
subsystem (5.41a), and then the asymptotic stability of the subsystem (5.41b) under the
constraint zcom = 0.
1. The system (5.39a) is asymptotically stable, having chosen Kc symmetric, positive
definite, and Dc positive definite. Therefore the subsystem żcom = gcom (zcom) is
asymptotically stable.











x̃TKx̃ > 0, ∀zsys 6= 0, (5.42)
which is always defined and positive definite for z ∈ D4. The time derivative along















˙̄M⊕χ (x̃)− 2C̄⊕χ (x̃,χ⊕, ˙̃xc)
)
χ⊕ − χ⊕TDχ⊕ = −χ⊕TDχ⊕ ≤ 0, (5.43)
where (5.39b) and (5.39c) were used together with the constraint x̃c = ˙̃xc = 0,
and where the property (4.65) was exploited. Applying LaSalle to (5.39b), χ⊕ ≡ 0
implies x̃ = 0 and the asymptotic stability of żsys = g2 (0, zsys) is thus proven.
From 1) and 2) it follows the asymptotic stability of the closed-loop (5.41).
5.2.4. Discussion of the controller
As a consequence of the adopted centroid-circumcentroidal motion decomposition, the ac-
tuation mapping (5.25) has a decoupled structure in the thrusters force fb: the thrusters
force is only used to actuate the centroidal force fc; on the other hand, the thrusters mo-
ment mb and the joint torques τm are employed to actuated the other tasks. In particular,
the thrusters moment and the joint torques are used to actuate the end-effector wrench
F⊕e , the null-space generalized force ς⊕n , and to counteract the effects of the centroidal
force fc in the base rotation and in the joints, respectively; additionally, the thrusters
torque is employed to actuate the base attitude-control task m⊕b . Based on this, it is
concluded that the controller has no direct coupling of the arm tasks into the thrusters
force, but it has a direct coupling of the arm tasks into the thrusters torque. Furthermore,
the centroidal force in (5.27a) is only used to actuate an invariant task – thanks to the
triangular structure of the dynamics (5.24), end-effector and null-space motions do not
excite the CoM dynamics –; therefore, the controller has also no indirect couplings of the
arm motion into the thrusters force; on the other hand, it has an indirect coupling of the
arm motion into the thrusters torque, because of the coupling between the end-effector
and null-space subsystem and the rotation subsystem in (5.24). Thus, it is concluded that
the controller performs a partial decoupling of the thrusters: in translation, it is not
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affected by the limitations of the free-flying strategy discussed in Section 3.2.4; in rotation,
it is affected by similar limitations as the free-flying strategy.
It is interesting to point out that, based on the special conserving properties of the CoM
task, after a CoM transient vanishes, the system converges to a stationary situation in
which the CoM remains fixed in the inertial space. Therefore, during the entire time of
robot maneuvers that do not involve contact or CoM relocation, it will remain x̃c = vc = 0
and in turn fb = 0. Hence, with the proposed controller, all operations that do not involve
contact will require no base force. The base force will be activated only when contact oc-
curs, and its use will be limited to restoring the CoM location for the workspace need. The
resulting controller represents an intermediate solution to endow a floating-base behavior
in translation, and saves at least partially fuel and thrusters effort in the missions which
explicitly require attitude pointing.
5.3. Summary
In this chapter, two Whole-Body controllers were derived based on the framework pre-
sented in Chapter 4.
One controller satisfying the whole-body requirements (R1)-(R3) was derived based on
an external-internal dynamics decomposition. The external-internal form of the dynamics
was obtained by using the momentum of the whole system, the internal velocity of the
end-effector, and an internal velocity quantifying the residual null-space motion resulting
from the arm redundancy. The controller was designed by adopting the invariant task
of controlling the momentum and the CoM of the whole robot, instead of the task of
controlling the position or orientation of the spacecraft, which is proper of a free-flying
strategy. It was shown that, thanks to the external-internal decomposition and to the
invariant task, the controller avoids direct and indirect couplings in the thrusters, and thus
solves the limitation of the free-flying controller; furthermore, thanks to the momentum
and CoM task, it allows satisfying the requirements (R1) and (R2), which are not satisfied
by a free-floating controller. Finally, it was pointed out that after momentum transient
– this may be for example the case of a post-contact situation, or a workspace relocation
maneuver –, the controller automatically reduces to the transposed-Jacobian free-floating
controller. Based on the above-mentioned aspects, the controller may be interpreted as
a free-floating-like Whole-Body strategy which merges the floating-base behavior of the
free-floating strategy into a fully-actuated one.
One controller satisfying the whole-body requirements (R1)-(R3), and the additional
requirement (R4) for the specific case of attitude pointing of the base, was derived. The
controller was derived based on a centroid-circumcentroidal dynamics decomposition. The
centroid-circumcentroidal form of the dynamics was obtained by using the velocity of
the CoM of the whole system, the circumcentroidal velocity of the end-effector, and a
circumcentroidal velocity quantifying the residual null-space motion resulting from the
arm redundancy. The controller was designed by adopting the invariant task of con-
trolling the CoM of the whole robot instead of the task of controlling the position of
the spacecraft, which is proper of a free-flying strategy. It was shown that, thanks to
centroid-circumcentroidal decomposition and to the invariant task, the direct and indi-
rect couplings in the thrusters are removed in translation, thereby obtaining a partially
thrusters-decoupled structure. Based on this, the controller may be interpreted as an in-
termediate Whole-Body approach which endows floating-base behavior in translation, but
works like a free-flying controller in rotation.
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In the next chapter, a Whole-Body controller is derived which applies the same concepts




Whole-Body Control for robots with thrusters and reaction wheels
In this chapter, a whole-body controller for orbital robots equipped with one arm, a set of
spacecraft-mounted thrusters, and an additional set of spacecraft-mounted reaction wheels
is presented. Throughout the chapter it is therefore intended that the used dynamics and
kinematics matrices are those of a robot with reaction wheels (see Section 2.3).
Similarly as the controllers (C3) and (C4), the controller developed herein allows enforcing
some of the whole-body requirements listed in Section 1.2 – namely, the requirements (R1),
(R2), (R3), (R4) for the particular case of control of the attitude of the base –, as well
as implementing the desired feature of reducing the use of the thrusters, thus providing
a more general control approach than the free-floating and free-flying strategies. The
following controller is presented:
(C5) Whole-Body Control with requirements on the attitude of the base (robot with
RWs).
Differently from controller (C3), controller (C5) additionally implements the task of the
control of the attitude of the base. Differently from controller (C4), controller (C5) im-
plements the attitude-control task by using reaction wheels instead of thrusters, and this
allows using a completely thrusters-decoupled actuation, instead of the partially thrusters-
decoupled one adopted by the controller (C4). Doing so results in a controller which real-
izes the requirements (R1)-(R4) with minimum use of thrusters.
The controller (C5) is presented in Section 6.1. Then, a summary is drawn up in Sec-
tion 6.2.
6.1. Whole-Body Control with requirements on the attitude of
the base
The control method developed herein is based on the external-internal motion decompo-
sition described in Section 4.2, and on the momentum dumping and CoM control
invariant tasks, similarly as the controller (C3) presented in Section 5.1.
The additional DOFs provided by the reaction wheels allow allocating additional inter-
nal actuators; this enables the endowment of an additional attitude control task into an
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external-internal actuation strategy. These additional DOFs are exploited in controller
(C5) to implement a completely thrusters-decoupled actuation – in turn, resulting in no
thrusters use during contact-free robot operations –, even for the case of an attitude-
controlled base.
The method was developed in [GDOA20] for a nonredundant arm and a nonredundant set
of reaction wheels; in the following, the extended method for application with redundant
arm and wheels is presented.
6.1.1. Transformation of the dynamics
An external-internal motion decomposition is employed herein to simultaneously yield a
decoupled actuation in F b and a decoupled dynamics. Based on this, an allocation space
is defined as the composition of the momentum and an internal motion of dimension
n = nm + nw. The internal motion is constructed as follows.
Let us consider the internal velocities νinte ∈ R6 and νintb ∈ R6 of the end-effector and of
the base, respectively. By using the general expression (4.17) for the end-effector and base







where J inte (qm),J
int
b (qm) ∈ R6×(6+nw+nm). With the aim of implementing a control of the






where J intωb (qm) = SωJ
int




. One may directly build
upon the internal velocities νinte and ω
int
b for the construction of the allocation space.
However, the internal velocities would be inertially coupled in the transformed dynamics,
and simulative tests reveal that the inertial coupling considerably affects the response of
the end-effector. To avoid such interference of the base system into the end-effector, a












e (qm) ∈ R3×(6+nw+nm), (6.4)
where N inte (qm) ∈ R(6+nw+nm)×(6+nw+nm) is the dynamically-consistent projector of ωintb






The internal velocities νinte and ω̆
int
b are six- and three-dimensional vectors, respectively,
and complessively form a nine-dimensional internal motion. For a redundant arm it is
nm > 6, for a redundant set of wheels it is nm > 3, thus an additional internal motion
of dimension r = nm + nw − 9 is required to construct an internal motion of dimension
nm + nw. By denoting υ
int





where J intn (qm) ∈ Rr×(6+nw+nm). To limit the interference with the base rotation and the
end-effector, one may define υintn as being a dynamically-consistent null-space velocity
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of both the base circumcentroidal angular velocity and the end-effector circumcentroidal






T = 0 (6.6)







e (qm), and J
int
n (qm)
can be found in the Appendix C.5.
Based on the previous definitions, ω̆intb , ν
int
e , and υ
int














 = J̄ int(qm)υ, where J̄ int(qm) =




Hence, in the singularity-free region Qint (see (4.31)) the dynamics in the allocation space
can be transformed to the decoupled external-internal form (4.38). Considering only
contact at the end-effector1, the dynamics has the form
















where m̆intb ∈ R3, F inte ∈ R6 and ςintn ∈ Rr are virtual actuators, which are associated
to ω̆intb , ν
int
e , and υ
int
n , respectively. They are related to the actuators by an actuation





















where J intω̆bw(qm) ∈ R
3×nw , J intω̆bm(qm) ∈ R
3×nm , J intew (qm) ∈ R6×nw , J intem(qm) ∈ R6×nm ,
J intnw (qm) ∈ Rr×nw , and J intnm(qm) ∈ Rr×nm are the sub-blocks of J inte (qm), J̆ intωb (qm), and
J intn (qm), associated to the reaction wheels and the arm (see Appendix C.5). Let us
mention that in (6.8) the inertia matrix of the internal motion has the block-decoupled
form
M intχ (qm) =
M intω̆b (qm) 0 00 M inte (qm) 0
0 0 M intn (qm)
 , (6.10)
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The decoupled form is a consequence of defining ω̆intb in the dynamically-consistent null
space of the νinte , and defining υ
int
n in the dynamically-consistent null space of both ω̆
int
b







is still fully coupled, i.e.,
Cχint(Rb, qm,χ
int)=
 Cintω̆b (Rb, qm,χint) Cintω̆be(Rb, qm,χint) Cintω̆bn(Rb, qm,χint)−Cintω̆be(Rb, qm,χint)T Cinte (Rb, qm,χint) Cinten (Rb, qm,χint)
−Cintω̆bn(Rb, qm,χ
int)T −Cinten (Rb, qm,χint)T Cintn (Rb, qm,χint)
,
(6.11)
therefore the internal subsystem in (6.8b) is coupled. Note that the property (4.37) holds
also for the sub-blocks of inertia and Coriolis-centrifugal matrix, i.e.,




int) +Cintω̆b (Rb, qm,χ
int)T , (6.12a)
Ṁ inte (qm) = C
int
e (Rb, qm,χ
int) +Cinte (Rb, qm,χ
int)T , (6.12b)
Ṁ intn (qm) = C
int
n (Rb, qm,χ
int) +Cintn (Rb, qm,χ
int)T . (6.12c)








Similarly to the previous controllers, note that by exploiting the decoupled structure of the
dynamics (6.8), it is possible to design controllers in a cascade fashion, using F c to control
the global motion, and using m̆intb , F
int
e , and ς
int
n to control the coupled base, end-effector,
and null-space motion. From this it follows that, if one assigns an invariant task to the
virtual actuator F c, then any indirect coupling of the base, end-effector, and null-space
tasks, into the thrusters wrench would be avoided. Secondly, note that the actuation
mapping (6.9) is decoupled in F b, therefore any direct coupling of the arm tasks into the
thrusters is avoided.
6.1.2. Design of the controller
The objective of the control is to regulate the pose of the end-effector frame E , the ori-
entation of the base frame B, and the position of CoM, around desired locations that are
fixed in the target frame T . Furthermore, the angular momentum shall be dumped, to
avoid early saturation of the reaction wheels’ velocity, and the null-space motion shall be
stopped, to avoid any joint drift after the above-mentioned tasks have converged. Towards
this aim, let us consider error coordinates x̃c ∈ R3, x̃b,rot ∈ R3, and x̃e ∈ R6 for the CoM,
base, and the end-effector, respectively, as well as momentum and velocity errors h̃c ∈ R6,
ω̃b ∈ R3, ν̃e ∈ R6, and υ̃intn ∈ Rr. As a consequence of Assumption 2.2, it is h̃c = hc,




n . The derivation of the controller is restricted to the
contact-free operation:
Assumption 6.1. There is no contact, i.e., Fexte = 0.
The controller is designed as follows. The invariant task is designed as
F c = −STvKcx̃c −Dhh̃c, (6.14a)
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which is the same of one of the controller (5.8a) for a robot without reaction wheels;
it imposes the requirement that the CoM be controlled around a desired position and,
additionally, that any residual momentum be extracted from the system.
The base, end-effector, and null-space tasks are designed as
m̆intb = −Jx̃b,rot(x̃b,rot)TKb,rotx̃b,rot −Db,rotω̃b, (6.14b)
F inte = −Jx̃e(x̃e)TKex̃e −Deν̃e −Cintω̆be(Rb, qm,χ
int)T ω̆intb , (6.14c)
ςintn = −Dnυ̃intn . (6.14d)
The controllers (6.14b), (6.14c), (6.14d) include a PD-like term, whereas (6.14c) includes
an additional term for compensating the Coriolis and centrifugal coupling of the base into
the end-effector. This term is necessary for the proof of stability shown in Sect. 6.1.3.
6.1.3. Analysis of the closed loop
For the analysis of the stability of the closed loop the following assumptions are made:
Assumption 6.2. The set of reaction wheels is nonredundant, i.e., nw = 3, and nonsin-
gular.
Assumption 6.3. The arm is nonredundant, i.e., nm = 6.
To derive the closed-loop dynamics, the task-space velocity errors ω̃b and ν̃e used in
(6.14b) and (6.14c) are first preliminarily written in terms of the momentum and internal
velocities velocities hc, ω̆
int
b , and ν
int
e used in the allocation-space dynamics (6.8); by using
(4.19), the end-effector error is written as
ν̃e = ν
int
e +Aec(Rb, qm)Mc(Rb, qm)
−1hc. (6.15a)








#νinte + SωAbc(Rb, qm)Mc(Rb, qm)
−1hc. (6.15b)
The closed-loop dynamics and kinematics equations are obtained by inserting (6.14)
into (6.8), considering the error kinematics equations (B.2), (B.4) and (B.6b) together
with (6.15), and considering that the null-space velocity and the null-space equation are
identically zero because of Assumption 6.2 and Assumption 6.3, obtaining
ḣc +Dhhc + S
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where the functional dependence of the matrices is omitted for brevity; complessively, they
are depending on the configuration variables Rb, qm. To represent the closed-loop in a
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state-space form, those two dependencies are replaced in terms of the errors x̃c, x̃b,rot, and
x̃e. The dependence on Rb is replaced considering that is
Rb = Rb(x̃b,rot). (6.17)
To replace the joint dependency, let us consider the CoM-based kinematics Hc′e(qm)
defined in Section 5.2.32. A region Q5 ⊂ Q⊕ is defined , in which the invertibility of the
CoM-based kinematics of the end-effector is ensured, as
Q5 =
{
qm ∈ Qint : Hc′e(qm) is one-to-one
}
. (6.18)
Similarly as done in Section 5.2.3, the forward kinematics of the arm can be rewritten in









where g(qm) : R6 → SE(3) and f(x̃c, x̃b,rot, x̃e) : R12 → SE(3), and Htc′d , Hted are the
constant homogeneous matrices that specify the setpoints of the controller. Then, a region
in the task space is defined as the pre-image through f(x̃c, x̃b,rot, x̃e) of the image of Q̄
through g(qm), and is given by
X5 =
{
x̃c, x̃b,rot, x̃e ∈ R12 : ∃qm ∈ Q5, g(qm) = f(x̃c, x̃b,rot, x̃e)
}
. (6.20)
Note that this region exists if the desired setpoints Htc′d and Hted are compatible with
the workspace of the arm. In X5, the inverse function
qm = g
−1(f(x̃c, x̃b,rot, x̃e)) (6.21)
exists, and can be substituted in the closed-loop (6.16). Then, the closed-loop dynamics
results in the state-space form








 ∈ D5 = R
15 ×X5 (6.22)
The proof is based on the application of conditional stability theory [RS97, p.45]. The
formulation in [GO17] is used herein, whose main result is reported here for the subcase
of stability of equilibrium points:
Theorem 6.1 (Conditional stability [GO17]). Let z0 be an equilibrium point of a system
ż = f(z), and let V (z) be a C1 function such that V (z) ≥ 0, V (z0) = 0 and V̇ (z) ≤ 0.
If z0 is asymptotically stable conditionally to the largest positively invariant set A within{
z : V̇ (z) = 0
}
, then z0 is asymptotically stable.
2Note that Hc′e(qm) is a function of only the joint angles of the arm also for a robot with reaction
wheels, as a consequence of Assumption 2.6.
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The proof of stability of (6.22) is conducted on a hierarchical basis, proving the succes-
sive convergence of nested subsets [ODAS15] by recursively applying Theorem 6.1. The
following subsets are defined:
A1 = {z ∈ D5 : hc = 0, x̃c = 0} , (6.23)
A2 =
{
z ∈ D5 : hc = 0, x̃c = 0,νinte = x̃e = 0
}
. (6.24)
Note that 0 ∈ A2 ⊂ A1 ⊂ D5. The main stability result can be now stated:
Proposition 6.1. Consider the system (6.22). Under the Assumptions 2.6, 6.2, and 6.3,
the equilibrium point z0 = 0 is asymptotically stable.
Proof. The proof is performed in three steps, proving first the asymptotic stability condi-
tionally toA2, then the asymptotic stability conditionally toA1 and, lastly, the asymptotic
stability of the equilibrium point without any restrictions.
Step 1. Asymptotic stability of z0 conditionally to A2












x̃Tb,rotKb,rotx̃b,rot, > 0, ∀z ∈ A2 : z 6= z0, (6.25)






































∀z ∈ A2, (6.26)
wherein (6.16e), (6.16f), and (6.12a) are used. Then, V̇b(z) is negative semi-definite, and
the stability conditionally to A2 is proven. To prove convergence, LaSalle’s invariance
principle is applied. It can be seen in (6.16e) that in A2 the condition ω̆intb ≡ 0 implies
x̃b,rot ≡ 0, so z0 is asymptotically stable conditionally to A2.
Step 2. Asymptotic stability of z0 conditionally to A1
In A1 the condition hc ≡ 0 is applied to (6.22). Theorem 6.1 is applied considering A = A2











x̃TeKex̃e ≥ 0, ∀z ∈ A1, (6.27)





































e ≤ 0, ∀z ∈ A1, (6.28)
wherein (6.16c), (6.16d), and (6.12b) are used. Then, Ve(z) satisfies the conditions of
Theorem 6.1. By inserting hc = 0 and ν
int
e = 0 in (6.16c), it can be seen that A2 is the
largest invariant set such that V̇e(z) = 0. Then, the further requirement of asymptotic
stability of z0 conditionally to A = A2 is guaranteed by Step 1. By application of Theorem
6.1, it follows that z0 is asymptotically stable conditionally to A1.
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Step 3. Asymptotic stability of z0
The asymptotic stability is proven by application of Theorem 6.1, considering A = A1.







mx̃TcKcx̃c ≥ 0, ∀z ∈ D5, (6.29)
which satisfies Vh(z0) = 0. Its time derivative is
V̇h(z) = h
T










vKcx̃c = −hTcDhhc ≤ 0, ∀z ∈ D5, (6.30)
where (6.16a) and (6.16b) are applied. Then, Vh(z) satisfies the conditions of Theorem
6.1. By inserting hc = 0 in (6.16a), it can be easily seen that A1 is the largest invariant
set such that V̇h(z) = 0. Then, the requirement of asymptotic stability of z0 conditionally
to A = A1 is guaranteed by Step 2. By applying Theorem 6.1, it follows that z0 is
asymptotically stable.
6.1.4. Discussion of the controller
As a consequence of the adopted external-internal motion decomposition, the actuation
mapping (6.9) has a decoupled structure in the thrusters wrench F b: the thrusters wrench
is only used to actuate the centroidal wrench F c; on the other hand, the torques in the
joints and in the reaction wheels are used to actuate the base moment m̆intb the end-
effector wrench F inte , the null-space generalized force ςintn , and to further counteract the
effect of the centroidal wrench F c in the joints. Based on this, the controller has no direct
coupling of the robot tasks into the thrusters wrench. Furthermore, the centroidal wrench
in (6.14a) is only used to actuate an invariant task – thanks to the triangular structure of
the closed-loop dynamics (6.8), the attitude, end-effector, and null-space internal motions
do not excite the momentum –; therefore, the controller has also no indirect coupling and
no thrusters at all are fired during attitude, end-effector, and null-space motions. Hence,
it is concluded that the controller performs a complete decoupling of the actuation in
the thrusters, and it is not affected by the limitations of the free-flying strategy discussed
in Section 3.2.4.
Another important feature of the proposed controller is concluded as follows. After
CoM and momentum transients – this may be for example the case of a contact, or a
workspace relocation maneuver –, the system converges to a stationary situation in which
the CoM remains fixed in the inertial space and the momentum remains zero. Therefore,
during the entire time of robot maneuvers that do not involve momentum transients, it
will remain x̃c = 0 and hc = 0. In this nominal situation, it remains F c = 0, and in turn
F b = 0. Thus, with the proposed controller, all robotic operations require no thrusters
when no CoM or momentum transients are involved, and are performed in a free-floating
fashion; they are turned on only when contact occurs and their use is limited to extracting
the accumulated momentum and to restoring the desired CoM location. This feature
is similar as the one observed for the controller (C3) in Section 5.1.4; however, with the





In this chapter, one Whole-Body controller was derived, based on the framework presented
in Chapter 4, for a robot equipped with thrusters and a set of spacecraft-mounted reaction
wheels.
The controller was designed to satisfy the whole-body requirements (R1)-(R3) and,
similarly as done for the Whole-Body controller (C4), the additional requirement (R4) for
the specific case of attitude pointing of the base, which is required by certain missions.
Thanks to the additional redundancy provided by the reaction wheels, an external-internal
dynamics decomposition was employed instead of a centroid-circumcentroidal one; in this
way, the requirement (R4) could be enforced without the use of thrusters. The external-
internal form of the dynamics was obtained by using the momentum of the whole system,
the internal velocity of the end-effector, an internal velocity of the attitude of the base
which is in the null space of the end-effector velocity, and an internal velocity quantifying
the residual null-space motion resulting from the arm’s and wheels’ redundancy. The
controller was designed by adopting the invariant task of controlling the momentum and
the CoM of the whole robot, instead of the task of controlling the position or orientation
of the spacecraft, which is proper of a free-flying strategy. It was shown that, thanks to
the external-internal decomposition and to the invariant task, the controller avoids direct
and indirect couplings in the thrusters, and thus solves the limitation of the free-flying
controller (C2); secondly, thanks to the momentum and CoM task, it allows satisfying the
requirements (R1) and (R2), which are not satisfied by the free-floating controller (C1);
thirdly, thanks to the additional redundancy provided by the reaction wheels, a completely
thrusters-decoupled actuation is used by the controller, instead of the partially thrusters-
decoupled actuation used by the whole-body controller (C4). Finally, it was pointed
out that after momentum transient the controller automatically reduces to a free-floating
controller with attitude control.
Based on the above-mentioned aspects, the controller may be interpreted as a free-
floating-like Whole-Body strategy which merges the floating-base behavior of the free-
floating strategy into a fully-actuated one, and allows reducing the use of the thrusters to
the minimum needed also for missions which need the attitude control of the spacecraft.
In the next two chapters, the numerical and experimental verification of the controllers




Validation via numerical simulation
In this chapter, the controllers developed throughout the thesis are validated via numerical
simulation; they are listed in the following:
(C1) Free-Floating Control: equations (3.9b) and (3.14),
(C2) Free-Flying control with requirements on the pose of the base: equations (3.25) and
(3.28),
(C3) Whole-body Control with no requirements on the base: equations (5.6) and (5.8),
(C4) Whole-Body Control with requirements on the attitude of the base: equations (5.25)
and (5.27),
(C5) Whole-Body Control with requirements on the attitude of the base (robot with
RWs): equations (6.9) and (6.14).
The controllers (C1)-(C5) are compared in simulation in terms of functional behavior
and thrusters effort. The simulated scenario is depicted in Fig. 2.1. The dynamics model
used is the same for online dynamics computation and for simulation. The simulated
arm is a KUKA KR4+ lightweight robot which has an outstretched length of 1.2 m and,
including the gripper, weights approximately 17 kg. The dynamics parameters for the
spacecraft are:







43.67 −4.5 −2.4−4.5 29.92 −1.2
−2.4 −1.2 37.75
 kgm2.
Three reaction wheels are modeled; they are oriented around the x,y,z axes of the space-
craft, and their dynamic parameters are







0.0252 0 00 0.0252 0
0 0 0.0425
 kgm2, j ∈ jw.
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In order to compare the controllers with and without reaction wheels under the same
model, when simulating the controllers without reaction wheels, i.e., controllers (C1)-
(C4), the reaction wheels are locked so to yield the same numerical values of the overall
inertia used for the simulation of the controllers with reaction wheels.
The stiffness gains for each controller are listed in 7.1. The damping gains for the CoM,
base, and end-effector are designed such that the quasi-static closed-loop dynamics of
each controller1 has a damping ratio ζ = 1. The gains are designed by using the double-
diagonalization method [AOFH03] based on the inertia matrix at the initial time of the
simulation. The angular momentum gain and the nullspace damping gain are empirically
tuned. The momentum gain and nullspace damping gain are listed in 7.2.
Controller Kc Kb,tras Kb,rot Ke,tras Ke,rot
N m−1 N m−1 N m rad−1 N m−1 N m rad−1
Free-Floating (C1) n.aa n.a. n.a. 1000E 70E
Free-Flying (C2)b n.a. 128E blkdiag(18,15,15) 1000E 70E
Whole-Body (C3) 128E n.a. n.a. 1000E 70E
Whole-Body (C4) 128E n.a. blkdiag(18,15,15) 1000E 70E
Whole-Body (C5) 128E n.a. blkdiag(9000,3350,3350) 1000E 70E
aNot applicable.
b For (C2) it is Kb = blkdiag(Kb,tras,Kb,rot); for all controllers it is
Ke = blkdiag(Ke,tras,Ke,rot).
Table 7.1.: Stiffness gains used during numerical simulation.
Controller Dh Dn
s−1 N m rad s−1
Free-Floating (C1) n.a. 0.001
Free-Flying (C2)a n.a. 0.0001
Whole-Body (C3) blkdiag(1.24E,1E) 0.001
Whole-Body (C4) n.a 0.002
Whole-Body (C5) blkdiag(1.24E,1E) 0.15
Table 7.2.: Momentum and nullspace gains used during numerical simulation.
7.1. Comparison of behavior with ideal model
To outline the differences between the functional behavior of the controllers, a simulative
comparison is carried out considering ideal models for the rigid-body dynamics, the mea-
surements, and the actuators. A simplified model is used to quantify the effort of the








1In the controllers (C2) and (C4) the inertia couplings (see (3.26) and (5.26), respectively) between
the base and the end-effector have been neglected for the design of the damping matrices.
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where ctras ∈ R and crot ∈ R quantify the usage of the thrusters in translation and in
rotation, respectively. The total thrusters effort is ctot = ctras + crot.
A representative scenario is considered, in which the end-effector is commanded to reach
a desired location w. r. t. the target object, and accidental or voluntary contact happens.
The scenario may be divided in the following phases:
pre-contact the end-effector is steered towards the target location in absence of external
force;
contact a contact force acts on the space robot and transfers momentum to it;
post-contact
the contact has terminated and the space robot is subject to the effects of
the momentum induced by the contact.
The scope of the analysis is to analyze the behavior of the controllers during the pre- and
post-contact phases. Two sets of simulations are performed:
1. the end-effector is maneuvered in absence of contact, to compare the behavior of the
controllers during the pre-contact phase;
2. the end-effector is commanded to stay in place and a short contact is simulated, to
compare the behavior of the controllers during the post-contact phases.
In both simulations, the system starts from rest. In the first simulation, the end-effector’s
pose is commanded to follow a desired trajectory w.r.t. the target, while the rest of
the system is commanded according to the different requirements of the controllers. The
end-effector’s trajectory is generated using a smooth 5th order interpolator between the
initial pose and a final one which is displaced toeef = [18, −16,−18] cm in translation and
φeef = [−2,−2, 9] deg in rotation (roll, pitch, and yaw angles). The base translation, the
base rotation, and the CoM translation are stabilized around the initial position; the an-
gular momentum is stabilized around zero.
In the second simulation, both the end-effector and the rest of the system are regu-





N applied at the end-effector, which lasts 0.3 s. Remark that, in agree-
ment with Assumption 2.2, during the contact the effects of the acceleration of the target
object are neglected. The main focus of the post-contact simulation is to analyze the
different functional behavior of the controllers under the effect of the momentum induced
by the contact on the space robot ; thus, for this analysis the acceleration of the target is
not of primary importance.
7.1.1. Results for the pre-contact phase
Fig. 7.1 shows the position of end-effector, the position and attitude of the base, and
the position of the overall CoM w. r. t. their initial locations at the beginning of the end-
effector maneuver. Furthermore, it shows the angular momentum, and commanded the
forces and torques acting on the base. Fig. 7.2 shows the effort of the thrusters. Note that,
Fig. 7.1 the results of the Free-Floating controller and the Whole-Body controller (C3) are
overlapped because, in absence of linear and angular momenta, the two controllers result
being identical (see Section 5.1.4).
In Fig. 7.1, the main functional differences among all controllers in terms of translation
and rotation of the base are observed. During simulation, the position of the base was
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kept in place for the Free-Flying controller but changed and converged to new final values
for the Free-Floating and Whole-Body controllers. Meanwhile, the position of the CoM
stayed in place for the Free-Floating and Whole-Body controllers, but changed for the
Free-Flying controller. This indicates that the Free-Flying controller displaces the overall
CoM during end-effector maneuvering even if no contact is involved, resulting in ineffi-
cient behavior. On the other hand, for the Free-Floating and Whole-Body controllers the
CoM is not displaced, and this comes at no effort as the CoM automatically conserves due
to the natural decoupling of the CoM dynamics. This is confirmed by the fact that for
the Free-Floating and Whole-Body controllers no force on the base was commanded, as
shown in Fig. 7.1, whereas for the Free-Flying controller a nonzero force on the base was
commanded.
The rotation of the base was correctly restored to the desired values for the Free-Flying
control and for the Whole-Body controllers (C4) and (C5), but changed and converged to
new values for the Free-Floating controller and for the Whole-Body controller (C3). Note
that the angular momentum remained zero for the Free-Floating controller and for the
Whole-Body controllers (C3) and (C5), whereas it changed for the Free-Flying controller
and for the Whole-Body controller (C4). Remark that the Whole-Body controllers (C3)
and (C5) implement a complete decoupling of the thrusters, whereas the Whole-Body
controller (C4) implements only a partial decoupling of the thrusters. This indicates
that completely thrusters-coupled and partially thrusters-decoupled strategies – e.g. the
Free-Flying controller (C2) and the Whole-Body controller (C4), respectively – vary the
total angular momentum during end-effector maneuvering, and this results in inefficient
behavior. On the other hand, with completely thrusters-decoupled strategies – e.g. the
Whole-Body controllers (C3) and (C5) –, the angular momentum stays at zero, and this
comes at no effort as the angular momentum automatically conserves due to the natural
decoupling of the angular momentum dynamics. This is confirmed by the fact that for
the Whole-Body controllers (C3) and (C5), no base torque was commanded, as shown in
Fig. 7.1, whereas for the Free-Flying controller and for the Whole-Body controller (C4) a
nonzero force on the base was commanded.
The expected results regarding the efficiency w. r. t. the thruster effort are confirmed in
Fig. 7.2. Therein, it is shown that the thrusters effort of the Free-Flying controller was
all the time bigger than that of Whole-Body controllers. Similarly, the thrusters effort
of the partially thrusters-decoupled Whole-Body controller (C4) was all the time bigger
than that of the completely thrusters-decoupled Whole-Body controllers (C3) and (C5),
which is exactly zero. The cumulated amount of thrusters effort for the entire maneuver
is represented in further detail in the bar plot in Fig. 7.2b, wherein the differences of the
effort in rotation and translation are highlighted. In the plot it is possible to observe that
the total effort was reduced when the position-control requirement on the base – enforced
by the Free-Flying controller – was replaced with a position-control requirement on the
overall CoM – enforced by the Whole-Body controllers –, resulting in zero translational
effort. Furthermore, the rotational effort was reduced to zero when the attitude-control
requirement on the base was replaced by a angular momentum dumping requirement, as
realized in the Whole-Body controller (C3), or when it was actuated by reaction wheels,
as done in the Whole-Body controller (C5).
In scenarios in which the control of the rotation of the base is mandatory and only thrusters
are available, one may use the partially thrusters-decoupled Whole-Body controller (C4)
instead of a Free-Flying controller as an intermediate solution to save at least the consid-
erable amount of effort required for translation. The cost to pay is a displacement of the
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position of the base after end-effector maneuvers. If the robot is equipped with also reac-
tion wheels, then one may use the completely thrusters-decoupled Whole-Body controller
(C5) to achieve zero effort and still be able to control the rotation of the base.
7.1.2. Results for the post-contact phase
Fig. 7.3 shows the external force acting on the end-effector during the simulation of all
controllers. Fig. 7.4 shows the position of end-effector, the position and attitude of the
base, and the position of the overall CoM w. r. t. their initial locations at the start of the
simulation. Furthermore, it shows the angular momentum, the commanded forces and
torques acting on the base, and the commanded torques acting in the reaction wheels.
The results are shown for the Free-Floating controller and for the Whole-Body controllers.
The simulation of the Free-Flying controller yielded similar conclusions as the ones drawn
for the Whole-Body controllers; thus, the results are omitted for the sake of brevity.
In Fig. 7.4 it is shown that all controllers were capable of restoring the desired position
of the end-effector after contact; however, a consistently different behavior is observed be-
tween the Free-Floating controller and the Whole-Body controllers, which shows the main
drawback of a Free-Floating controller. After contact, the linear and angular momenta
of the system remained constant for the Free-Floating controller, as can be observed in
the CoM and angular momentum plots in Fig. 7.4, respectively. This in turn induced
an unstoppable drift of the position and rotation of the base, as well as a drift of the
overall CoM. Then, a singularity was reached around t = 13 s and also the end-effector
task got compromised. In contrast, for the Whole-Body controllers the linear and angular
momenta were dumped by activating the thrusters, and no drift was induced after contact.
In turn, the rest of the system was successfully stabilized, and the correct CoM location
was restored after contact.
No major differences in the behavior of the Whole-Body controllers during the post-contact
phase are observed; the small differences observed are mainly linked to the main func-
tional behavior of the different Whole-Body controllers. Namely, for the Whole-Body
controllers (C4) and (C5) the rotation of the base was restored after contact, whereas
for the Whole-Body controller (C3) the rotation converged to a new value. Furthermore,
a stronger actuation of the torques at the base was requested during contact for the
Whole-Body controller (C4). This comes as no surprise: it is a consequence of the direct
coupling of the end-effector task into the torques of the base that happens in the (partially
thrusters-decoupled) Whole-Body controller (C4) and does not happen for the (completely
thrusters-decoupled) Whole-Body controllers (C3) and (C5).
7.2. Validation with realistic actuation and noise models
Numerical simulations were carried out to validate the applicability of the controllers con-
sidering realistic actuation and noise models.
A unified scenario involving contact as well as contact-free maneuvering was simulated. A
sequence of two end-effector maneuvers lasting 10 s was first commanded, then a contact
was simulated. For each maneuver, the end-effector was commanded to reach a desired









deg of the rotation was commanded. The rest of
the system was commanded to stay in place according to the different requirements imple-
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Figure 7.1.: Response of the controllers during the pre-contact simulation.
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Whole-Body (C3), (C5) and Free-Floating (C1)
(a) Total thrusters effort. vs time
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(b) Translational and rotational effort
at the end of the maneuver.
















Figure 7.3.: External force acting on EE during post-contact simulation.














deg/s of the base were simulated in order to render the effects
of initial nonzero linear and angular momenta present in practical systems at the starting
of a proximity maneuver.
The simulation results are shown for the Free-Flying controller (C2) and for the Whole-
Body controllers (C3), (C4), (C5); the results of the simulation of the Free-Floating con-
troller (C1) are omitted for brevity, considering its limitations during the post-contact
phase.
7.2.1. Actuation models
The thrusters system is composed of a redundant set of nt = 24 thrusters
2 providing full
actuation capability on all translational and rotational components. The thrusters are
arranged on a cubic geometry (see Fig. 7.5), which is a simplified but still meaningful one
for the purpose of investigating the control behavior; the optimization of the thrusters
geometry for design purposes is not part of the present study. The cube has an edge
length of 2 m, and its center is located on the origin of the frame B (see Fig. 7.5). On each
vertex, three thrusters are mounted, pointing along the x,y,z directions of the frame B.
All thrusters are the same and have the following properties: thrust umax = 5 N, Minimum
Impulse Bit (MIB) 0.05 Ns, and minimum valve activation time ∆tmin = 10 ms. The base
control signal F b is sampled at a Tbase = 300 ms rate. On the other hand, the joint and
RW control signals, τm and τw respectively, are sampled at a Tarm = Twheels = 3 ms rate.
The reaction wheels are simplistically modeled as a saturation of 0.3 Nm.
2Note that such level of thrusters’ redundancy is not uncommon for space systems (e.g., see [CBS+18]).
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Figure 7.4.: Response of the controllers during the post-contact simulation.
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Figure 7.5.: Thrusters system composed of 24 thrusters arranged on a cubic structure.
To resolve the thrusters redundancy, an optimization problem is solved, which takes into
account the geometry of the thrusters system, the limitations of the commandable thrust,
and a certain optimization criterion. Denoting by u ∈ Rnt the stacked vector of the desired
thrust levels of all thrusters, the satellite control wrench F b can be related to u, as
F b = Wu, (7.2a)
where W ∈ R6×nt is the so-called thrust distribution matrix, which is constant and is
computed based on the given cubic geometry. No thrusters misalignment are considered
in the present work. Equation (7.2a) represents an equality constraint for the optimization
problem, and is augmented with the following set of inequality constraints that model the
thrust as upper-bounded and positive-only:
0 ≤ ui ≤ umax, (7.2b)
where ui ∈ R denotes the ith component of the vector u, i.e., the thrust of the ith thruster.
The optimization criterion is the minimization of the consumed fuel; at this purpose, the





By adopting (7.2c), an optimal solution for u is seeked at that limits conflicting actuation
of the thrusters and thus minimizes the fuel consumption. The selection of the thrusters
based on the solution of the linear programming problem (7.2), is a classic method in
the space engineering practice [Cra, BCTW79] and is solved online by application of the
simplex algorithm [Dan63] within the Tbase sampling interval.
The thrusters are inherently discrete devices that can be operated only in on-off mode.
A Pulse-Width-Modulation (PWM) is employed herein to modulate the continuous values
ui, commanded to the i
th thruster, to a signal ūi that can assume either 0 or umax [BZM92,
SWS96, IOK99]. Given the continuous thrust ui requested over the control interval Tbase, a
rectangular pulse of amplitude umax and variable duration is commanded to the thrusters.
The pulse is centered at the middle of the control interval and its duration is computed
such to yield an equivalent total impulse of the continuous signal, i.e., such that it holds
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Signal Std. deviation Sampling rate
joint angles qm 0.29 deg 1 ms
joint velocities q̇m 0.35 deg/s 1 ms
reaction wheels’ velocities q̇w 0.15 deg/s 1 ms
position from target to base otb 3 mm 300 ms
rotation from target to base Rtb 0.5 deg 300 ms
linear velocity of base relative to target vtb 1 mm/s 1 ms
angular velocity of base relative to target ωtb 0.42 deg/s 1 ms
position from target to EE ote 2 mm 90 ms
rotation from target to EE Rte 0.2 deg 90 ms
linear velocity of EE relative to target vte 2 mm/s 1 ms
angular velocity of EE relative to target ωte 0.3 deg/s 1 ms
Table 7.3.: Gaussian noise models for the measurements.
uiTbase = umax∆ti; a deadzone is then set on the signal ∆ti to model the minimum valve











0 uiumaxTbase < ∆tmin.
(7.3)
The ∆ti signal is discretized with a time step of Tpwm = 3 ms.





where ū ∈ Rnt denotes the stacked vector of the thrusts ūi of the ith thruster, resulting










where Isp is the specific impulse of the thruster and where g0 = 9.8 m s
−2 is the gravita-
tional acceleration at sea level; herein, it is used Isp = 70 s.
7.2.2. Measurement models
A white Gaussian noise with zero mean is used to model the uncertainties in the joint,
reaction wheels, base, and end-effector measurements; the CoM and momentum states are
reconstructed based on the measurements in Table 7.3 and on the inertia model, i.e., by
using (2.43). The standard deviation and the sampling rate of the noise models are listed
in Table 7.3.
In a real implementation qm is directly measured by the joints’ encoders; q̇m can be
obtained by time differentiation of the joints’ encoders; q̇w can be obtained by the time
differentiation of the reaction wheels’ encoders. The position and orientation of the base
relative to the target, i.e., otb and Rtb are measured by a base-mounted camera or 3D
Lidar; the relative linear velocity vtb can be reconstructed by using an observer. The
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relative angular velocity ωtb can be reconstructed as the difference between the absolute
angular velocity of the base ωb, which is directly measured by a base-mounted gyro, and
an estimation of the absolute angular velocity of the target ωt; for the noninertial target
considered herein (see Assumption 2.2), ωtb can be thus directly measured by a base-
mounted gyro. An Extended Kalman Filter of the position and the orientation of the base
relative to the target, the relative linear velocity, and the absolute angular velocity of the
target, was presented in [GMGL19] for the case of no external force; an external force
observer for an orbital robot was presented in [CGM19b]; further estimation schemes of
the state of the target were developed in [Agh12, Agh13]. The position ote and orientation
Rte of the end-effector are measured by an EE-mounted camera; the velocities vte and ωte
can be reconstructed based on the forward differential kinematics (2.18b) based on the
qm, q̇m, vtb, and ωtb measurements.
A first-order filter is implemented on the control inputs to mitigate the effects of the
noise; the cut-off frequency is 15 Hz for the thrusters control signals fb and mb, whereas it
is 50 Hz for the joints and reaction wheels control signals τm and τw. A rate-limiter with
slope 1 and a saturation of ±2 Nm, were implemented on the null-space actuator fn to
avoid spikes of the null-space control near singularity. A deadzone of ±2.4N on fb and
±0.2Nm on mb is implemented to avoid persistent actuation of the thrusters around the
zero value, which would lead to excessive fuel consumption.
7.2.3. Results
Fig. 7.6 shows the external force acting on the end-effector during the simulation of all
controllers. The response of the system is shown in Fig. 7.7 for the Free-Flying controller,
in Fig. 7.8 for the Whole-Body controller C3, Fig. 7.9 for the Whole-Body controller C4,
and in Fig. 7.10 for the Whole-Body controller C5. The figures show the time responses
of the position and orientation of the end-effector position, of the position and orientation
of the base, of the position of the CoM, w. r. t. their initial locations, and of the angular
momentum. Furthermore, they show the actuation forces and torques: the torques in the
joints and in the reaction wheels, and the force f̄b and moment m̄b acted on the base by
the thrusters system. A comparison of the consumed fuel of the various controllers is then
shown in Fig. 7.11.



















Figure 7.6.: External force acting on EE during simulations with measurement and
thrusters models.
In Figs. 7.7 to 7.10 it can be observed that all controllers behaved stably when consid-
ering measurements uncertainties, real thursters, and viscous friction in the joints, both
during the pre- and post-contact phases. The end-effector maneuvers were successfully
accomplished while the remaining requirements were accomplished. More specifically, for
the Free-Flying controller, the position and orientation of the base were displaced during
the end-effector maneuvers and during contact, but thereafter they were restored to the
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desired locations. For the Whole-Body controller C3, the position of the CoM was not
affected by end-effector maneuvers; it was affected only by the contact, and it was restored
to the desired location afterwards. The angular momentum induced by the contact was
successfully dumped. For the Whole-Body controller C4, the position of the CoM was
not affected by end-effector maneuvers; it was affected by the contact, and it was restored
to the desired location afterwards. The orientation was displaced during the end-effector
maneuvers and during contact, but it was successfully restored to the desired locations
afterwards. For the Whole-Body controller C5, the position of the CoM was not affected
by the end-effector maneuvers; it was affected only by the contact, and it was restored
to the desired location afterwards. The orientation was displaced during the end-effector
maneuvers and during contact, but it was successfully restored to the desired locations af-
terwards. The angular momentum induced by the contact was successfully dumped. Note
that despite the small size, the reaction wheels successfully accomplished the orientation
task, and that the requested torque was, apart from some peaks induced by the noise,
mostly within the allowable saturation limits of 0.3 Nm.
Differently than the simulations with ideal measurements and ideal actuation, the con-
trol errors of each controller did not converge to zero, but to a bounded region in which
they kept varying. This region is a consequence of the discontinuities introduced on f̄b
and m̄b around zero by the minimum activation time of the valves of the thrusters, and
by the deadzone of the controller. More precisely, the discontinuities induced a limit cycle
behavior due to the lack of a dissipative action on the external dynamics of the robot,
– typical of a robot floating in space –, which can dissipate the energy contained within
the region. The amount of activity within this region depends on the minimum valve
activation time, PWM parameters, thrusters size and geometry, as well as on the noise
level, cut-off frequencies of the filters, and gains.
For the Free-Flying controller C2, the limit cycle was induced on the position and orien-
tation of the base, and this in turn induced an excitation of the CoM and of the angular
momentum. For the Whole-Body controller C5, the limit cycle was induced on the posi-
tion of the CoM and on the angular momentum. The limit cycle on the CoM indirectly
induced a limit cycle on the position of the base; the limit cycle on the momentum induced
a drift on the orientation of the base due to the nonzero angular momentum. However,
the residual momentum within the convergence region was considerably smaller then the
momentum induced by the contact, therefore the residual drift was considerably improved
compared to a purely free-floating strategy. For the Whole-Body controller C4, a limit cy-
cle was induced on the position of the CoM, and on the orientation of the base. The limit
cycle on the CoM indirectly induced a limit cycle on the position of the base; the limit
cycle on the orientation of the base caused an excitation of the angular momentum. For
the Whole-Body controllers C5, a limit cycle was induced on the position of the CoM and
on the angular momentum. The limit cycle on the CoM indirectly induced a limit cycle
on the position of the base; on the other hand, the limit cycle on the angular momentum
did not produce major effects – i.e., neither limit cycles or drifts – on the orientation of
the base. This is linked to the beneficial effect of the reaction wheels, which promptly
absorbed the residual momentum in the attempt of regulating the orientation of the base.
The pulsed behavior of the PWM is observed in the plots of the base force and base
torque shown in Figs. 7.7 to 7.10. From the density of the pulses it is possible to ob-
serve therein that the force and torques requested by the (completely thrusters-decoupled)
Whole-Body controllers C3 and C5 are considerably smaller than those requested by
the (completely thrusters-coupled) Free-Flying controller and by the (partially thrusters-
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decoupled) Whole-Body controller C4. From this, a considerable decrease of the consumed
fuel is expected.
The consumed fuel and the number of active thrusters at a given instant is shown
in Fig. 7.11. Observe therein that the number and density of active thrusters of the
(completely thrusters-coupled) Free-Flying controller C2 and the (partially thrusters-
decoupled) Whole-Body controller C4 is considerably higher than the (completely thrusters-
decoupled) Whole-Body controllers C3 and C5; Accordingly, also the consumed fuel is
considerably higher.
During the pre-contact maneuvering phase, the Free-Flying controller C2 consumed fuel in
the limit cycle, for restoring the position and orientation of the base after the end-effector
maneuvers, and for cooperating in the actuation of the end-effector task; the Whole-Body
controller C4 consumed fuel in the limit cycle, for restoring the orientation of the base
after the end-effector maneuvers, and for cooperating in the actuation of the end-effector
task. In contrast, the Whole-Body controllers C3 and C5 consumed fuel only in the limit
cycle.
During the contact-phase, all controllers reacted to stabilize the system, and this caused
a visible increase in the consumed fuel; the number of active thrusters during contact is
the highest for the Free-Flying controller C2, then for the Whole-Body controller C4, and
finally for the Whole-Body controllers C3 and C5.
During the post-contact phase, the Free-Flying controller C2 consumed fuel in the limit
cycle, for restoring the position and orientation of the base after contact, and for (indi-
rectly) dumping the momentum induced by the contact; the Whole-Body controller C4
consumed fuel in the limit cycle, for restoring the orientation of the base after contact,
and for (indirectly) dumping the momentum induced by the contact. In contrast, the
Whole-Body controller C3 and C5 consumed fuel only in the limit cycle and for dumping
the momentum induced by the contact.
All in all, the plot of the consumed fuel shows that the Whole-Body controllers C3, C4,
C5 employed less fuel than the Free-Flying controller C2 – as it was seeked at in the
development of this thesis. Furthermore, it shows that the (partially thrusters-decoupled)
Whole-Body controller C4 employed more fuel than the (completely thrusters-decoupled)
Whole-Body controllers C3 and C5.
7.2.4. Discussion of results
The simulation results confirmed that the Free-Flying controller C2 and the Whole-Body
controllers C3, C4, C5 are applicable considering measurement uncertainties, a representa-
tive thrusters system, actuator saturation, and joint friction. The results showed that the
PWM modulation strategy [BZM92, SWS96, IOK99] – originally conceived for satellites
– can be applied on a multi-body orbital robot. The main effect of the on-off thrusters
and of the noise was the appearance of a limit cycle due to the minimum activation time
of the valve of the thrusters, and to the control deadzone introduced for the mitigation
of the noise. These are tipically known effects from satellite control, and are unavoidable
considering the above-mentioned properties of practical thrusters and measurements. The
tuning of the magnitude and activity of the limit cycle is a common problem in the engi-
neering practice [Sid97, Kro05], and could be addressed by varying the control gains, the
cut-off frequencies of the filters, the deadzone, and the sampling rates of the control and
the PWM, based on a trade-off between accuracy and consumed fuel. The main qualita-
tive effect of the limit cycle is that, during the pre-contact phase, the consumed fuel of
the Whole-Body controllers C3 and C5 is not exactly zero – as it was established in the
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Figure 7.7.: Performance of Free-Flying controller with measurement and real thrusters
models.
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Figure 7.8.: Performance of controller C3 with measurement and real thrusters models.
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Figure 7.9.: Performance of controller C4 with measurement and real thrusters models.
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Figure 7.10.: Performance of controller C5 with measurement and real thrusters models.
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Free-Flying: base rotation and translation controlled
C3: no base control
C4: base rotation controlled
C5: base rotation controlled (reaction wheels)
Figure 7.11.: Comparison of the thrusters usage and the consumed fuel for the controller
C3, C4, C5, and FreeFlying.
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ideal simulation – but a small amount of fuel is employed. However, this does not alter
the main conclusions regarding the comparison of the fuel consumption of the controllers,
which still remains considerably less for the Whole-Body controllers C3 and C5.
Thus, the conclusions regarding the consumed fuel drawn during the ideal simulation
of the pre-contact phase (see Section 7.1.1) were confirmed in the case of measurement
models and representative thrusters system. Namely, the Whole-Body control approach
reduces the fuel consumption compared to a Free-Flying one (e.g., the Free-Flying con-
troller C2). Remark that, in turn, the reduced fuel consumption translates into reducing
the fuel consumption and the effects of plume impingement. Similarly, the conclusions re-
garding the momentum drift drawn during the ideal simulation of the post-contact phase
(see Section 7.1.1) were confirmed in the case of real thrusters and measurement models:
the Whole-Body control approach allows solving the problem of the fast drift of a Free-
Floating one (e.g., the Free-Floating controller C1) after contact. For the Whole-Body
controller C3 a residual drift still happens but is considerably smaller than a free-floating
strategy. Note that, to ensure safety, the controller could be still extended with a box-type
virtual fixture on the attitude.
As last conclusive remarks, note that the translational (Kc and Kb,tras) gains in Ta-
ble 7.1 associated to the control of the position of the CoM and of the base, were the same
for the simulation of all controllers. The same holds for the end-effector gains (Ke,tras
and Ke,rot). It should be mentioned that for a more detailed investigation of the perfor-
mance, different gains for each controller shall be used because the inertia of the allocation
space is different for the different controllers. However, by numerical investigation it was
revealed that the translational sub-block and the end-effector sub-block of the inertia as-
sociated to all controllers are similar; therefore, using same gains for the comparison is a
realistic approximation. The same consideration applies for the rotational inertia Kb,rot of
the Free-Flying controller C2 and the Whole-Body controller C4, whereas the rotational
inertia of the Whole-Body controller C5 is considerably higher than the others; for this
reason a higher rotational gain is necessary for the Whole-Body controller C5. Note that
the torque commanded to the reaction wheels is well within the saturation limits; there-
fore the higher gain used is realistic. Furthermore, varying Kb,rot does not affect the fuel
consumption of the Whole-Body controller C5, as the task is realized by the coordinated
action of joints and reaction wheels – which require only electrical power –, and not by
the thrusters.
Finally, it was observed during simulation that the Whole-Body controller C5 is more
prone to singularity than the other controllers. This is linked to the chosen decomposition
of the internal space, which involves the use of an internal base angular velocity which is
in the nullspace of the end-effector internal velocity (see (6.4) and (C.25)). A different
decomposition of the internal space with better singularity distribution might be possible,
and is devoted to future work.
7.3. Summary
In this chapter, an extensive investigation and validation of the controllers (C1)-(C5)
reported in the thesis was performed.
First, a comparison of the controllers was carried out considering a simplified simulation
with ideal actuators and measurements. The aim of this simulation was to investigate the
different functional behavior of the controllers, and to point out the advantages of the
Whole-Body controllers compared to the Free-Floating and Free-Flying controllers. Then,
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a validation was carried out by means of a numerical simulation modeling a realistic
system of thrusters, realistic measurements models, and joint friction. By means of this
simulation, it was validated that whole-body controllers can be applied considering realistic
uncertainties of the measurements and of the spacecraft actuation, and that they reduce
the use of the thrusters and the fuel consumption compared to the Free-Flying strategy
(C2).
In the next chapter, a hardware validation is carried out to validate the controllers
considering a real manipulator.
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CHAPTER 8
Validation via hardware experiments
In this chapter, the Whole-Body controllers are validated via hardware experiments. To
get the most insight about the overall rationale of the Whole-Body control approach, the
experimental results are shown in an incremental way which builds up onto the different
aspects involved. The aim of the experiments is to
• show the limitation of a purely free-floating strategy during a post-contact phase,
• analyze the benefits of the momentum dumping and CoM control tasks during a
post-contact phase;
• analyze the features of the partial thrusters-decoupled actuation during a pre-contact
phase;
• validate the applicability of the Whole-Body control approach with a real arm during
pre- and post-contact phases,
In Section 8.1, the hardware facility is described. The experimental results for the
Whole-Body controller C3, C4, and C5 are shown in Section 8.2, Section 8.3, and Sec-
tion 8.4, respectively.
8.1. Description of experimental facility
The experiments were conducted on the On-Orbit Servicing Simulator (OOS-Sim) exper-
imental facility [ADSR+15] at the DLR Robotics and Mechatronics Center.
The OOS-Sim is a Hardware-in-The-Loop (HIL) simulator, which enables the testing of
control algorithms for orbital robots on ground before their actual employment in orbit.
Fig. 8.1 shows a general view of the OOS-SIM facility. The system consists of four main
actors: the servicer simulation manipulator, the test manipulator, the target simulation
manipulator, and an on-ground control station; the test manipulator is mounted on the
servicer simulation manipulator.
A system overview with the main hardware elements and their respective interfaces is
shown in Fig. 8.2. The figure highlights the elements that compose the simulation facility
and the mission-representative hardware elements. Based on this scheme, the on-ground
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Figure 8.2.: System overview. The dotted line divides simulation- and mission-related
elements.
Name DOF Interface Sampling time
Servicer simulation arm KUKA KR120 6 Ethernet 4 ms
Target simulation arm KUKA KR120 6 Ethernet 4 ms
Test arm LWR 4+ 7 Sercos 1 ms
Gripper Robotic 3f 4+8 Ethercat 1 ms
Table 8.1.: Description of the robotic elements used in the OOS-SIM.
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station, the test arm, and the main control CPU (RT-C2) are regarded as mission-related
hardware.
A Force Torque Sensor (FTS) is mounted both on the servicer and on the target sim-
ulation arms; the FTSs are used for the simulation of the physical interaction between
the robots. The RT-C1 is a real-time computer running at 4ms. It computes the simu-
lated servicer and target motion whose outputs (position and orientation signals in the
Cartesian space) are commanded to simulation manipulators; the real time integration of
the later defined dynamics (8.2) and (8.3) takes place in this computer. The RT-C2 is a
real-time computer running at 1ms; this computer is the actual robot control CPU of the
test arm. Table 8.1 provides details of the robots involved in the facility.
The orbital microgravity conditions in the test arm are replicated by actively com-
pensating the gravity torques in the joints of the test arm based on an gravity model.
The servicer and target simulation manipulators reproduce the motion of the servicer and
target spacecrafts based on the real-time integration of a model. With this system, the
dynamics is simulated taking into account real sensor noise, time delay, control discretiza-
tion, model uncertainties and modeled dynamics of the test manipulator. On the other
hand, the base dynamics is based on a model, whose parameters can be adapted depending
on the specific scenario.
The test arm is commanded via a joint impedance interface; the joint torques commanded
to the test arm consist in the joint torques commanded by the controller of the orbital
robot, plus the online model-based gravity torques acting in the test arm in the on-ground
facility; namely, by denoting τ ogm ∈ R7 the joint torques commanded to the test arm in the
on ground facility, they are given by
τ ogm = τm + g(q̂m), (8.1)
where g(q̂m) ∈ R7 are the model-based gravity torques computed based on the current
joint measurements.
The scope of the present thesis is the development of coordinated controllers with a specific
focus on the coordination of the actuators of the orbital robot. Thus, the main aim of the
validation is the applicability of the controllers on an orbital robot alone; for this reason,
only the servicer integration was activated during the experimental validation, and the
target is at rest.
The servicer manipulator is commanded via a joint admittance interface; the joint angles
commanded to the servicer arm are computed based on the integration of the model of
the orbital robot under investigation. For the validation of controllers that do not employ
reaction wheels, the integration is performed based on the dynamics model (2.62), with
the addition of a contact wrench at the end-effector. In particular, given measurements of
the joint angles q̂m, and their time-derivatives ˙̂qm and ¨̂qm, the motion of the base of the










where F̂exte ∈ R6 is the measured contact wrench at the end-effector. For the validation
of controllers that employ reaction wheels, the integration is performed based on the
dynamics model (2.58), with the addition of a contact wrench at the end-effector. In
particular, given measurements of the joint angles q̂m, and their time-derivatives ˙̂qm and
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¨̂qm, the motion of the base and the reaction wheels is obtained by integration of the first
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The pose resulting from the integration of νb in (8.2) or (8.3) is then commanded to the
end-effector of the servicer manipulator via an inverse-kinematics control.
In the experimental facility, F̂exte can be measured by using the target-mounted FTS, in
case of contact of the end-effector with the target, or can be approximately reconstructed
by using the measurements of the torques and the angles in the joints of the test arm,
in case of contact on the end-effector with objects different than the target. In the ex-
perimental campaign performed herein, the second strategy was used in order to more
easily give contacts manually by using a rod. The external wrench on the end-effector is
approximately reconstructed as
F̂exte ≈ Jem(q̂m)#T (τ̂ ogm − τ ogm ) , (8.4)
where τ̂ ogm ∈ R7 denotes the torque measured in the joints of the test arm. Note that, in
the present work, the external wrench is used here only as a mean to inject momentum
into the system for the validation of the controllers during the post-contact phase, and not
to validate the controllers during the contact phase; furthermore, note that all controllers
derived herein do not require any external force measurement. Thus, no exact reconstruc-
tion is needed for the validation, and an approximate reconstruction fulfills the purposes
of the present thesis.
The states used by the controllers are reconstructed based on servicer and test arms: the
base and the end-effector poses are obtained from the forward kinematics of the simulator
and test arms, and the associated velocities are obtained by time differentiation; the CoM
and angular momentum states are obtained based on the measurements of the base state
and the joints, and on the inertia model, i.e., by using (2.43).
In the experiments reported in the following, the dynamics parameters in the model-
based simulation and in the on-board model of the controllers of the base were:







21.84 −2.25 −1.2−2.25 14.96 −0.6
−1.2 −0.6 18.88
 kgm2.
Three reaction wheels are modeled; they are oriented around the x,y,z axes of the space-
craft, and their dynamic parameters were







0.0252 0 00 0.0252 0
0 0 0.0425
 kgm2, j ∈ jw.
The parameters of the test arm used in the model-based simulation of the base, in the on-
ground gravity compensation, and in the on-board model of the controllers, were obtained
by an identification of the test arm performed with its base fixed.
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8.2. Experimental investigation of the Whole-Body controller C3
To analyze the benefits of the momentum dumping and CoM control tasks during a post-
contact phase, experiments are conducted in which the end effector is commanded in
presence of an accumulated momentum.
In the experiments, the momentum is induced in the system by an external contact on the
end effector. The contact is provided manually by using a rod. It shall be clear that the
contact is given only as a convenient mean to excite the momentum of the system to study
the post-contact behavior,and not to analyze the behavior of the system during contact.
The experiments show first the limitation of a free-floating strategy during a post-contact
situation; second, they incrementally show the benefits of the momentum dumping and the
CoM control tasks; finally, they provide evidence of the applicability of the Whole-Body
controller C3 with a real arm. The following experiments were conducted
1. Single-contact experiment with a transposed-Jacobian Free-Floating controller, to
show the drift limitation of the free-floating control strategy;
2. Single-contact experiment with a Whole-Body controller implementing only a momentum-
dumping task, to show the effectiveness of a momentum-dumping task in solving the
drift limitation of the free-floating control strategy;
3. Multiple-contacts experiment with a Whole-Body controller implementing only a mo-
mentum dumping task, to show the workspace limitation of a momentum-dumping
task alone;
4. Multiple-contacts experiment with the Whole-Body controller C3, to show the ben-
efits of a simultaneous momentum dumping and CoM control task, and thus to
achieve a strategy which solves both the drift and the workspace limitation.
In all hardware experiments, the nonredundant versions of the controllers were validated,




n , to zero. The
transposed-Jacobian Free-Floating controller executed in the first experiment is a sub-
case of the nonredundant Free-Floating controller C1 (see equations (3.9b) and (3.14))
when the compensation of the momentum disturbance at the end-effector is deactivated.
It is given by the equations









The Whole-Body controller executed in the second and third experiments is a subcase of
the nonredundant Whole-Body controller C3 (see (5.6) and (5.8)) when the CoM control
task is deactivated. It is given by the equations









The Whole-Body controller executed in the fourth experiment is the nonredundant Whole-
Body controller C3. It is given by the equations
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The stiffness gains used were Ke = blkdiag(Ke,tras,Ke,rot) for the end-effector, where
Ke,tras = 1000E N m
−1, Ke,rot = 70E N m rad
−1, and Kc = 700EN m
−1 for the CoM.
The end-effector gains were designed using the method in [Ott08, p.36] based on the inertia
in the initial configuration. The momentum gain wasDh = blkdiag(Dp,Dl), where the an-
gular momentum gain wasDl = 16E s
−1, the linear momentum gain wasDp = 20.28E s
−1
in the second and third experiments, and it was Dp = 6.47E s
−1 in the fourth experiment
to yield a critical damping of the CoM response.
8.2.1. Experimental results: single contact with free-floating control
In the first experiment, a single contact was given on the end-effector, and the behavior
of the Free-Floating controller during the post-contact phase was analyzed.
A snapshot sequence of the first experiment is shown in Fig. 8.3. The time responses of
the linear and angular momenta, the position of the end-effector, the position and attitude
of the spacecraft, and the joint angles, are shown in Fig. 8.4.
Figure 8.3.: Experiment 1: snapshot sequence of a free-floating robot in response to an
accidental contact. The base starts to drift, the robot reaches a singular
configuration and the capture operation is compromised.
At t0 = 11 s a contact was given at the end-effector. It can be observed in Fig. 8.3 that,
after contact, nonzero linear and angular momenta were induced in the system, and that
they remained constant during the post-contact phase because no thrusters were used by
the free-floating strategy. Accordingly, the nonzero momenta caused an unstoppable drift
of the system in the inertial space; more specifically, a drift of the spacecraft position
and attitude, as well as the joint angles, is observed in Fig. 8.3. In particular, the joint
angles drifted between t0 and t2; at t2 = 19 s they stopped in an almost outstretched
configuration, as a consequence of the low manipulability and of the static friction in the
joints; then, at t3 = 21 s the arm completely outstretched; finally, after t3 the system kept
drifting in an outstretched configuration.
Observe also how this led to a failure of the end-effector task within few seconds. In
Fig. 8.3 it can be observed that between t0 and t2, the controller succeeded in keeping
the end-effector around the desired position with acceptable error; however, after the
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Figure 8.4.: Experiment 1: time response for free-floating control during a post-contact
phase.
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arm got stuck at t2, the end-effector started to drift considerably, thus compromising the
end-effector task.
8.2.2. Experimental results: single contact with momentum dumping task
To solve the drift of the free-floating strategy, a momentum dumping task was employed
and the same single-contact experiment was repeated. A snapshot sequence of the first
experiment is shown in Fig. 8.5, wherein t0 = 6.2 s, t1 = 7.5 s, t2 = 9 s, and t3 = 12 s. The
time responses of the linear and angular momenta, the position of the end-effector, the
position and attitude of the spacecraft, and the joint angles, are shown in Fig. 8.6. The
commanded thrusters force and torque are shown in Fig. 8.7.
Figure 8.5.: Experiment 2: snapshot sequence of a robot implementing a momentum
dumping task in response to an accidental contact. The base does not drift
after contact, and it reaches a rest position; the arm remains in a favorable
configuration and the capture operation can continue.
Fig. 8.5 shows that the momentum induced by the contact was successfully extracted from
the system by the momentum dumping task. Accordingly, the drifts of the position and
rotation of the base, as well as of the joint angles, were promptly stopped. The base
position and base angle converged to new locations1, whose values were ≈ 3 mm along x
in position, and ≈ −1.5 deg around y in rotation, respectively. For a 7DOF redundant arm
without null-space control, the momentum dumping task alone is in theory not enough to
entirely stabilize the joint motion, due to the remaining uncontrolled degree of freedom of
the null space; however, in Fig. 8.6 it is possible to observe that, in practice, the drift of
the joint angles was successfully stabilized by the joint action of the momentum dumping
task and the natural viscous friction in the joints.
Regarding the end-effector, in Fig. 8.6 it is shown that after contact the desired position
was restored, and the end-effector was kept in place during the entire time of the post-
contact phase. This means that with the momentum dumping task, the system is not
affected by the drift, and the end-effector operation can be continued without risk for an
indefinite time.
1In Fig. 8.6 the same scale as in Fig. 8.4 is used to make a contrast with the big drift of free-floating.
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Figure 8.6.: Experiment 2: time response of a robot controller implementing a momentum-
dumping task, during a post-contact phase.



























Figure 8.7.: Experiment 2: thrusters force and torque commanded by the momentum-
dumping task, during a post-contact phase.
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The satellite commanded forces and torques are shown in Fig. 8.7. The plot shows that
the momentum-dumping was automatically activated as soon as the the momentum was
excited by the contact. The command signal was relatively noisy, due to the momentum
computation. However, the noise was filtered out by the low-pass nature of the satellite
dynamics and no relevant noise oscillation of the attitude of the spacecraft happened.
For further information, notice in Fig. 8.6 that the momentum converged to zero in a first-
order fashion after the contact was released. The speed of the convergence can be adapted
by tuning the gain Dh, taking into account the the saturation limits of the thrusters’
system.
In conclusion, the experiments confirmed the effectiveness of the momentum dumping
task in solving the drift limitation of the free-floating control.
8.2.3. Experimental results: multiple contacts with momentum dumping task
A momentum dumping task alone does not implement any restoring action of the global
position of the system after the drift has been stopped. Such a situation may represent a
limitation because, in case of repeated contact, the workspace may be found shifted in a
unfavorable location. The aim of the experiment presented in this section is to investigate
the above-mentioned workspace shift.
To portray the situation in which the robot accidentally or voluntarily collides with a
heavy target satellite, a series of impulses is given manually to its end-effector by using a
rod. In the experiment, the end-effector pose is regulated around a desired position w.r.t.
the target object, while the linear and angular momenta are dumped from the system
using the same controller of the previous section. The deterioration of the manipulation








Fig. 8.8 shows the reconstructed external force at the end-effector, the position of the
CoM, and the manipulability measure, respectively, after repeated impulses on the end-
effector. Fig. 8.9 shows the position of the end-effector, and the linear and angular mo-
menta.
In Fig. 8.9 it is shown that the momentum was successfully extracted from the system
after each impulse. At the same time, the impulses induced a displacement in the CoM
position, as seen in Fig. 8.8. Thanks to the dumping of the accumulated momentum
in the system, the CoM position converged to new stationary positions. However, after
each contact the CoM was displaced farther from the initial location. Accordingly, the
manipulator was in a more stretched position, in an attempt to maintain the desired
position. The displacements of the CoM after each impulse led to a deterioration of the
workspace conditions. In particular, in Fig. 8.8 it is observed that the manipulability was
reduced after each contact, resulting in a practically singular configuration around tsing =
140 sec. As a matter of fact, Fig. 8.9 further shows that at tsing the end-effector steady
state error increased after every impulse due to the low manipulability. This is explained
by the fact that the low commanded torques near the singularity were counterbalanced by
the static friction in the joints. In this situation, the end-effector control was lost.
To better visualize the workspace displacement, a series of snapshots of the experiment at
t0 = 0 sec, t1 = 110 sec, t2 = 170 sec, t3 = 220 sec is shown in Fig. 8.10b. Additionally, in
Fig. 8.10a a workspace rendering at the same instants is done based on the experimental
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Figure 8.9.: Momentum Dumping Control - End effector position and momenta.
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measurements of the pose of the spacecraft and the joint angles. The workspace shown




(b) Snapshots of the experiment
Figure 8.10.: Experiment 2: snapshot sequence of the response to repeated contact of a
robot implementing a momentum dumping task.
Fig. 8.10 shows that after some contacts, the target satellite exited the reachable
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8.2. Experimental investigation of the Whole-Body controller C3
workspace; in a practical scenario, a repositioning maneuver of the whole system would
be needed to restore the favorable workspace location and recover the end-effector task.
The correct workspace location is needed to accomplish a successful end-effector opera-
tion during the post-contact phase in case of repeated contact; in conclusion, the above-
illustrated workspace shift is the main limitation of a momentum dumping strategy alone,
and motivates the need of a further control action of the CoM of the whole-body that
keeps the workspace in a favorable location;
8.2.4. Experimental results: multiple contacts with momentum dumping and
CoM control tasks
An experiment is reported herein, which shows how a CoM control task, in additional to a
momentum dumping task, allows solving the workspace shift in case of multiple contact.
The experiment has the further purpose of confirming that the Whole-Body controller C3
can be applied on real hardware.
A similar series of impulses as in the previous experiment is manually given at the end-
effector by using a rod; in addition to the previous experiment, contacts were given also
along the y direction for more generality. Fig. 8.11 shows the reconstructed external force
at the end-effector, the position of the CoM, and the manipulability measure, when the






































































Figure 8.11.: CoM Control - Workspace restore after external contacts.
First, observe in Fig. 8.11 that after each contact the correct CoM location was restored
to the initial value, as it was seeked at. Accordingly, the manipulability measure in
Fig. 8.11 did not drop to zero, but remained around a favorable value thanks to the
restored correct CoM-target location. Second, observe the end-effector position error in
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Figure 8.12.: CoM Control - End effector position and momenta.
Fig. 8.12. It can be seen that, during the contacts, the end-effector was displaced; when
the contacts ended, the end-effector error converged to zero up to a precision of 1.5 cm
due to the static friction in the joints. Note that the end-effector position was restored
after every contact, because no singularity was reached. Finally, note that the angular
momentum in Fig. 8.12 was properly dumped and any rotational drift of the system was
stopped.
The base actuator forces and torques are conclusively shown in Fig. 8.13. Note that the
satellite forces acted in reaction to the external force in Fig. 8.11. In particular, as soon
as one CoM displacement was generated along a direction, the satellite forces reacted in
the same direction but opposite sign. For the sake of completeness, the base attitude is
reported in Fig. 8.14. Therein it is seen that the attitude was not controlled. After each
impulse, it converged to new values, which were not known in advance. In this sense,
the Whole-Body controller C3 leaves the base attitude free, in a similar way as in a free-
floating strategy, while solving the drift limitation.
The results confirmed that a simultaneous momentum dumping and CoM task solves both
the inertial drift limitation of the free-floating control, and the workspace shift limitation
of a momentum dumping task alone, during a post-contact phase. Furthermore, the results
confirmed the applicability of the Whole-Body controller C3 with a real manipulator.
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Figure 8.13.: CoM Control - Satellite commanded forces and torques.






























Figure 8.14.: CoM Control - Satellite attitude.
8.3. Experimental investigation of the Whole-Body controller C4
The aim of the experiments reported herein is to validate the applicability of the Whole-
Body controller C4 considering a real arm, and to further analyze the advantages of the
partially thrusters-decoupled actuation of the Whole-Body controller C4.
The feature of the partially thrusters-decoupled structure employed by the Whole-Body
controller C4, i.e., the actuation mapping (5.25), is that the base force actuator is not used
to realize the end-effector task, but only to realize the task that cannot be actuated by
internal actuators, i.e., controlling the inertial location of the CoM. For a nonredundant
arm, the actuation mapping has the form fbmb
τm
 =















This structure is a property of the circumcentroidal velocity ν⊕e and does not hold when
using the absolute velocity νe for defining the allocation space. In fact, in the latter case,
the actuation mapping would use the base force actuator to realize the end-effector task,
i.e., it would result in fbmb
τm
 =
























∈ R6×3, and where m̄b, F̄e ∈ Rn
are control inputs dual to ωb, νe, respectively. In order to validate the advantages of
decoupling the actuation, an experiment was performed first with the partially thrusters-
decoupled actuation (8.9). Then, the same experiment was repeated with a control that
enforces exactly the same CoM, attitude, and end-effector control requirements, but which
employs the thrusters-coupled actuation (8.10).
The experiment consisted of a sequence of two representative end-effector maneuvers in
the pre-contact phase of a grasping scenario. For each maneuver, the end-effector is com-
manded to reach a desired pose and then to return to the initial position. In the second
maneuver, a lateral motion (y component) of the end-effector was commanded to excite
three-dimensional effects more pronouncedly. In both maneuvers, the base attitude and
the CoM were commanded to hold desired setpoints. No contact or initial momentum
were simulated. The stiffness gains used were Ke = blkdiag(Ke,trasl,Ke,rot) for the end-
effector, where Ke,trasl = 800E N m
−1, and Ke,rot = 56E N m rad
−1; the stiffness gains
Kb,rot= 672E N m rad
−1, and Kc= 300EN m
−1 were used for the attitude and the CoM,
respectively. The damping gains were designed using the method in [Ott08, p.36] based
on the inertia in the initial configuration.
Fig. 8.15a shows the time response of the position of the end-effector, the attitude of
the base, and the position of the CoM for the Whole-Body controller C4 employing a
partial thrusters-decoupled actuation. In Fig. 8.15a, it can be seen that the end-effector
successfully converged to the desired position for both end-effector maneuvers. The base
attitude was slightly displaced due to the robot motion, but the control action successfully
restored the desired location after the end-effector maneuver ended. The CoM stayed in
place2 and was not affected by the end-effector control. On the other hand, the position
of the base freely changed in reaction to the end-effector maneuvering, similarly as what
already analyzed in Section 7.1.1 by numerical simulation. The commanded base force
and torques are shown in Fig. 8.16a. Therein, the main result of the partially thrusters-
decoupled decomposition is evident, namely, the base force was exactly zero, and only the
base torque is employed by the control.
In Fig. 8.15b, the results for the thrusters-coupled actuation are shown. Therein it is seen
that, similarly to the partially thrusters-decoupled actuation, the end-effector converged
to the desired position in both end-effector maneuvers, and the attitude was restored
to the correct location after the end-effector maneuvers. However, in contrast to the
partially thrusters-decoupled actuation, the CoM did not stay in place, but was excited
by the term Jev(q̂m)
T in (8.10) which couples the end-effector control input Fe into
the base actuator fb. The effect of the coupling can especially be seen in the plot of
the commanded base force and torques in Fig. 8.16b; therein, it is observed that the base
force was nonzero for the thrusters-coupled actuation, and this in fact led to the excitation
of the CoM. In conclusion, given the same requirements, the thrusters-coupled actuation
led to an activation of the base force, and, in turn, to an excitation of the CoM during
the end-effector maneuver. This says that the CoM control task alone is not sufficient
to achieve a reduction of the thrusters usage during end-effector maneuvering, but also a
(at least partially) thrusters-decoupled actuation is needed. Both features are endowed in
the Whole-Body controller C4. The experiments were repeated three times for further
validation:
2Small deviations from zero that can be explained as disturbances induced by the hardware simulation
facility.
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Figure 8.15.: Performance of the attitude-arm coordinated control.
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Figure 8.16.: Commanded base force and base torque.
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1. The same trajectories were tested one more time for repeatability. The same results
were obtained and are not shown for brevity.
2. The same path with a longer duration was commanded. Similar results were obtained
and are not shown.
3. The same trajectory was repeated with an additional deadzone of 2 Nm on the mb
signal. In Fig. 8.17 the base angles and commanded base torques are reported.
Therein it is shown that the deadzone avoided the steady oscillation on the base
torque observed in Fig. 8.16a without inducing stability issues. Other plots showed
no significant difference and are not reported.















Figure 8.17.: Test with deadzone on τb with Whole-Body controller C4 (partially thrusters-
decoupled actuation).
Based on the experimental results, it is concluded that the Whole-Body controller C4
can be applied on real hardware, and that it successfully implements the decoupling feature
of the base force which was seeked at.
8.4. Experimental investigation of the Whole-Body controller C5
The aim of the following experiments is to validate the Whole-Body controller C4 dur-
ing representative pre-contact and post-contact phases. Two sets of experiments were
performed:
1. a series of contact-free end-effector maneuvers, to validate the controller in a repre-
sentative pre-contact situation;
2. a series of experiments in which the end-effector keeps its current position while
accumulated momentum is dumped by the thrusters, to validate the behavior in a
representative post-contact situation.
In both experiments, the nonredundant version of the Whole-Body controller C5 was
validated; it is obtained by setting the null-space task in (6.9) and (6.14) to zero, i.e., ςintn ,





































8.4. Experimental investigation of the Whole-Body controller C5
8.4.1. Experimental results: pre-contact phase
A sequence of two end-effector maneuvers was tested. For each maneuver, the end-effector
was commanded to reach a desired pose and then to come back. In the first maneuver, a
displacement toeef = [35, 0,−25] cm of the position and φeef = [0,−20, 0] deg of the ro-
tation (roll, pitch, and yaw angles) was commanded to the end-effector. In the second ma-
neuver, a displacement of toeef = [23.5,−27,−30] cm and φeef = [−6.7,−6.7, 30] deg was
commanded. The second maneuver excites three-dimensional effects more pronouncedly.
During all maneuvers, the attitude of the spacecraft and the CoM of the whole robot were
commanded to hold the initial values. No contact or initial momentum were simulated in
the pre-contact experiments. The stiffness gains used were Ke = blkdiag(Ke,trasl,Ke,rot)
for the end-effector, where Ke,trasl = 1000E N m
−1, Ke,rot = 70E N m rad
−1, Kb,rot =
3350E N m rad−1, and Kc= 700EN m
−1 were used for the attitude and the CoM, re-
spectively. The EE and attitude damping gains were designed using the method in
[Ott08, p.36] based on the inertia in the initial configuration. The momentum gain was
Dh = blkdiag(Dp,Dl) where Dp = 3.93E s
−1 was used for the linear momentum, and
Dl = 16E s
−1 for the angular momentum.
Figure 8.18 shows the results for both maneuvers; the second maneuver starts at t =
t2. The figure shows the time responses of the end-effector position, the attitude of the
spacecraft, the CoM of the whole robot, and the velocity of the reaction wheels, as well
as the forces and torques actuated by the thrusters, the reaction wheels’, and the joints’
drives. It can be observed that the end-effector successfully converged to the desired
position after maneuvering. The attitude of the spacecraft was displaced due to the
robot motion, but the joint control action of the reaction wheels and the arm successfully
restored it after the maneuver had finished. A longer-lasting oscillation of the attitude
of the spacecraft was observed during the lateral maneuver and it was related to the
more pronounced excitation of the 1DOF null space of the arm, which was only indirectly
damped through the natural friction in the joints. The position of the spacecraft freely
moved and was displaced to new locations after each maneuver. On the other hand, the
CoM stayed in place and was not affected by the end-effector control. This confirms
the effectiveness of the decoupled actuation in also the Whole-Body controller C5. More
specifically, thanks to the completely thrusters-decoupled actuation (6.9) adopted by the
Whole-Body controller C5, in a nominal starting condition in which the CoM error and the
momentum are zero, the thrusters command F b does not get activated during end-effector
and attitude maneuvering; consequently, the CoM does not get excited by the coordinated
controller. Thanks to this property, in the experiment the end-effector maneuvers were
accomplished entirely by the joints of the arm and the reaction wheels only, as observed
in Fig. 8.18, and exactly zero fuel was consumed.
The steady-state joint torque in Fig. 8.18 was due to the static friction in the joints of
the arm. The RW torque was within the allowable limit of 0.3Nm for the considered
maneuver, although the maximum robot speed was limited by the low torque capability of
the wheels; this proves that the controller is implementable with realistic wheels. Lastly,
the RW velocity was low and well below the limits of common devices, e.g. 5000 rpm,
and returned to zero after each maneuver ended. Based on this, in accordance with the
conservation of the zero initial momentum, the actuation can be interpreted as a mutual
exchange of momentum between arm and reaction wheels, with the wheels’ momentum
returning to zero as soon as the arm comes to rest.
In conclusion, the experiment confirmed the main property of a thrusters-decoupled
actuation also for the Whole-Body controller C5, namely, during the pre-contact phase
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Figure 8.18.: Response during pre-contact phase.
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8.5. Summary
no thrusters are activated; this in turn means that nominally no fuel is consumed by the
controller. Furthermore, the experiment confirmed that the Whole-Body controller C5 is
applicable during a pre-contact phase considering a real arm, and that the reaction wheels
can be successfully employed in the coordinated actuation to restore the attitude.
8.4.2. Experimental results: post-contact phase
An experiment is reported herein, which validates the effectiveness of the Whole-Body
controller C5 during a post-contact situation, i.e., one in which the CoM velocity and
the angular momentum are nonzero. A series of impulses along different directions was
given manually to the end-effector by using a rod. Note that the contact is given only
as a mean to excite the momentum of the system and not to analyze the behavior of
the system during contact. In these experiments, the same gains were used as in the pre-
contact experiment, except the ones of the end-effector, which wereKe,trasl = 500EN m
−1,
Ke,rot = 35EN m rad
−1.
Figure 8.19 shows the reconstructed applied contact force, the position of the end-
effector, the attitude of the base, the position of the CoM, the angular momentum, and the
commanded base forces and torques in the inertial T frame. First, observe in Fig. 8.19 that
after each contact the correct CoM location was restored and the momentum was dumped;
furthermore, the end-effector and the attitude of the base were successfully kept around
the desired values. This means that, when the linear and angular momenta got excited,
the controller promptly reacted to stop the drift, thereby guaranteeing the stability of the
system and the accomplishment of the envisioned tasks. Second, observe in Fig. 8.19 that
the impulses were given along different directions and that the controller behaved properly
in every direction. The thrusters automatically fired in reaction to the external force. As
soon as a CoM displacement was generated along a direction, the thrusters forces reacted
in the same direction, but opposite sign.
In conclusion, the impulse experiments validated the correct behavior of the Whole-
Body controller C5 during the post-contact situation.
8.5. Summary
In this chapter, several experiments conducted on the OOS-Sim experimental facility were
reported. The experiments have been conducted in an incremental and comparative way,
so to point out the main functional features of the derived controllers. The limitation of
a purely free-floating strategy during a post-contact phase was shown; then, the benefits
of the momentum dumping and CoM control tasks during a post-contact phase were
analyzed. The features of a partially thrusters-decoupled approach for the coordinated
control of end-effector and base attitude during a pre-contact phase were analyzed, and
a comparison with a completely thrusters-coupled approach was done. The feasibility of
use of reaction wheels during the pre-contact phase was analyzed.
The experiments provided evidence of the correct behavior of the Whole-Body con-
trollers C3, C4, and C5 during the pre- and post-contact phases, when applied with a real
arm.
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Figure 8.19.: Response during post-contact phase.
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CHAPTER 9
Controllers Comparison and Conclusions
In Chapter 3 extended version of common Free-Floating and Free-Flying controllers were
presented. In Chapters 5 and 6 three Whole-Body controllers were presented. The con-
trollers were already compared via numerical simulations and hardware experiments. In
this Chapter, a final overall comparison of the advantages and the advantages of the con-
trollers is discussed. Table 9.1 summarizes the main properties of the different controllers.
The comparison is in some aspects subjective and therefore some justifications of the
ratings are discussed next.
Spacecraft actuators and feedback variables The Free-Floating controller C1 relies on
a simpler control architecture that requires less actuators and measurements than
the Free-Flying and Whole-Body controllers. This advantage comes at the cost of
limitations in terms post-contact drift robustness, workspace control, and attitude
pointing.
Post-contact drift robustness Any Free-Floating controller is not robust to contact due
to the drift of the system after contact. Thus, the Free-Floating approach cannot
be used for prolongated manipulation in presence of momentum without switching
to an actuated base strategy.
Workspace control Any Free-Floating controller cannot displace the workspace of the
robot in the inertial space, and thus, cannot be used for reaching distant objects.
Attitude pointing The Free-Floating controller C1 cannot guarantee attitude pointing;
however, note that other free-floating controllers [NUY92, YDN06, ONY07] can.
Thrusters efficiency Any Free-Floating controller and the Whole-Body controllers C3 and
C5 drastically reduce the thrusters usage and, in turn, the fuel consumption. The
Free-Flying controller C2 is the most thrusters-inefficient among the presented con-
trollers. The Whole-Body controller C4 is moderately more efficient than the Free-
Flying controller C2 thanks to the partially thrusters-decoupled actuation, which
induces a floating-base behavior in translation; however, the thrusters usage is still
high because the rotational coupling of the arm and the base is dominant compared
to the translational decoupling featured by the controller.
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- + + + +
Workspace
control
- + + + +
Attitude
pointing
- + - + +
Thrusters
efficiency
+ - + 0 +
a The feedback of the orientation of the spacecraft is required by the angular momentum compensation;
it is not required when the angular momentum is zero.
Table 9.1.: Comparison of the controllers.
All in all, it is concluded that the Whole-Body framework represents a general strategy
that allows merging the advantages of the Free-Floating and Free-Flying controllers.
9.1. Conclusions and Future Work
In this thesis, a class of Whole-Body controllers was presented, which allows accomplishing
the requirements for robotic operation in orbit with a reduced utilization of thrusters. The
underlying philosophy is a whole-body-centric perspective of the system, wherein the sys-
tem is framed in its entirety rather than as a composition of separate spacecraft and manip-
ulator entities. By regulating whole-body objectives and by adopting thrusters-decoupled
actuation schemes, natural floating-base behavior was endowed into fully-actuated Whole-
Body controllers, thereby merging into them the advantages of the classical Free-Floating
and Free-Flying strategies, while sorting out their limitations. The main result of doing
so is that the mission requirements are satisfied with drastic reduction of the thrusters
use, and that a single unified controller can be used during both the pre- and post-contact
phases of the robotic operation.
The kinematics and dynamics model of a general orbital robot in orbit was derived for
the purpose of onboard utilization and for the validation via simulation. The methodol-
ogy for the design of multi-objective controllers was derived with a focus on the actuators
allocation. The used methodology is similar to the well-known Operational Space Formu-
lation, but it differs in the fact that the virtual actuators may not necessarily be dual to
the time-derivative of the task coordinates, but can be general compositions of velocities
and momenta.
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An extension of the common transposed-Jacobian Free-Floating controller to the case
of nonzero momentum, and an extension of the common transposed-Jacobian Free-Flying
controller for application with a redundant manipulator, were presented. The limitations
of the Free-Floating and Free-Flying controllers were pointed out. It was identified that the
main disadvantage of a Free-Floating strategy is the unstoppable drift induced by external
interaction on the robot. This drift translates into a severe limitation especially in the
post-contact phase following accidental or voluntary contact; in this situation, singularity
or workspace limits are reached within short time, and switching to a different strategy is
imperative. This limitation is evident in the numerical simulations and the experiments
that were carried out in the thesis. On the other hand, the limitations of the analyzed
Free-Flying controller were identified being related to the thrusters-coupled actuation,
and to the task of controlling the spacecraft position and attitude, which, considering
the floating-base nature of an orbital robot, is a unnatural one. The former represents a
direct coupling of the manipulator task into the thrusters, whereas the latter represents
an indirect coupling due to the coupled spacecraft and end-effector dynamics.
To overcome the limitations, a framework was derived to systematically define allocation
spaces that own a thrusters-decoupled actuation and a decoupled dynamics. Two such
decoupled allocation spaces — the external-internal and the centroid-circumcentroidal
allocation spaces — were derived based on the momentum and the CoM of the whole
robot. In the external-internal allocation space, general internal velocities were defined
and used in combination with the momentum for the formulation of the allocation space.
The formulation features a completely thrusters-decoupled actuation structure, and a de-
coupled momentum dynamics. In the centroid-circumcentroidal allocation space, general
circumcentroidal velocities were defined and used in combination with the CoM for the for-
mulation of the allocation space. The formulation features a partially thrusters-decoupled
actuation structure and a decoupled CoM dynamics. The completely thrusters-decoupled
actuation avoids the direct coupling, the decoupled momentum dynamics defines an invari-
ant task which avoids the indirect coupling. On the other hand, the partially thrusters-
decoupled actuation avoids part of the direct coupling, and the decoupled CoM dynamics
defines an invariant tasks that avoids part of the indirect coupling. Based on the above-
mentioned framework, three Whole-Body controllers were derived. Two of them use only
spacecraft-mounted thrusters, one of them uses spacecraft-mounted thrusters and reaction
wheels.
In the first Whole-Body controller, thrusters and manipulator are coordinately actu-
ated, an external-internal decomposition is used, and the invariant task of controlling the
angular momentum and the CoM of the whole robot is enforced. The invariant task allows
satisfying the requirements of post-contact robustness and workspace control, without nec-
essarily enforcing a control of the position and orientation of the base. It was shown that
the controller automatically converges to a free-floating controller once the momentum and
CoM momentum transient vanish; therefore, the controller was interpreted as an exten-
sion of the free-floating approach to a fully-actuated strategy encapsulating floating-base
behavior.
In the second Whole-Body controller, thrusters and manipulator are coordinately actu-
ated, a centroid-circumcentroidal decomposition is used, and the invariant task of control-
ling the CoM of the whole robot is enforced; additionally, the orientation of the spacecraft is
controlled. The centroid-circumcentroidal decomposition is a partially thrusters-decoupled
actuation, which avoids thrusters coupling only in translation. The resulting actuation
is structurally the same in rotation as in the Free-Flying controller, and is structurally
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the same in translation as in the Free-Floating controller. Based on this, and on the
enforced CoM-control invariant task, the controller was interpreted as an intermediate
Whole-Body approach, which endows floating-base behavior in translation, but works like
the Free-Flying controller in rotation. The controller represents a Whole-Body solution
for missions explicitly requiring attitude pointing.
In the third Whole-Body controller, thrusters, manipulator, and reaction wheels are
coordinately actuated, an external-internal decomposition is used, and the invariant task
of controlling the angular momentum and the CoM of the whole robot is enforced; addi-
tionally, the orientation of the spacecraft is controlled. The additional task of controlling
the orientation of the spacecraft is endowed in an completely thrusters-decoupled external-
internal actuation, thanks to the additional redundancy provided by the reaction wheels.
By doing so, the maximum benefit of the decoupled actuation framework is exploited, and
the attitude pointing requirement is satisfied with minimalistic activation of the thrusters.
To compare and validate the controllers, thorough numerical simulations and hardware
experiments were conducted, considering an orbital robot composed of a seven DOFs arm
mounted on a six DOFs spacecraft. Simulations based on realistic thrusters and measure-
ments models revealed the applicability of the Whole-Body controllers, and their superior
performance in terms of thrusters activation and fuel consumption, when compared to a
Free-Floating strategy. The superior performance is an outcome of the reduced thrusters
use of the Whole-Body controllers, and confirms the validity of the motivating idea of this
thesis. The experimental validation provided evidence of the applicability and effective-
ness of the controllers considering a real manipulator. The experiments were conducted
on a robotic simulation facility, which allows reproducing the complete three dimensional
motion of an orbital robot. These experiments are rather rare in the existing literature,
and, in the opinion of the author, provide unique insight.
Certain important aspects were inevitably left out in this thesis, an will be addressed
in future works. The Whole-Body strategies shall be extended for application with a
noninertial target. Active Debris Removal missions represent one important application
domain of orbital robots; these missions are indeed characterized by tumbling targets.
Depending on the size of the target, partial synchronization of only the end-effector with
the tumbling motion, or also flight synchronization, may be required. To address the
partial synchronization, the CoM and the angular momentum tasks shall be specified
relative to the orbital frame. The flight synchronization may be instead addressed by
specifying the CoM and angular momentum relative to the target frame. In both cases, a
disturbance in the closed loop appears, and its compensation may be required.
The controllers shall also be validated with a state estimation algorithm. The controllers
require feedback of the end-effector state relative to the grasping point on the target; an
end-effector camera can be used to reconstruct this information, but only at low rate.
For contact stability, the direct interconnection of a camera is not sufficient, and visual
servoing or fusion is necessary for reconstruction of these signals at high rate. The Free-
Flying and the Whole-Body controllers additionally require estimation of the velocity of
the system relative to the target, for which no direct measurement is available. Existing
state estimation algorithms may be used at this purpose, they shall be integrated with the
controllers, and the performance of the combined closed-loop shall be validated.
Finally, the framework will be extended for application in the complete pre-contact,
contact, and post-contact phase. For this purpose, the momentum dumping task and







Expressions of internal and circumcentroidal mappings
A.1. Internal mapping of a body
In the following, it is proved that (4.17) results in (4.18). Let us first compute the ex-
pression of the momentum null-space projector. By applying (4.21), the two terms in the

























By considering a partitioning J intj (q) =
[




, and the partitioning of Jj(q)
defined in (2.17), the internal mapping (4.14) results in
J intjb (q) = 0, (A.4a)
J intjq (q) = Jjq(q)−Ajb(q)Mb(q)−1Mbq(q) (A.4b)









= J intjq (q)q̇. (A.5)
1Notice in (A.3) that the momentum null-space projector does not depend on Acb(Rb, q), so the null-
space projector is independent of the frame C and has the same expression when expressed around any
frame. As a further consequence of this, the momentum null-space projector does not depend on the base
rotation Rb, but only on the joints q.
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A. Expressions of internal and circumcentroidal mappings
A.2. Circumcentroidal mapping of a body
In the following, it is proved that (4.45) results in (4.46). Let us preliminary rewrite the
pseudo-inverse (4.44) as
Lv(Rb, q)















where the relation Lv(Rb, q) =
1
mSvL(Rb, q) in (2.44b) is applied. Then, by applying






















and the definitions (2.8) and (2.35) are used. Then, the null-space
projector (4.43) results having the form
Nc(q) =
0 − 1mMvω(q) − 1mMvq(q)0 E 0
0 0 E
 . (A.8)








, and by partitioning the











, the circumcentroidal mapping (4.42) results in






























Herein, the expressions of the error coordinates used throughout the text, as well as the
associated Jacobians, are specified. Given a desired CoM position ocd , the CoM position
and velocity errors are denoted by x̃c ∈ R3 and ṽc ∈ R3, respectively, and are defined as
x̃c = ocdc, ṽc = vcdc. (B.1)
The time derivative of the CoM error is trivially
˙̃xc = ṽc. (B.2)
For parameterizing rotation errors, a quaternion-based coordinates representation is adopted
herein. Considering a general rotation matrix Rxy, let the symbols εxy ∈ R3 and ηxy ∈ R
denote the vector and scalar part, respectively, of the unit quaternion extracted from Rxy.
Let us consider a desired frame Bd for the base, which is located on the origin of B but has
axes that are aligned towards desired directions; a base rotation error and a base angular
velocity error are denoted by x̃b,rot ∈ R3 and ω̃b ∈ R3, respectively, and are defined as
x̃b,rot = 2εbdb, ω̃b = ωbdb. (B.3)
The time derivative ˙̃xb,rot is related to ω̃b by the coordinates Jacobian Jx̃b,rot(x̃b,rot) ∈ R3×3,
as
˙̃xb,rot = Jx̃b,rot(x̃b,rot)ω̃b, Jx̃b,rot(x̃b,rot) = ηbdbE + [εbdb]
∧. (B.4)
Given desired frames Bd and Ed for the base and the end-effector, respectively, roto-
translation errors and velocity errors are denoted by x̃b ∈ R6 and ν̃b ∈ R6 for the base,












, ν̃e = νede, (B.5b)
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B. Error coordinates
The time derivative ˙̃xb and ˙̃xe are related to the error velocities by coordinates Jacobians
Jx̃b(x̃b) ∈ R6×6 and Jx̃e(x̃e) ∈ R6×6, respectively, as
˙̃xb = Jx̃b(x̃b)ν̃b, Jx̃b(x̃b) =
[
E 0




˙̃xe = Jx̃e(x̃e)ν̃e, Jx̃e(x̃e) =
[
E 0




An advantage of the adopted quaternion representation is that coordinates Jacobians
cannot grow unbounded, and that in contact the quaternion renders a task-consistent
compliant interaction. [Nat03, p.13].
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APPENDIX C
Additional equations for definition of controllers
C.1. Addendum to Section 3.1.1




















T = 0. (C.2)
Given (C.2), it is straightforwardly seen that the choice (C.1) satisfies the condition (3.5).





where Zb(qm) ∈ Rr×6 and Zm(qm) ∈ Rr×nm , the property (C.2) results in the condition
J∗em(qm)Zm(qm)
T = 0, (C.3)
which says that Zm is the null-space base matrix of the generalized Jacobian
1. Based on




of the null-space mapping in
base and manipulator sub-blocks, they are given by











Note Jnm(qm) results being the dynamically-consistent null-space mapping of the gener-
alized Jacobian J∗em(qm). Lastly, note that, by straightforward computation, the reduced
mapping J∗nm(qm) in (3.9b) coincides with Jnm(qm).
1Algorithms for constructing a null-space base matrix can be found in [Ott08, Sect.4.1].
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C. Additional equations for definition of controllers
C.2. Addendum to Section 3.2.1


















T = 0. (C.6)





in base and manipulator components Zb(qm) ∈
Rr×6 and Zm(qm) ∈ Rr×nm , respectively, the condition (C.6) becomes
Zb(qm) = 0, Jem(qm)Z
T
m(qm) = 0, (C.7a)
where the right equation in (C.7a) corresponds to the orthogonality condition of a fixed-
base robot, and says that Zm(qm) is the null-space base matrix of the fixed-base Jacobian
Jem(qm).





, where Jnb(qm) ∈ Rr×6 and Jnm(qm) ∈ Rr×nm . By ap-








C.3. Addendum to Section 5.1.1
Considering that for internal velocities it holds Lemma 1, the internal mappings in (5.1)
and (5.2) are partitioned in base and joint components, as










where J intnm(qm) ∈ Rr×nm , and where (4.18) and (2.61b) are used to compute the joint part
of the end-effector mapping. Note that J intem(qm) = J
∗
em(qm) ∈ R6×nm , i.e., J intem(qm) is the
generalized Jacobian (3.1). The joint part of the internal mapping in (5.4) is thus






The mapping J intnm(qm) is constructed as follows. By applying (C.9) and (C.10), the





T = 0, (C.12)













C.4. Addendum to Section 5.2.1
where Zm(qm) ∈ Rr×nm is a base matrix which spans the null space of J intem(qm), i.e., it
satisfies the property
J intem(qm)Zm(qm)
T = 0. (C.14)
Given (C.14), it is easily seen that the choice (C.13) satisfies (C.12).
C.4. Addendum to Section 5.2.1
Considering that for circumcentroidal velocities it holds Lemma 2, the circumcentroidal
































J⊕b (qm), where the Jacobian for a robot without reaction wheels
in (2.61b) is used for the computation of the circumcentroidal Jacobians, and where



























∈ R6×nm . (C.20)



















T = 0. (C.22)
Given (C.22), it is straightforwardly seen that the choice (C.21) satisfies the condition






Lastly, given (C.15), (C.17), and (C.18), the circumcentroidal mapping in (5.23) can be
partitioned as
J̄⊕(qm) =





2The mapping (C.17) means that ω⊕b = ωb. This interesting detail was already highlighted in Sec-
tion 4.3.1, and shall come as no surprise. However, note that despite this equivalence the overall trans-
formation adopted herein (see (5.23)) is different than a common free-flyer transformation because it is
ν⊕e 6= νe.
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C. Additional equations for definition of controllers








C.5. Addendum to Section 6.1.1
In the following, definitions of the some symbols used in Section 6.1.1 are provided. The
dynamically-consistent projector N inte (qm) used in (6.4) is given by
N inte (qm) = E − J inte (qm)#J inte (qm) ∈ R(nw+nm)×(nw+nm) (C.25)
where J inte (qm)












Considering that for internal velocities it holds Lemma 1, the internal mappings (6.1),
(6.2), and (6.3) are partitioned in base and joint components, as
J inte (qm) =
[
0 J inteq (qm)
]
, (C.27)
J intb (qm) =
[
0 J intbq (qm)
]
, (C.28)










J intn (qm) =
[
0 J intnq (qm)
]
, (C.31)
where, by applying the general expression (4.17) for the end-effector and base frames, the
Jacobians are given by
J inteq (qm) = Je(qm)−Aeb(qm)Mb(qm)−1Mbq ∈ R6×(nw+nm), (C.32)
J intbq (qm) = −Mb(qm)−1Mbq ∈ R6×(nw+nm), (C.33)
J intωbq(qm) = SωJ
int
bq (qm) ∈ R3×(nw+nm), (C.34)
and where J intω̆bq(qm) ∈ R
3×(nw+nm). The joint part of the internal mapping in (5.4) is given
by by considering that joint part of the internal mapping in (6.7) is
J̄ intq (qm) =
J intω̆bw(qm) J intω̆bm(qm)J intew (qm) J intem(qm)




The null-space mapping J intnq (qm) ∈ Rr×(nw+nm) is constructed as follows. By using (C.27),






T = 0, (C.36)
where M∗q (qm) is the reduced joint inertia defined in (2.2.3). The following map is chosen











C.5. Addendum to Section 6.1.1





T = 0. (C.38)
Given the definitions (C.31) and (C.38), and considering the expression of the inverse
inertia in (2.49), it is straightforwardly seen that the choice (C.37) satisfies the condition
(6.6).
The Jacobians used in the actuation mapping (6.9), are the sub-matrices of the following
partitionings in reaction wheels and arm components:








J inte (qm) =
[





J intnq (qm) =
[









em(qm) is the generalized Jacobian (3.1). Finally,
the expressions of the inertias sub-blocks in (6.10) are







)−1 ∈ R3×3, (C.42)







)−1 ∈ R6×6, (C.43)
M intn (qm) = Zq(qm)M
∗
q (qm)Zq(qm)




Lemma used in the analysis in Section 6.1.3
The proof of the equation (6.15b) is shown herein. For the sake of brevity, the functional
dependence of the matrices is omitted.





Proof. By using (6.4) and (C.26), J intω̆b
#

























































































Now, given the property J inte M
−1N inte
T
= 0 of the dynamically-consistent projectorN inte ,




= E. Now, by using (6.4)


























D. Lemma used in the analysis in Section 6.1.3


















thereby proving the Lemma.















whose inverse is [DOP18]







Then, by inserting (D.11) into (D.9), and inserting the resulting expression into the angular












wherein Lemma 3 is applied.
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APPENDIX E
Proof of consecutive transformation of small adjoint
The aim of this section is to prove (2.14). Let us preliminary state formulas which are
used herein [MLS94],[LLM17, p.10]:
R [a]∧RT = [Ra]∧ , (E.1a)
[a+ b]∧ = [a]∧ + [b]∧ , (E.1b)[
[a]∧ b
]∧
= [a]∧ [b]∧ − [b]∧ [a]∧ , (E.1c)
for any a, b ∈ R3 and R3×3. Let us express the formula (2.11) for consecutive transfor-
mation of relative velocities in translation and rotation components, as
vxz = R
T
yzvxy −RTyz [oyz]∧ωxy + vyz (E.2)
ωxz = R
T
yzωxy + ωyz, (E.3)












































































E. Proof of consecutive transformation of small adjoint










Then, the r. h. s. of (2.14) results in
AzyaxyA
−1












which is equivalent to (E.4), thereby proving (2.14).
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